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Aircraft maintenance is the process of overhaul, repair, inspection, or modification of
an aircraft or aircraft systems, components, and structures, to keep these in an airworthy condition. Airlines must perform regular maintenance on their fleet to keep their
aircraft airworthy and, ultimately, prevent any systems or components failures during
commercial operations. Coupled with the rapid growth of the global commercial aircraft fleet, aircraft maintenance demands have increased significantly in the past few
decades. Since aviation is a very competitive industry, the growing aircraft maintenance
demands and associated operation costs put a huge financial burden on airlines, forcing them to reduce costs while still respecting safety regulations. Therefore, airlines are
laying increasing emphasis on planning aircraft maintenance efficiently.
An efficient planning approach for aircraft maintenance is a dual-edged sword. It
reduces not only the time and effort of organizing maintenance tasks and coordinating
maintenance activities but also increases the time fleet availability for operations and
associated revenues. Before introducing wide-body aircraft in the 1970s, airlines used a
bottom-up, task-oriented approach to plan aircraft maintenance, as then the commercial fleet sizes were small. Nowadays, most airlines adopt a top-down approach, and first
groups the maintenance tasks with the same or similar inspection intervals into a large
task block. These, in turn, are commonly divided into four types and labeled as: A-check
(every 4–6 months), B-check (every 4–6 months), C-check (every 18–24 months), and Dcheck (every 6–10 years). After planning the letter checks, airlines further determine the
maintenance tasks to be added or removed in each letter check.
This dissertation innovates the aircraft maintenance planning (AMP) process by presenting a comprehensive digital solution. It replaces the current sequential computeraided manual approach with an integrated scheduling methodology to automate the aircraft maintenance planning process. Given a specific time horizon, it considers all check
types together when making the maintenance check decisions and generates the optimal schedules for all letter checks in one comprehensive solution. After that, it plans
a long-term (3–5 years) task execution plan based on the optimal maintenance check
schedule. These features are integrated into a decision support system (DSS), developed
to facilitate aircraft maintenance planning optimization.
The AMP process includes the aircraft maintenance check scheduling (AMCS) and
maintenance task allocation. AMCS is the first and also the most important step. The optimal long-term aircraft maintenance check schedule indicates when a particular maintenance task could be performed before it is overdue. This thesis proposes a dynamic
programming (DP) based methodology for AMCS optimization. It aims at minimizing
the wasted interval between letter checks, considering aircraft type, status, maintenance
capacity, and other operational constraints. By achieving this goal, one also limits the
number of checks, and with that, reduces maintenance costs.
The allocation of maintenance tasks to letter checks is the second step in the AMP.
xi
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After obtaining an optimal aircraft letter check schedule using the proposed DP-based
methodology, airlines can add tasks with inspection intervals falling in-between maintenance checks for a given letter check. This thesis formulates the second step of AMP as
a time-constrained variable-size bin packing problem (TC-VS-BPP), extending the wellknown variable-size bin packing problem (VS-BPP) by adding deadlines, intervals, and
repetition of routine tasks. It divides the entire long-term optimal maintenance check
schedule into variable-sized bins to which multidimensional tasks are allocated, subject
to the available workforce constraints and task deadlines. A constructive heuristic is proposed based on the worst-fit decreasing (WFD) algorithm to address the TC-VS-BPP. The
output of the TAP is a long-term task execution plan for each maintenance check.
Although optimizing the AMCS and TAP can provide airlines with a long-term optimal aircraft letter check schedule and an associated task execution plan, it requires
complete information on aircraft daily utilization and maintenance check time, excluding future uncertainties. In practice, flight disruptions can impact aircraft utilization,
and the routine maintenance tasks can affect maintenance check elapsed time. All these
factors may cause deviations from the original maintenance check schedule and task
execution plan, requiring the maintenance operators of airlines to regularly adapt the
aircraft maintenance check schedule. Following a manual or deterministic scheduling
approach may result in insufficient hangar availability at specific moments, requiring
the creation of more costly extra maintenance capacity.
This research considers the impact of uncertainty and proposes a lookahead approximate dynamic programming (ADP) methodology for stochastic AMCS optimization. The
lookahead ADP methodology adopts a dynamic programming framework, using a hybrid lookahead scheduling policy. The hybrid lookahead scheduling policy makes the
optimal decision for heavy aircraft maintenance (C- and D-checks) based on deterministic forecasts and then determines the light maintenance (A- and B-checks) according
to stochastic forecasts. The proposed lookahead ADP methodology enables maintenance operators of airlines to make optimal aircraft maintenance check decisions without compromising the long-term AMP efficiency.
Furthermore, this thesis considers the practical application of AMP optimization. A
decision support system (DSS) is developed to integrate the deterministic AMCS optimization and associated optimal task allocation. The DSS includes a shift planning function so that the maintenance planners of airlines can use it to plan the work shift and
have an overview of the tasks within each work shift and corresponding workload for a
short term, i.e., the coming one to two weeks. The DSS was tested and demonstrated in
an operational environment, showing its value for real-life implementation. A case study
using the fleet maintenance data demonstrates that the DSS is capable of providing an
optimal aircraft letter check schedule, a detailed task execution plan, and the work shifts
of the coming two weeks in half an hour for a 4-year planning horizon.
In summary, this dissertation proposes a DP-based methodology for long-term deterministic AMCS optimization, a heuristic algorithm for optimal maintenance task allocation of each letter check, a shift planning algorithm to coordinate work shifts and associated tasks, a lookahead ADP for stochastic AMCS optimization, and a DSS to integrate
all above AMP functions. From a scientific perspective, this dissertation contributes to
the development of a maintenance scheduling methodology, making the optimal main-
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tenance decision considering its impact on the future. From an application point of view,
this dissertation shows the potential innovation to existing scheduling approaches used
by airlines and the feasibility of automating the AMP process. The proposed models,
methodologies, and the DSS are demonstrated to be promising in real-life AMP applications and capable of helping airlines make optimal maintenance decisions.
Future research can extend current AMCS and task allocation models to incorporate
condition-based maintenance (CBM) by considering the health prognostics and diagnostics and defining the tasks to be performed within each maintenance check. The
introduction of CBM to AMP would change the model to plan the maintenance tasks for
each maintenance check according to real-time monitoring rather than fixed intervals.
This could further increasing aircraft components’ life and reduce aircraft maintenance
operation costs.
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1
I NTRODUCTION
1.1. B ACKGROUND
Aircraft maintenance planning (AMP) is an intricate problem due to its combinatorial
nature and real-life operational constraints. On the one hand, changing weather conditions, flight disruptions, or incidents can affect aircraft utilization, and such impacts
cause deviations from the original maintenance plan. On the other hand, additional
maintenance needs can also affect the time required for maintenance and changes the
maintenance plan. Furthermore, the decision of whether performing a maintenance
task on an aircraft today impacts both the use of the aircraft onwards and the need to execute the same task in the future. All these challenges make the AMP generally difficult as
the maintenance operators of airlines have to very often adapt the aircraft maintenance
schedule to the latest aircraft status and operational constraints.
Regular maintenance inspection prevents aircraft components and systems failures
during operations. It involves the overhaul, repair, inspection, or modification of an
aircraft or aircraft systems, components, and structures in an airworthy condition [1].
Nowadays, airlines are increasingly interested in planning aircraft maintenance more efficiently since it represents one of the main direct operating costs and plays a vital role in
the balance sheet of an airline. In the aviation industry, the spend of global maintenance,
repair, and overhaul (MRO) represents 9%–10% of total operational costs, which was valued at $69 billion, excluding overhead (e.g., lighting, equipment, and any little extras),
for a total number of 27.5K aircraft [2]. This spending is equivalent to $2.5M per aircraft
per year. The savings derived from efficient aircraft maintenance planning can be very
substantial: an optimal aircraft maintenance schedule reduces maintenance costs, increases aircraft availability, which in the end, generates additional revenue. Therefore,
maintenance operators of the airline aim to allocate maintenance checks on the right
aircraft, in the right place, at the right time.
Modern aircraft have thousands of parts, systems, and components that need to be
recurrently inspected or replaced. The maintenance planning document (MPD) of an
1
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aircraft manufacturer states that each system/component has three usage parameters
to indicate its utilization, calendar days (DY), flight hours (FH), and flight cycles (FC):
• DY: One DY is a full 24-hour period,
• FH: FH is the elapsed time between wheel lift off and touch down, and
• FC: One FC is a complete aircraft take-off and landing sequence.
The MPD also defines the inspection interval of a system/component as its maximum
usage parameters allowed in commercial operation. Maintenance takes place when a
system/component reaches certain DY, FH, or FC thresholds. In real-life applications,
maintenance operators usually group maintenance tasks into letter checks, depending
on the level of detail: A-check, B-check, C-check, and D-check, and each letter check
associates three usage parameters, as shown in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Aircraft letter check and corresponding inspection interval [3].

Check Type
A-check
B-check
C-check
D-check

Interval
2-3 months
Rarely mentioned
18-24 months
6-10 years

Type of Maintenance Tasks
External visual inspection, filter replacement, lubrication etc.
Tasks are commonly incorporated into successive A-checks
Thorough inspection of the individual systems/components
Thorough inspection of most structurally significant items

The maintenance operators of many airlines plan the aircraft maintenance in three
steps, following a top-down approach, according to their experience:
1) Aircraft maintenance check scheduling (AMCS), usually for the future 3–5 years,
2) Task allocation of each maintenance check, usually for the coming year, and
3) Shift planning, usually for the coming 1–2 weeks.
AMCS is a difficult job, especially for an airline with a large, heterogeneous fleet. The
main problem associated with current practice is that it is a time-consuming and inefficient process based on the scheduler experience. Maintenance operators often spend
several days or weeks scheduling the maintenance check for all aircraft, one after another, according to specific aircraft letter check intervals and the available maintenance
resources of the airline. Limited by the (computer-aided) manual planning approach,
the maintenance operators usually find a maintenance check schedule for a fleet that is
feasible, rather than optimal [4].
Since the maintenance tasks to be executed within each maintenance check are determined based on the aircraft letter schedule, the non-optimal letter check schedule
leads to non-optimal task allocation and corresponding work shifts. Besides, the maintenance check schedule is often not capable of being updated quickly due to the lack of
an efficient scheduling tool for AMCS in current-day practice. It inevitably decreases aircraft utilization and increases aircraft maintenance costs in the long term. Any change
in the maintenance tasks or activities requires the maintenance operators to spend a
considerable amount of time shuffling the maintenance checks, re-organizing the associated maintenance tasks and activities, and re-planning the work shifts.
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Following the current widely used top-down practice, the optimization of AMP is to
find the optimal aircraft maintenance check schedule and the associated task execution plan. It attracts extensive attention from the aviation industry and the scientific
community. Both sides started to collaborate to work on this subject by combining the
optimization knowledge from academia and experience from airlines. In 2015, an EU
project “Airline Maintenance Operations implementation of an E2E Maintenance Service Architecture and Its Enablers” (AIRMES, www.airmes-project.eu) was initiated by
the European Commission to optimize end-to-end maintenance activities within an operators’ environment [5], led by a major European airline. One of the work packages
within AIRMES, which is also the goal of this dissertation, is to develop an optimization
framework that can provide maintenance schedule and planning solutions based on operational requirements. In particular, this goal is two-fold:
1) To design methodologies for AMCS optimization and corresponding maintenance
task allocation considering the real-life maintenance constraints, and
2) To design a comprehensive tool to reduce the time spent on the AMP process and
workload of the maintenance operators.

1.2. R ESEARCH QUESTIONS
AMCS is the key to aircraft maintenance planning optimization: the maintenance check
indicates the possible periods for the execution of maintenance tasks. The maintenance
tasks to be executed within each check further determine the maintenance tools, workforce, and shifts. The main challenge of solving AMCS is to understand the dependency
of different check types and estimate the impact of performing a maintenance check on
the future. The aircraft A-/B-/C-/D-checks are closely correlated. As described earlier,
an aircraft has three usage parameters to indicate each check type’s utilization, but all
check types are updated with the same daily FH and FC. For example, a C-check lasts
1–4 weeks; whether or not to start a C-check for an aircraft on a particular day can affect
the start dates of other check types since this aircraft will not be allocated to any flights
during the C-check execution.
On the other hand, the long-term economic and operational benefits of AMCS are
often overlooked. In practice, the heavy maintenance (e.g., C- and D-checks) have relatively larger intervals. The status of an aircraft can deviate a lot from expectation before
the next C-/D-check, which makes it pointless to spend several days or weeks finding
the optimal maintenance check schedule for the entire fleet. Also, there are very few
available studies or methods for this subject. For these reasons, some airlines consider a
shorter horizon when optimizing the maintenance checks, as then they can see tangible
benefits in the nearer future. However, one primary deficiency of this short-term aircraft
maintenance planning is that it can be “greedy” and defer all letter checks to a date that
is as late as possible. If the maintenance planners of an airline skip one letter check,
they may not see any maintenance capacity problem in the coming two or three weeks,
yet the maintenance checks overload can happen a few months later. In other words,
airlines may get a false impression that the maintenance resources meet the needs of
letter checks in a short period, but, as time moves on, the following letter checks can
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pile up and cause a soaring demand for maintenance in the future, possibly exceeding
maintenance capacity.
When the AIRMES project started, the airline partner within AIRMES consortium
stated that many European airlines treat the AMCS separately according to letter check
type, from heavy to light maintenance. That is, they first focus on scheduling the C/D-check and then the A-/B-check. The idea of decoupling AMCS, according to check
type, significantly reduces the complexity and the time to create a maintenance check
schedule. Yet, it neglects the dependency among letter checks, which can easily lead to
an either infeasible or a very conservative solution. If a solution is infeasible, the maintenance operators have to repeat a cumbersome process to shuffle the letter checks to
make it feasible. If a solution is conservative, it increases the number of maintenance
checks, and consequently the maintenance operation costs.
Without an optimal maintenance check schedule, the maintenance operators of airlines are likely to plan the maintenance tasks earlier than the estimated due dates (even
in the optimal schedule, the maintenance checks can also start earlier than the estimated
due date, but not as far before as in the non-optimal schedule). In the long term, it results
in more repetitions of executing the tasks and replacing the systems/components more
frequently, reducing the utilization of systems/components and increasing the maintenance operation costs. Moreover, without knowing the optimal maintenance task executions within each letter check, it is also difficult for the maintenance operators to plan
the shifts that make full use of the workforce.
The commonly used AMP approaches are mainly depending on the experience of
maintenance operators and, in general, inefficient to support airlines in reducing the
workloads of maintenance operators or the maintenance operation costs. From a scientific perspective, the biggest challenge in AMP is to integrate different letter check types
in the same model formulation and find the unified optimal solution. This requires understanding two important aspects: first, the correlations among different check types,
and second, the long-term impact of a maintenance decision for a specific check type on
the coming ones of all types. In particular, for the second aspect, the long-term impact of
a maintenance check decision on the future is difficult to capture: airlines usually plan
the flight schedules only a few weeks beforehand, but the maintenance capacity is predefined. Matching the given maintenance capacity with unknown maintenance check
demands has never been done before the AIRMES project.
The challenge in AMP leads to the main research question of this thesis:
How to improve the efficiency of maintenance planning for a fleet of heterogeneous
aircraft, while considering its longer-term impact on future operations, as well as
the uncertainty of daily aircraft utilization and maintenance elapsed time, without
compromising safety?
The main research question is further divided into the following sub-questions:
• How to address the AMCS considering the dependency among different checks?
• What is the optimal maintenance task allocation for each letter check?
• How to address the AMCS considering uncertainties and estimate the long-term
impacts of each maintenance check action?

1.3. G AP A NALYSIS
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This dissertation investigates the possibility of making optimal aircraft maintenance
check decisions by answering the above sub-questions. It shows how the main research
question is tackled step by step, from deterministic to stochastic, and from maintenance
check scheduling optimization to optimal maintenance task allocation for each check.

1.3. G AP A NALYSIS
Although aircraft maintenance check scheduling (AMCS) is the first and foremost step
in aircraft maintenance planning, in general, maintenance scheduling is mandatory not
only for aircraft but also for other vehicle types such as bus, train, and ship to maintain
vehicles in an operable state.
Bus maintenance scheduling (BMS) can be found in Refs. [6] and [7]. These studies design daily inspection and maintenance schedules for the buses that are due for
inspection to minimize the interruptions in the daily bus operating schedule and maximize the utilization of the maintenance facilities. Ref [6] formulated BMS as a classic mixed-integer programming program model and used commercial solver CPLEX to
solve the problem; the latter employed a multi-agent system to optimize the bus maintenance schedule heuristically. Similar to buses, trains also undergo daily maintenance
inspection. Train maintenance scheduling (TMS) is often coupled within the timetable
design, although the primary goal is to optimize train routes, orders, and arrival times
at each station. Refs. [8–10] show a few recent studies on TMS. As in BMS, these works
adopt similar mixed-integer programming formulations and rely on CPLEX to solve the
TMS problems. Unlike BMS and TMS, ship maintenance scheduling (SMS) usually aims
to maximize a ship’s availability. There are very few studies available for SMS in general.
Refs. [11] and [12] model the SMS as constraint satisfaction problems and propose to
use genetic algorithms to address SMS.
Compared with BMS, TMS, and SMS, aircraft maintenance scheduling (AMS) is relatively new since traveling by plane was quite expensive and not very popular before
the 1970s. The AMS had been using the manual approach for many years. Since the
introduction of commercialized wide-body aircraft in the early 1970s, aircraft capacity
increased significantly and made flight tickets affordable for millions of travelers. Meanwhile, the AMS has become increasingly difficult due to the emphasis on efficiency and
lack of an accurate and timely maintenance scheduling tool. Aircraft manufacturers and
airlines started to group maintenance tasks with the same or similar inspection intervals
into a large task block, and that was the beginning of using letter checks (A-/B-/C-/Dcheck). Even so, it still took several weeks for planning personnel to create a maintenance check schedule. Air Canada was aware of this issue and was the first to study aircraft maintenance check scheduling (AMCS). Early in 1977, it presented a priority-based
simulation heuristic to produce a feasible maintenance check schedule considering detailed real-life operational constraints [13]. Because of the rapidly changing of aircraft
utilization and other unforeseen events, Air Canada did not see the value of using computational power to find an optimal solution that could rapidly become obsolete. The
heuristic was very similar to the manual planning approach, shifting conflict checks to
earlier time slots until a feasible solution is found, except that it implemented a lower
bound of utilization to prevent scheduling checks too often. It reduced the time required
to generate a feasible 5-year plan from 3 weeks to a few hours.

1
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Despite the limitations in [13], this is together with Refs. [14] and [15], the only available reference devoted to long-term AMCS. The long-term planning still has not been
adequately studied because there was no straightforward method for such a topic, and
it was difficult to model the impact of a maintenance check decision. Besides, due to the
lack of aircraft maintenance data and daily utilization records (especially the historical
maintenance check schedule), it was nearly impossible to formulate the detailed AMCS
model. As a result, most research works about aircraft maintenance focus on short-term
planning, such as A-/B-check scheduling [16, 17], line maintenance planning [18, 19],
or coupled in the literature with the definition of the aircraft routing for the next three
to six days of operations [20, 21], that is, assigning each aircraft to a sequence of flight
legs (a routing) that allows the aircraft to undergo daily checks [22] or even A-/B-checks
[23, 24]. The main reason is that C- and D-checks have intervals of several years, and
the benefits of including C-/D-checks in AMCS are only visible in the long term. Airlines
usually have higher urgency to monitor and optimize short-term activities, such as aircraft A-/B-check scheduling or routine aircraft inspections, from which they can rapidly
see tangible cost savings and profits. In particular, researchers favor the aircraft maintenance routing problem since they have easier access to short-term flight schedules.
Since AMCS is difficult, instead of solving AMCS at the fleet level, some researchers
dive into optimizing the maintenance task allocation problem (TAP) for one single aircraft. The idea is to determine the optimal execution of a set of preventive aircraft maintenance tasks so that all of them are performed as close to their estimated due dates
as possible. This can be done by combining the maintenance task allocation with aircraft operation to one single problem [4], or focusing on minimizing the overall number
of maintenance actions and uniformly distributing the capacity and flying hours over a
given time horizon [25], or task clustering [26], or assigning weights on tasks according
to ATA code, maintenance interval, zone, and check type, or even using a bottom-up
task-oriented approach following the rule of “the most urgent task first” or “the most
costly task first/last” [27]. The studies of TAP usually use an aircraft maintenance check
schedule (planned by airlines) as an input or know the start date and available workforce beforehand (provided by airlines) so that the researchers do not have to plan the
maintenance check schedule own.
Overall, there are very few studies on BMS, TMS, SMS, and AMS/AMCS. Unlike BMS,
TMS, and SMS, aircraft maintenance checks have much larger inspection intervals, and
a maintenance check schedule is usually planned for a longer-term rather than daily
maintenance inspection. An aircraft maintenance check decision can impact aircraft
availability, maintenance capacity, or even fleet utilization in the future. As a result,
when looking at the AMS/AMCS, one usually considers a much larger time window, e.g.,
3–5 years, and the long-term AMCS at fleet level forms a typical large-scale combinatorial problem. To tackle maintenance scheduling, researchers always resort to the solution approaches for general scheduling problems [28], such as an exact method that
relies on commercial solver [6, 8–10, 29, 30], or customized methods [7, 11–13, 17, 24].
However, for AMCS, as the fleet size increases, the problem size will increase exponentially, and solving AMCS at the fleet level using an exact method can be computationally
expensive. Even for a fleet of 40 aircraft and a 3-year planning horizon, it takes more than
half an hour to find the optimal schedule only for one check type [31]. If one includes
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other check types, it may take hours or days to find the optimal aircraft maintenance
check schedule. Furthermore, not even commercial solvers can guarantee a global optimum. Therefore, it is often meaningless to spend lots of time to run a commercial solver
to find the global optimal solution. In practice, an aircraft maintenance check schedule
that meets the following requirements would be more desirable:
• It is a local optimum,
• It combines all maintenance check types in one single solution, and
• It can be obtained within 10–15 minutes, for a 3–5 year planning horizon.
Once the (local) optimal maintenance check schedule is found, it determines the possible start dates of each maintenance task. The maintenance task allocation can be treated
as a bin packing problem. Hence, developing a computationally efficient method to address AMCS has been the main focus of the thesis.

1.4. R ESEARCH O BJECTIVE
The research questions and analysis of research gaps provide insights into the formulation of the main research objective:
To develop a comprehensive maintenance planning optimization framework, including aircraft maintenance check scheduling and the associated maintenance
task allocation, that automates and optimizes the aircraft maintenance planning
process without compromising the long-term efficiency.
The main objective is further divided into two sub-objectives:
O-1 Optimize the aircraft maintenance check schedule and task execution plan
O-2 Automate the aircraft maintenance planning process
For Sub-Objective O-1, it covers the following topics:
- Optimize the long-term deterministic aircraft maintenance check schedule,
- Optimize the task execution plan for each maintenance check, and
- Optimize the aircraft maintenance check decision considering uncertainties.
The idea of including uncertainties in AMCS is that the deviation of actual maintenance
check elapsed time from planning can impact the aircraft utilization of future and the
following checks of the entire fleet, which may result in an update of all current or upcoming maintenance decisions of the next few days or even weeks. Changing maintenance decisions often hinders the planning efficiency and increases the workload of
maintenance operators of airlines since they have to re-organize the maintenance tools
and coordinate the workforce. Moreover, changing aircraft maintenance check decisions
can affect the flight plan and lead to extra work for the staff of the operations center since
they may need to re-design the flight schedule or adjust the flight legs and cabin crew.

1
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Achieving O-1 would allow maintenance operators of airlines to obtain a consistent optimal aircraft maintenance planning solution, from the long-term maintenance
schedules and task execution plans to short-term maintenance check decision updates.
For O-2, the key is to develop a decision-making framework integrating both AMCS and
maintenance task allocation under the same platform. A prominent feature of the model
framework is that the user only needs to load input data via an interface, and then the
model framework automatically generates an optimal solution.

1.5. R ESEARCH M ETHODOLOGY
The lack of efficient optimization algorithms for aircraft maintenance check scheduling
(AMCS) is the main difficulty in improving aircraft maintenance planning (AMP), which
further hinders the associated maintenance task allocation since the task allocation requires the start dates of each maintenance check. The main challenges in addressing
AMCS are:
C.1 No maintenance planning documents and maintenance check and task execution
data are available for researchers since they are usually confidential for the airlines.
C.2 No information about the maintenance capacity (e.g., number of hangars and
workforce composition) or detailed maintenance operational constraints exists.
C.3 No literature exists about current-day AMCS optimization, especially for heavy
maintenance checks (C-/D-checks); researchers have to explore the solution approaches themselves.
C.4 No aircraft maintenance cost data are available to model the impact of a maintenance check decision properly.
C.5 No maintenance check schedules from airlines are available for validation purposes since these are also confidential for the airlines.
C.6 No information about how often the maintenance operators update an aircraft
maintenance check schedule exists.
C.7 It is difficult to collect historical aircraft utilization data to test the robustness of a
novel maintenance check schedule.
The research methodology of this thesis aims to address these above challenges. As
shown in Figure 1.1, the research methodology is divided into four phases.

1.5.1. P HASE -I P REPARATION
This phase is to address challenges C.1 and C.2. It aims to understand AMCS and the associated task allocation problem. The first step was to study the historical maintenance
check schedule and task execution plan, and the MPD from aircraft manufacturers. In
this way, we learn how airlines address AMCS and the associated TAP in practice and can
obtain an overview of the workload of each check/task and task execution sequence. The
second step was to review the literature about aircraft maintenance and maintenance related topics. This step provides some insights into the modeling of aircraft maintenance
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(Chapter 3)
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(Chapter 2)
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(Chapter 4)
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(Chapter 5)

Design a decision
support system for
AMCS optimization and
optimal task allocation

Figure 1.1: The research methodology for aircraft maintenance planning optimization.
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problems. The third step is to identify which type of optimization problems AMCS and
TAP belong to. In the AMCS, the fleet status of a day partly depends on the previous
maintenance check actions and partly depends on the aircraft utilization. Every day, the
maintenance operators face the problem of deciding whether to send an aircraft for a
maintenance check or let it fly for another day, and each decision is associated with a
cost. The state of the fleet at any time is characterized by the usage parameters of A-,
B-, C-, and D-check. The AMCS problem is to determine the policy which minimizes the
expected total cost. Once a maintenance check schedule is found, the TAP then determines the optimal start dates for a set of maintenance tasks. The goal is to minimize the
total cost for maintenance execution while ensuring that each task is executed before its
expected due date. The last step of Phase-I is to collect and clean the input data for both
AMCS and TAP.

1.5.2. P HASE -II D ETERMINISTIC AMCS O PTIMIZATION
Phase-II is the key to AMP optimization and to tackle challenges C.3–C.5. In this phase,
the deterministic AMCS problem is formulated, including defining the proper objective
function and model the operational constraints in detail. After that, it continues to develop the methodology for deterministic AMCS optimization, based on the findings from
the literature review in Phase-I. Two research directions are derived from deterministic
AMCS optimization:
(i) Optimal task allocation of each maintenance check (Phase-III);
(ii) Stochastic AMCS optimization (Phase-IV).

1.5.3. P HASE -III O PTIMAL TASK A LLOCATION
The optimal task allocation (in the context of AMP) is the follow-up of deterministic
AMCS optimization. The Phase-III is to model the TAP, e.g., formulate the objective functions and constraints, based on the optimal maintenance check schedule. After that, it
continues to the development of the optimization algorithm for the TAP.
1.5.4. P HASE -IV S TOCHASTIC AMCS O PTIMIZATION
The stochastic AMCS optimization is derived from the deterministic AMCS optimization. Phase-IV addresses challenges C.6 and C.7, by including stochastic elements into
the AMCS model, such as the uncertainties in aircraft daily FH, FC, and maintenance
elapsed time. This phase aimed to develop a fast and efficient approach to re-compute
the optimal maintenance check actions for the short term, without compromising the
efficiency of future decisions.
1.5.5. P HASE -V O PTIMIZATION F RAMEWORK D ESIGN
Phase-V aimed to design a decision support framework that integrates deterministic
AMCS optimization, optimal task allocation, and stochastic AMCS optimization. Besides, maintenance shift planning is also one of the main focuses. The decision support
framework for AMP is designed to facilitate maintenance planners of airlines making optimal maintenance decisions, from long-term AMCS and task allocation to short-term
shift planning and workload estimation.

1.6. S CIENTIFIC C ONTRIBUTIONS
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1.6. S CIENTIFIC C ONTRIBUTIONS
Overall, the contribution of this dissertation is two-fold. First and foremost, it contributes to the methodologies design for aircraft maintenance planning. In particular,
it presents methodologies for aircraft maintenance check scheduling (AMCS) optimization and optimal maintenance tasks allocation:
- This dissertation is the first to optimize the long-term deterministic AMCS. It proposes a priority solution to reduce aircraft selection possibilities for maintenance
checks, a thrifty algorithm to infer the impact of a maintenance check decision,
and a discretization and state aggregation scheme to reduce the outcome space.
The corresponding scientific contribution led to the following publication:
Deng, Q., Santos, B. F., and Curren, R. (2020). A Practical Dynamic Programming
based Methodology for Aircraft Maintenance Check Scheduling Optimization. European Journal of Operational Research, 281(2), 256-273.
- This dissertation is the first to optimize the long-term aircraft maintenance task
allocation. It proposes an optimal algorithm that allocates maintenance tasks to
each aircraft letter check in a reasonable and stable computation time, regardless
of how limited maintenance resources are. The corresponding research led to the
following working paper:
Witteman, M., Deng, Q., and Santos, B. F. (2021). A Bin Packing Approach to Solve
the Aircraft Maintenance Task Allocation Problem. European Journal of Operational Research (DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.2021.01.027).
- This dissertation is the first to include uncertainty in AMCS and solve the stochastic AMCS optimization problem. It presents a methodology for re-compute shortterm AMCS decisions without future AMCS efficiency. The development and validation of optimization methodology led to the following working paper:
Deng, Q. and Santos, B. F. (2021). Lookahead Approximate Dynamic Programming
for Stochastic Aircraft Maintenance Check Scheduling Optimization. European
Journal of Operational Research, submitted.
Besides the scientific innovation, this dissertation also contributes to the practical application of aircraft maintenance planning (AMP), especially in the improvement of AMP
efficiency and reducing the workload of AMP personnel:
- It develops the first decision support system (DSS) to optimize the long-term aircraft maintenance check schedule, task allocation, and short-term work shift planning. The DSS is capable of computing a 3-year, comprehensive, optimal aircraft
maintenance plan within half an hour. The development of the DSS resulted in the
following working paper:
Deng, Q. and Santos, B. F., and Verhagen, W. J. C. (2021). A Novel Decision Support
System for Optimizing Aircraft Maintenance Check Schedule and Task Allocation.
Decision Support Systems (DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dss.2021.113545).
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1.7. O VERVIEW OF D ISSERTATION
For the ease of navigation, this thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapters 2—5 correspond to Phase-II—V of the research methodology. Each of these chapters also includes a part of the literature study performed in Phase-I. Chapter 2 is the core of this
dissertation. It presents the model formulation for deterministic AMCS optimization
and an associated dynamic programming (DP) based methodology. After the readers
understand the purpose about the deterministic AMCS model from 2, they can continue
with Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. These two chapters discuss two different research directions derived from deterministic AMCS. Chapter 3 describes the model formulation and
a heuristic algorithm for optimal task allocation for each maintenance check. Chapter
4 presents the model formulation and a lookahead approximate dynamic programming
(ADP) methodology for the stochastic AMCS. Chapter 5 depicts a decision support system (DSS) for AMP optimization that integrates the models from Chapter 2—Chapter 4.
The last chapter summarizes this thesis with concluding remarks and gives an outlook
on future work.
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2
D ETERMINISTIC A IRCRAFT
M AINTENANCE C HECK
S CHEDULING O PTIMIZATION
The study in this chapter aims to model the long-term, deterministic aircraft maintenance
check scheduling (AMCS) and present the corresponding solution—a practical dynamic
programming (DP) based methodology. The deterministic AMCS model formulation considers aircraft type, fleet status, maintenance capacity, and other detailed operational constraints. The DP based methodology adopts the idea of forward induction, incorporating a
maintenance priority solution to reduce the action space, a discretization and state aggregation strategy to trim the outcome space, and a thrifty algorithm to estimate the consequence of performing a maintenance check action. It is the first methodology to optimize
AMCS considering multiple check types in one single problem. The deterministic AMCS
model and corresponding solution are applied to a real-life case study and validated in
collaboration with one of the major European airlines.

The content of this chapter is based on the following research article:
Deng, Q., Santos, B. F., and Curren, R. (2020). A Practical Dynamic Programming based Methodology for Aircraft Maintenance Check Scheduling Optimization. European Journal of Operational Research, 281(2), 256273. To cite this article, please use the DOI https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.2019.08.025.
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2.1. I NTRODUCTION

2

Aircraft maintenance is the overhaul, repair, inspection, or modification of an aircraft
or aircraft systems, components, and structures in an airworthy condition [1]. Regular maintenance prevents aircraft components and systems failures during operations.
It takes place when an aircraft undergoes certain flight hours, flight cycles, or calendar
months. There are three major types of maintenance: A-check, B-check1 , C-check and
D-check. A typical A-check includes inspection of the interior or exterior of the airplane
with selected areas opened (e.g., checking and servicing oil, filter replacement, and lubrication) [2]; they are performed approximately every 2 to 3 months. The C-check requires a thorough inspection of individual systems and components for serviceability
and function; it is planned within an interval of 18 to 24 months. The D-check (a.k.a
Structural Check) uncovers the airframe, supporting structure, and wings to inspect the
most structurally significant items; it is carried out every 6 to 10 years. Many airlines
merge D-check into C-check and label it as a heavy C-check. During a C-check or Dcheck, the aircraft has to be grounded for several weeks and removed from the revenue
schedule. For the first time, this chapter optimizes the long-term AMCS, integrating multiple check types in the same problem. We call this problem the aircraft maintenance
check scheduling problem, or for short, the AMCS problem.
Scheduling the maintenance inspection for a large heterogeneous fleet is generally
a demanding and complex problem. In practice, the aircraft maintenance schedules
are usually prepared according to the experience of maintenance operators. The main
problem associated with such a planning approach is that it is time-consuming and can
result in poor solutions. For a large fleet, the maintenance operators need to spend several days or weeks planning the maintenance checks one after another according to individual aircraft inspection intervals and maintenance resources of the airline. If conflict maintenance checks occur, the maintenance operator needs to adjust the schedule, constantly moving checks to earlier or later time slots until a feasible schedule is
found. Limited by the manual planning approach, the goal is usually to find a feasible
maintenance schedule for a fleet instead of an optimal one [3]. As a result, the traditional manual maintenance planning approach inevitably decreases aircraft utilization
and leads to more maintenance checks in the long term, increasing aircraft maintenance
costs. Therefore, an optimized long-term maintenance schedule reduces the number of
maintenance checks and increases aircraft availability, the saving derived from efficient
maintenance planning can be very substantial.
Nowadays, airlines are laying increasing emphasis on improving their aircraft availability and planning their maintenance in a more efficient way. Aircraft maintenance
represents one of the main direct operating costs and plays an important role on the
balance sheet of an airline. According to [4], 9%–10% of the total cost of an airline goes
to aircraft maintenance. This was equivalent to $295M on average per year per airline [5].
The long-term economic and operational benefits of adopting a more efficient approach
are clear; a typical C-check of A320 family may cost $150k—$350k [2], an A-check cost
around $10k—$15k, while an additional day on operation may represent $75k—$120k of
commercial revenue (depending on the utilization level of aircraft). However, the chal1 B-checks are rarely mentioned in practice. The tasks included in B-checks are commonly incorporated into

successive A-checks
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lenge is that the maintenance check scheduling problems are several correlated combinatorial problems. The decision to schedule or not schedule one maintenance check
on an aircraft today impacts the utilization of the aircraft onwards and, therefore, on the
need to perform maintenance checks in the future. This kind of problem is hard to solve
and is often addressed by heuristics or algorithms [6].
This chapter proposes a dynamic programming (DP) based methodology to solve the
AMCS problem. The main contributions can be summarized in the following:
1) Methodology:
• An innovative and tractable DP-based model formulation is presented, suitable to solve real-life, large scale scheduling problems.
• A thrifty algorithm is used to infer future implications of an action taken at
the current stage.
2) Practicality
• The optimization takes the inspection interval of different check types and
detailed operation constraints into consideration.
• It takes less than 15 min to optimize the 4-year A- and C-check schedule for
more than 40 aircraft, rather than days or weeks.
3) Application
• For the first time, the long-term AMCS problem is formulated and optimized
by a single algorithm.
• The formulation is flexible, and other maintenance events can be easily included in the proposed model, such as landing gear maintenance or cabin
modification.
The outline of this chapter is as follows: Section 2.2 reviews the literature about aircraft maintenance planning and solution techniques for scheduling problems. The aircraft maintenance constraints and AMCS problem formulation are presented in Section
2.3. The DP based methodology for AMCS optimization is discussed in detail in Section 2.5. Section 2.6 describes the case study from a European airline. The last section
summarizes the research with concluding remarks and gives an outlook on future work.

2.2. L ITERATURE O VERVIEW
Aircraft maintenance check scheduling (AMCS) has been relying on the manual planning approach for many years. Since the introduction of commercialized wide-body
aircraft in the early 1970s, AMCS has become increasingly difficult due to the emphasis on efficiency and lack of an accurate and timely maintenance scheduling tool. It
usually took several weeks for planning personnel to create a maintenance schedule [7].
Air Canada was aware of this issue in the 1970s and developed an aircraft maintenance
operations simulation model (AMOS) to improve maintenance efficiency and reduce labor and material cost [7]. The AMOS tool formulated the AMCS as a discrete integer
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programming problem. According to the author, the problem constraints in AMOS included workforce, public holidays, and summer period (when no maintenance was allowed), contractual maintenance duties for other airlines, reliability, and required inspection intervals from the maintenance planning document (MPD). Several assumptions had been made in AMOS: each maintenance event ties up only one hangar/slot;
the minimum time unit is one calendar day; aircraft is aged by daily flight hours; maintenance events can be postponed from the desired due date within a certain tolerance. Although AMOS works for both A- and C-checks, intending to minimize total unused flight
hours between two successive C-checks, a priority-based simulation heuristic is used to
produce (good) feasible solutions. The author claims that neither mixed-integer programming nor dynamic programming is deemed suitable to Air Canada’s environment.
Furthermore, due to the rapidly changing of aircraft utilization and other unforeseen
events, the author did not see the value of using computational power to find an optimal
solution that could rapidly become obsolete. Therefore, a simulation-based approach
was adopted in AMOS, in which the user is the one that chooses the best solution. The
process is very similar to the manual planning approach, shifting conflict checks to earlier time slots until a feasible solution is found, except that a lower bound of utilization
was implemented to prevent scheduling checks too often. Still, the main contribution of
AMOS was to propose a systematic maintenance scheduling approach that could reduce
the time required to generate a 5-year plan from 3 weeks to a few hours [7].
Despite the limitations in AMOS, this is together with Ref. [8] and [9], the only available reference devoted to long-term aircraft maintenance scheduling. The long-term
planning still has not been adequately studied. In fact, most research works about the
aircraft maintenance topic focus on short-term aircraft maintenance routing, that is, ensuring that each aircraft is assigned to a sequence of flight legs (a routing) that allows
the aircraft to undergo daily checks, which are needed every two to four days [10]. The
main reason is that aircraft maintenance checks have intervals of several months/years,
and the benefits of an optimal schedule are only visible in the long term. Airlines usually have higher urgency to monitor and optimize short-term activities, such as aircraft
routing and routine aircraft inspections, from which they can rapidly see tangible cost
savings and profits.
Ref. [11] is one of the first works to address the aircraft maintenance routing problem. It primarily focuses on the flight schedule design and incorporates the maintenance requirement as part of the constraints. A homogeneous fleet and fixed time intervals between maintenance checks were considered for simplicity. Only A-checks are
considered in this work since C-checks are spaced at relatively large time intervals. The
planned flight schedule minimizes the total maintenance cost and also determines the
maintenance base for the aircraft, which starts and ends in the same city. The problem is
formulated as a min-cost, multi-commodity flow network with integer constraints. Column generation is applied to obtain an optimized solution. Although the main purpose
of [11] is to design a flight schedule, it is considered as a significant step in maintenance
planning. Several authors have followed this path and continued the research on aircraft
maintenance routing, such as [12], [13], [14] and [15]. For example, Ref. [12] proposed
a hybrid dynamic programming (DP) approach, which recursively searched for the best
maintenance schedule, followed by a greedy algorithm to solve the sequential mainte-
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nance schedule problem. This approach was developed specifically as an on-line fleet
operations management decision support system, focused on providing improved daily
aircraft assignment solutions based on a given aircraft maintenance check schedule.
Ref. [16] is one rare example where the focus has been shifted from flight schedule
design to maintenance scheduling. The authors proposed a mixed random search and
depth first search heuristic to minimize the total costs of A- and B-checks and inappropriate aircraft assignments. Unlike other research works that emphasize flight schedule
design and consider aircraft maintenance as a constraint, the flight schedule is given as
input. The goal is to determine when, where, and what type of maintenance check an
aircraft should undergo. Although the main focus is on maintenance scheduling, this
research is still considered as an extension of [11]. C-check scheduling has not been
considered since long-term flight schedules are unknown.
Instead of scheduling letter checks (A-, C- and structural/D-check), an alternative
that reduces maintenance costs and generates profits in the short-term is aircraft maintenance task scheduling. This approach reverses the conventional top-down stereotyped planning. It schedules tasks individually, which gives flexibility to maintenance
operators to execute the tasks at the most appropriate time [17, 18]. The task-oriented
planning concept and its application are illustrated in [19]. The case study claims that
more than $4M can be saved over 72 days compared with the rigid letter checks. However, there is little information about the influence of fleet size, maintenance capacity,
and algorithm computation time among the works concerning task-oriented planning
approaches. Since an aircraft can have about 2000-3000 maintenance tasks, the practicality of applying a task-oriented approach to planning a long-term maintenance schedule for a large fleet remains questionable.
In general, the literature on long-term maintenance scheduling is limited, and researchers often resort to solution techniques from more general scheduling problems.
Ref. [20] summarizes a list of objective functions, models, and optimization methods of
scheduling problems. Since scheduling problems usually involve integer decision variables and linear constraints, the most common approaches to such mixed-integer linear
programming problems are heuristics, which rely heavily on commercial solver such as
CPLEX [21, 22]; the other alternative is dynamic programming (DP).
DP was proposed in the 1950s by Bellman, referring specifically to nesting smaller decision problems inside larger decisions [23]. It divides a large and complicated problem
into stages and states. The smaller sub-problems within each state are solved faster than
the initial problem, and the optimal solution can be retrieved by examining the solutions
from all sub-problems. DP was initially applied to single-machine production [24–26]
or single-machine maintenance scheduling problems [27]. For example, the work from
[24], which minimizes the total cost of producing different items from a single machine,
is considered to be one of the first to motivate the application of DP on scheduling problems. However, it assumes that only one unit can be produced at a time and the demand
rate of units is constant.
As the development of DP, the application has been gradually extended from singlemachine scheduling to multiple-machine scheduling. Most of the DP applications on
multiple machines are related to power generation. One of the examples can be found
in [28]. It presented a study to optimize the cost of multiple reservoir systems over a
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long period considering the uncertainties of water inflow and equipment outage. Even
though piecewise linear functions are introduced in the solution process to estimate
the future operation cost (this avoids recursively computing the actual future operating
cost), the application is still limited to low-dimensional problems, namely, a small number of reservoirs [29]. When the number of reservoirs increases, the number of decisions,
i.e., how much water should be kept in each reservoir, increases exponentially.
Several conclusions can be drawn from the review of the literature. First of all, Ref.
[7] is the only available reference for long-term AMCS, although no optimization technique is implemented. Secondly, the long-term AMCS forms a typical large-scale combinatorial problem, but there is no standard approach or exact algorithm for such a
problem type. Thirdly, aircraft A- and C-check scheduling on a fleet aggregate level is
analogous to multiple unit scheduling, which can be treated with the similar formulation and solution techniques. Fourthly, DP is capable of dealing with small-scale mixedinteger/combinatorial problems, but the classic DP is not applicable to large-scale problems. The rest of this chapter will present a DP based methodology to tackle the longterm aircraft maintenance check scheduling optimization.

2.3. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
This section formulates the AMCS problem, adopting the DP framework. It starts with an
introduction of inspection intervals (2.3.1), followed by a list of assumptions (2.3.2). After that it explains the maintenance capacity and some common operational constraints
(2.4.1). The formulation of the AMCS problem is then described, divided into decision
space (2.4.2), definition of state (2.4.3), state transition (2.4.4), constraints formulation
(2.4.5) and the objective function (2.4.6). The final subsection summarizes the optimization model formulation.

2.3.1. M AINTENANCE I NSPECTION I NTERVAL
In the aviation industry, aircraft are aged by daily utilization with respect to 3 different
usage parameters, calendar day (DY), flight hours (FH), and flight cycles (FC). One DY
is a full 24 hours period; FH refers to the elapsed time between wheel lift off and touch
down; and an FC is defined by a complete take-off and landing sequence. The inspection
interval reflects the maximum usage parameters allowed in operation. For example, the
maintenance planning document (MDP) of the AIRBUS A320 family [30] defines that a
C-check interval corresponds to 730 DY, 7500 FH or 5000 FC; and 120 DY, 750 FH or 750
FC for the A-check.
After a maintenance check, the corresponding three usage parameters are set to 0,
and a maintenance cycle is concluded. These maintenance cycles are associated with
labels, referring to different task packages (i.e., A1, A2, A3,... for the A-check and C1, C2,...
for the C-check). The A-check program is commonly divided into 4 cycles, in which A1
has similar task packages as A5, while A2 has similar task packages as A6, and so forth.
The C-check program has 12 cycles and consists of continuous C-checks, whereby every
three checks (i.e., C3, C6, ...), there is a heavier check incorporating tasks from D-checks.
The aircraft MPD also includes an inspection interval tolerance. This tolerance allows operators to fit the maintenance schedule around maintenance capacity, mainte-
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nance operational constraints, and commercial operation demands. However, if tolerance is used in one maintenance cycle, the amount of DY, FH, and FC used from the
tolerance needs to be deducted from the maximum usage parameter values for the next
cycle. This guarantees that the maximum usage parameters are verified in the long term.
The inspection interval tolerance should not be included as a planning option, but it is
commonly used in practice to accommodate deviations from the initial schedule.
Although having different usage parameters, different check types within AMCS are
correlated due to two reasons: the first is that when an aircraft is performing a letter
check (e.g., A-check), it will be grounded, and the usage parameters of other check types
(B-, C- and D-checks) are not altered (i.e., the daily utilization of these parameters is
equal to 0). The second reason is that, depending on the usage parameters for the Acheck, it could be beneficial for the airline to merge the A-check within a C-/D-check.
This has the advantage of performing the A-checks without necessarily increasing the C/D-check duration and without using an A-check slot. On the other hand, to anticipate
an A-check, merging an A-check within a C-/D-check will increase the number of Achecks in the long-term.

2.3.2. A SSUMPTIONS
Ref. [7] defined a list of major conditions for maintenance event scheduling, based on
aircraft maintenance practice. This chapter adopts the first six of these assumptions
(A.1–A.6) and add two more (A.7–A.8) necessary to define our approach. A.1–A.7 by far
are commonly used among airlines. A.8 is added due to the fact that airlines do not
have their flight schedule for future 4–5 years, thus flexible aircraft routing is assumed
for long-term maintenance scheduling.
A.1 Minimum time unit of the aircraft maintenance schedule is 1 DY.
A.2 Aircraft ages by DY, daily FH and FC. The daily utilization, as well as the commercial peak seasons, can be estimated per aircraft according to historical data.
A.3 Each A-/C-check ties up only one hangar (slot) for its total duration.
A.4 A-/C-check priority is defined according to the rule of “earliest deadline first”, i.e.,
aircraft which has earlier A-/C-check deadline is given higher A-/C-check priority,
respectively.
A.5 However, when looking at one particular aircraft, C-check has higher priority than
A-check.
A.6 A-check can be merged in C-check, which will not affect the C-check duration or
existing A-check slots.
A.7 The duration of an A-/C-check per check label can be estimated according to historical data or can be specified by airline.
A.8 There is flexibility in aircraft routing to accommodate the A-/C-check and the geographical location of the hangars does not have to be specified.
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The last assumption is based on the fact that AMCS is a type of strategic problem. The
aircraft routings are still unknown since they are only defined a couple of weeks before
operations. For this same reason, the location of the aircraft at the time of the maintenance checks is unknown. Therefore, the geographical location of the maintenance
checks is not considered in this work. Nevertheless, the formulation presented can be
easily adapted to incorporate different hangar locations and constraints regarding the
allocation of a given fleet to specific hangar locations.

2.3.3. N OMENCLATURE
This subsection section presents the nomenclature that is used for the rest of the chapter.
AMCS Model Parameters:
dk
Minimum interval between the start dates of two type k checks.
i
Maximum DY tolerance of type k check interval of aircraft i
e k-DY
i
e k-FH
Maximum FH tolerance of type k check interval of aircraft i
i
Maximum FC tolerance of type k check interval of aircraft i
e k-FC
fci ,t
Average daily FC usage for aircraft i at day t
fhi ,t
Average daily FH usage for aircraft i at day t
i
I k-DY
Interval of type k check of aircraft i in terms of DY
i
Interval of type k check of aircraft i in terms of FH
I kFH
i
I k-FC
Interval of type k check of aircraft i in terms of FC
Pd
Penalty for having an aircraft on the ground waiting for a maintenance slot
Pa
Penalty for an aircraft using the tolerance
Rk
Remaining day threshold of type k check

Other Parameters:
h
Hangar indicator
i
Aircraft indicator
k
Maintenance check type indicator, k ∈ K
N
Total number of aircraft
nk
The number of hangars for type k check
n act
The number of actions on day t
t
Indicator of calendar day
T
Final day in planning horizon
t0
First day in planning horizon
∆u
Increment of fleet utilization for discretization
γ
Discount factor
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Decision Variables and Related Attributes:
a i ,t
The attributes of aircraft i in the beginning of the day t
At
A t = {a i ,t | i = 1, 2, . . . , N }
DYki,t
Total DY of aircraft i in the beginning of day t for type k check
FCki,t
Cumulative FC of aircraft i at t since last type k check
k
FHi ,t
Cumulative FH of aircraft i at t for type k check
K
Set of maintenance check types, K = {A, B, C, D}
³
´
L ki y ik,t
Estimated elapsed time of next type k check with label y ik,t
k
M h,t

M tk
st
St
R ik,t
y ik,t
z ik,t
δki,t
²k-DY
i ,t
²k-FH
i ,t
²k-FC
i ,t
ηki,t
θik,t
χki,t
xt
x t∗
X π (s t )
π
Ψ
Ψki,t
ψki,t
S X (s t , x t )
u ik,t
ū tk
C t (s t , x t )
J t ,ū A ,ū C (s t )
t

J minA

t

t ,ū t ,ū tC

Vt (s t )

(s t )

Binary variable to indicate if a type k check can be performed in
hangar h on the day t
P
k
Hangar capacity of type k check, M tk = h M h,t
State variable
© ¯
ª
The set of workable states, S t = s t ¯s t workable
Remaining fly days of aircraft i before the next type k check
Next maintenance label for of type k check of aircraft i on the day t
The end date of type k check of aircraft i
Binary variable to indicate if aircraft i is undergoing a type k check
on the day t
Extra DY before day t if previous type k check is deferred
Extra FH before day t if previous type k check is deferred
Extra FC before day t if previous type k check is deferred
Binary variable to indicate if aircraft i is grounded and waiting for a
slot of type k check on the day t
Tolerance usage indicator of type k check of aircraft i on the day t
Binary variable to indicate if aircraft i starts a type k check on the
day t
Available action on the day t
The optimal action among {x t }
Scheduling policy function, x t = X π (s t )
Scheduling policy
Ψ ∈ {FH, FC}
Ψki,t ∈ {FHki,t , FCki,t }
ψki,t ∈ {fhki,t , fcki,t }
State transition function from s t to s t +1 , s t +1 = S X (s t , x t )
Utilization of aircraft i on day t with respect to type k check
Mean utilization of fleet on calendar day t for type k check
Contribution of choosing action x t on s t
Cumulative contribution on day t when the fleet has mean utilization ū tA and ū tC for A-check and C-check respectively
o
n
J minA C (s t ) = min J t ,ū A ,ū C (s t )
t ,ū t ,ū t

t

t

The value of being in a state s t
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2.4. M ODEL F ORMULATION
2.4.1. M AINTENANCE C APACITY AND O PERATIONAL C ONSTRAINTS

2

This chapter only considers one single maintenance location with multiple maintenance
check hangars, meaning that all aircraft will undergo letter checks in the main hub of
airlines. Although the hangar locations can also be easily incorporated in the constraints
of model formulation, this chapter does not consider this aspect. The main reason is that
the AMCS is a type of strategic problem. There is no long-term aircraft rotation or flight
schedule for verification or validation. Therefore, multiple locations of performing letter
checks would become redundant and only complicate the formulation.
In the AMCS problem, the maintenance check capacity can either be expressed as
person-hour available during a working day or, equivalently, as the maximum parallel
maintenance check allowed per working day (defined as “time slots” or just “slots”). The
capacity for each check type is not always constant over time. Airlines and maintenance,
repair, and overhaul (MRO) service providers usually have operational constraints that
influence the maintenance capacity per day. For instance, during commercial peak season (e.g., the period of New Year, Easter, summer, and Christmas), airlines usually prefer to operate with the maximum fleet. Performing heavy maintenance, such as C-/Dchecks, will lead to high commercial revenue loss, and it is also common to have reduced
or no checks during weekends and public holidays due to higher labor costs. A final
example is that some maintenance slots are pre-allocated to third-party aircraft. Maintenance planners of airlines cannot consider those reserved slots in the AMCS for their
k
fleet. This chapter defines the capacity M h,t
for hangar h:
k
M h,t
=

½

1
0

if hangar h is available on day t for type k slots
otherwise

(2.1)

This parameter has to be defined per day per hangar for the entire time horizon,
reflecting capacity variations between peak season and off-peak season and between
k
weekends and regular working days, according to the airline policy. The capacity M h,t
for
hangar h can also be set equal to zero if hangar h is reserved for a specific maintenance
event, such as replacing landing gears for an aircraft or performing a type k check of a
third-party aircraft.

2.4.2. D ECISION S PACE
An action x t of day t is to perform A-checks or C-checks, or do nothing:
xt =

½n

χki,t

oN ¾
i =1 k∈K

(2.2)

where, each χki,t is a binary decision variables in which:
χki,t =

½

1
0

a type k check for aircraft i is planned to start at time t
otherwise

(2.3)
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2.4.3. D EFINITION OF S TATE
A state vector s t is defined by the set of attributes that influence our decisions and the
available maintenance slots of each check type:
½n
oN ¾
s t = a ik,t
(2.4)
i =1

where, each attribute set a ik,t contains the information of aircraft i on day t , with respect
to check type k:
k-FH k-FC k
k
a ik,t = {M tk , z ik,t , δki,t , ηki,t , DYki,t , FHki,t , FCki,t , ²k-DY
i ,t , ²i ,t , ²i ,t , θi ,t , y i ,t ,
{z
}|
|
{z
}
³
´
Type 1 a i(1),k
,t

³
´
Type 2 a i(2),k
,t

³
´
L ki y ik,t , fhi ,t , fci ,t }
|
{z
}

(2.5)

³
´
Type 3 a i(3),k
,t

These attributes are described in 2.3.3 and discussed in the next subsection. They can
be divided into three types, as showed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Different types of attribute within a state s t .

Type 1 ai(1),k
,t
Type 2 ai(2),k
,t
Type 3 ai(3),k
,t

Attributes at time t that impact the action x t and are modified only
when a check starts or ends, or when an aircraft is grounded
Attributes at time t that are updated every time based on their value
at time t − 1
Attributes at time t that depend on exogenous information

2.4.4. S TATE T RANSITION
The transition between states in subsequent time steps depends on the actions taken.
This can be described by a state transition function in which the state s t +1 is defined as a
function of the initial state s t and the action x t chosen in state s t :
(
x t = X π (s t )
for t = t 0 , t 0 + 1, ..., T
(2.6)
s t +1 = S X (s t , x t )
where X π (s t ) generates actions based on s t according to hangar capacities at day t , M tk
(k ∈ K ). The state transition function S X (s t , x t ) describes how the state vector is updated and expresses the fact that an action taken at time t influences the future maintenance activities and capacities. A history of such process, including the sequence of
actions and evolution of state, can be represented as:
¡
¢
s t0 , x t0 , s t0 +1 , x t0 +1 , s t0 +2 , ..., s t −1 , x t −1 , s t , ..., s T , x T , s T +1
(2.7)
The main purpose of the state transition is to renew the attributes over the time horizon. The attributes are updated in two phases: pre-decision (Phase 1) and post-decision

2
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(Phase 2). The goal of the pre-decision phase is to update the hangar capacity and aircraft availability for time t before any making maintenance check decision, and this provides the information about how many hangars can be used to perform maintenance
checks and which aircraft is available for operation. In Phase 1, only Type 1 attribute
(a i(1),k
) is updated and the resulting attributes (ã i(1),k
) from the pre-decision update is de,t
,t
fined as pre-decision attributes. On the other hand, the goal of the post-decision phase
is to update aircraft usage parameters, according to the action x t that made on the day
t . All 3 type attributes will be updated in Phase 2, and this thesis calls the subsequent attributes from Phase 2 update post-decision attributes. Since the attributes of a state are
divided into three types (Table 2.1), the transition of each type of attribute is presented
separately in the following sub-sections.
U PDATE OF T YPE 1 ATTRIBUTES
Phase 1, which is called the pre-decision phase (Figure 2.1), only updates the Type 1 attributes a i(1),k
. This phase checks if at time t is the end day for an ongoing aircraft check.
,t
n
o
The results within the pre-decision attributes of type 1 is ã i(1),k
= M̃ tk , z̃ ik,t , δ̃ki,t , η̃ki,t .
,t
The pre-decision update is triggered by verifying if the end date (z ik,t ) of an ongoing check
is equal to t − 1 (i.e., if z ik,t = t − 1), for any aircraft in the fleet:
(
z̃ ik,t

=

0

if z ik,t = t − 1

z ik,t

otherwise

(2.8)

At the same time, it updates δki,t to δ̃ki,t :
(
δ̃ki,t

=

0

if z ik,t = t − 1

1

otherwise

(2.9)

If the end date of a type k check for an aircraft i is larger than the current calendar day
t , it means that there is an aircraft check occurring. And the hangar capacity needs to be
updated for time t accordingly:
M̃ tk =

X
h

k
M h,t
−

N
X
i =1

δ̃ki,t

(2.10)

k
where M h,t
is the maintenance capacity per hangar h at time t . The value of η̃ki,t is ini-

tialized using ηki,t , namely, η̃ki,t = ηki,t .
In Phase 2, or the post-decision phase (see Figure 2.1), the action x t is taken into
account to update Type 1 attributes. For all aircraft that start type k check on day t (χki,t =
1), the values of δki,t and z ik,t need to be updated. The z ik,t is updated according to:
z ik,t +1 =


³
´
 t + Lk y k
i
i ,t

if χki,t = 1

 z̃ k
i ,t

otherwise

(2.11)
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t −1
(1),k

(2),k

t

t +1

(3),k

a i ,t −1 , a i ,t −1 , a i ,t −1

update

Phase 1

−−−−−→

(1),k

(2),k

2
(3),k

ã i ,t −1 , a i ,t −1 , a i ,t −1

x t −1

−−−−−−→

(1),k

, a i ,t

(1),k

, a i ,t

a i ,t

(Phase 2)

(2),k

(3),k

, a i ,t

update

Phase 1

−−−−−→

ã i ,t

(2),k

(3),k

, a i ,t

xt

−−−−−−→
(Phase 2)

(1),k

(2),k

(3),k

a i ,t +1 , a i ,t +1 , a i ,t −1

Figure 2.1: A two-phase attribute update mechanism: Phase 1 (Ph-1) updates the set of pre-decision Type 1
(1),k

(1),k

(1),k

attribute a i ,t to ã i ,t before making any action; after an action x t is made, Phase 2 (Ph-2) updates ã i ,t ,
(2),k
(3),k
(1),k
(2),k
(3),k
a i ,t and a i ,t to a i ,t +1 , a i ,t +1 and a i ,t +1 .

³
´
where L ki y ik,t is the elapse time for maintenance type k, with label y ik,t . Following this
update, the values of δki,t can also be renewed:
(
δki,t +1

=

if χki,t = 1
otherwise

0
δ̃ki,t

(2.12)

Still in the post-decision stage, in some special cases, aircraft reach their inspection
intervals, and no maintenance check capacity is available. In these undesirable situations, the aircraft needs to be grounded and put out of operations, waiting for the next
maintenance opportunity, and this happens if the usages parameters for time t +1 of any
aircraft is larger than the respective inspection interval. It first computes the expected
usage parameters of t + 1 as follows:
³
´ h
³
´
i
i
i
∆DYki,t +1 = DYki,t + 1 − I k-DY
+ 1 − θik,t e k-DY
− ²k-DY
i ,t
{z
}
| {z } |
DYki,t +1

∆Ψki,t +1 =

³
´
Ψki,t + ψi ,t
|
{z
}

usage parameters of t +1

(2.13)

Actual DY Interval of Type k Check

−

h

³
´
i
i
i
I k-Ψ
+ 1 − θik,t e k-Ψ
− ²k-Ψ
i ,t
|
{z
}

(2.14)

Actual Interval of Ψ (Ψ ∈ {FH, FC}) of Type k Check

n
o
n
o
where Ψki,t +1 ∈ FHki,t +1 , FCki,t +1 , Ψ ∈ {FH, FC} and ψki,t +1 ∈ fhki,t +1 , fcki,t +1 are used for
convenience. This chapter separates DY from other usage parameters because its utilization update is different from FH or FC. DYki,t , FHki,t and FCki,t are the cumulative DY,
i
i
FH and FC since previous type k check till day t ; I k-DY
, Ii
and I k-FC
refer to the stan³
´
³
´ k-FH
³
´
k
i
k
i
k
i
dard interval of type k check; 1 − θi ,t e k-DY , 1 − θi ,t e k-FH and 1 − θi ,t e k-FC
represent
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the respective tolerance that can be added to the standard interval; and ²k-DY
, ²k-FH
and
i ,t
i ,t

2

represent the amount of DY, FH and FC tolerance used in previous type k check.
²k-FC
i ,t
The interval tolerance allows maintenance operators to fit the maintenance schedule around maintenance capacity and constraints, and commercial operation demands.
However, in the case that tolerance is used in one maintenance cycle, the amount of
DY, FH, and FC used from the tolerance needs to be deducted from the maximum usage parameter values for the next maintenance check. In this way, it guarantees that the
maximum usage parameters are verified in the long term. The inspection interval tolerance should not be included as a planning option. Even so, it is commonly used in
practice to accommodate deviations from the initial schedule.
The aircraft is grounded if any of these previous delta values is greater than 0 and no
maintenance check is being performed on this aircraft:
(
ηki,t +1

=

1
η̃ki,t

n
o
χki,t = 0, max ∆DYki,t +1 , ∆FHki,t +1 , ∆FCki,t +1 > 0
otherwise

(2.15)

U PDATE OF T YPE 2 ATTRIBUTES
Once the action of the day t is known, the update of Type 2 attributes is straightforward.
The aircraft usage parameters are updated according to the following equations:
³
´³
´
DYki,t +1 = 1 − δki,t DYki,t + 1

(2.16)

³
´h
³
´
i
0
Ψki,t +1 = 1 − δki,t Ψki,t + 1 − δki ,t ψi ,t

(2.17)

where k 0 refers to the check type that is different from k, if k = A-check, k 0 can be any
other check type (B-/C-/D-check) except for A-check. The usage parameters are reset to
0 if a maintenance check of type k was scheduled in the previous time step (i.e., δki,t = 1).
Otherwise, the parameters are either increased by the average daily aging of the aircraft
0
or kept constant, if a maintenance of the type other than k is scheduled (i.e., δki ,t = 1).
The update of Type 2 attributes also includes renewing the tolerance usage variables
for each maintenance check type k:
(
²k-DY
i ,t +1 =

(
²k-Ψ
i ,t +1 =

n
o
i
max 0, Ψki,t − I k-DY

if χki,t = 1

²k-DY
i ,t

otherwise

n
o
i
max 0, Ψki,t − I k-Ψ

if χki,t = 1

²k-Ψ
i ,t

otherwise

(2.18)

(2.19)

where Ψ ∈ {FH, FC}. (2.18) and (2.19) indicate that the status of tolerance usage of a type
k check is the same as the day before if there is no type k check allocated on day t . On
the contrary, if a type k check is scheduled before all usage parameters reach maximum,
then no tolerance is used and ²k-DY
/²k-FH /²k-FC are set to 0. If an aircraft has to operate
i ,t +1 i ,t +1 i ,t +1
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over the limit of a type k check, the corresponding ²k-DY
/²k-FH /²k-FC are updated aci ,t +1 i ,t +1 i ,t +1
cording to the difference between the cumulative DY/FH/FC and type k check interval.
As a result, the tolerance usage indicators will be renewed:
(
θik,t +1

=

1

o
n
k-FH k-FC
if max ²k-DY
,
²
>0
,
²
i ,t +1 i ,t +1 i ,t +1

0

otherwise.

(2.20)

After an action is evaluated, the maintenance labels for both type k checks are updated consequently. The maintenance labels of an aircraft i are updated to the next label
using the following equation:
(
y ik,t +1

=

y ik,t + 1
y ik,t

if χki,t = 1
otherwise

(2.21)

U PDATE OF T YPE 3 ATTRIBUTES
The Type 3 attributes are exogenous variables that are updated according to lookup tables, or provided by an airline, or estimated according to historical maintenance and
aircraft utilization data of the airline. They refer to:
³
´
• L ki y ik,t +1 is the elapsed time specified by airline.
• fhki,t +1 is estimated according to historical aircraft FH.
• fcki,t +1 is estimated according to historical aircraft FC.

2.4.5. C ONSTRAINTS F ORMULATION
There are two types of constraints in the AMCS optimization: the interval of each maintenance check type and operational constraints. The maintenance operators of airlines
usually schedule the maintenance checks before the corresponding usage parameters
reach maximums. That not being possible, in practice, the airline can make use of the
interval tolerance. The extra DY/FH/FC used from tolerance must be compensated in
the next type k check, as mentioned in Subsection 2.4.4, and this can be described as
follows, for each maintenance check type k, aircraft i , and time t :
³
´
i
i
DYki,t +1 ≤ I k-DY
+ 1 − θik,t e k-DY
− ²k-DY
i ,t

(2.22)

³
´
i
i
Ψki,t +1 ≤ I k-Ψ
+ 1 − θik,t e k-Ψ
− ²ik-Ψ
,t

(2.23)

where Ψ ∈ {FH, FC}; the first term of the right-hand side of each inequality refers to the
standard check interval, the second terms adds the tolerance interval, and the last term
subtracts the tolerance used in the previous check of the same type.
Before instigating a maintenance action, it is necessary to verify whether or not there
are sufficient slots for a type k check in a hangar during the entire maintenance elapse

2
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³
´
time L ki y ik,t , for all aircraft and hangars available:
Pt +L ki
χki,t ≤

2

τ=t

³

y ik,t

³

´

L ki y ik,t

k
M h,τ
´
,

k ∈K,

t ∈ [t 0 , T ]

(2.24)

The operational constraints are required to guarantee that the number of maintenance
checks performed in parallel per day does not exceed the hangar capacity, namely:
N
X
i =1

δki,t ≤

X
h

k
M h,t
,

k ∈ {A, C} ,

t ∈ [t 0 , T ]

(2.25)

Some airlines require a minimum number of days (d k ) between the start dates of two
type k checks preparing the maintenance resources, such as tools, workforce, aircraft
spare parts and to avoid parallel peaks of the workload at the hangar, meaning that:
• If d k > 0, there can be at most 1 aircraft starting a type k check at time t .
• If d k > 0 and there is a type k check starting at t , no type k check is allowed to start
in [t , t + d k )
The requirement of the start date can be translated in the following equations:
N
X
i =1

χki,t

≤





1

if d k > 0 and




M tk

otherwise

N
X
i =1

χki,τ = 0, ∀τ ∈ [t − d k , t )

(2.26)

Note that this chapter uses a generic indicator h to represent a maintenance check
hangar, based on the assumption A.8. If one wants to consider multiple locations of perform the aircraft A-/C-check, each hangar h would have to be associated with a location
l ,k
l h and the decision variable δki,t will be replaced by δi h,t .

2.4.6. O BJECTIVE F UNCTION
When scheduling aircraft maintenance activities, the most common objectives are minimization of costs [12, 16] or minimization of the unused flight hours (FH) [7, 14]. This
dissertation considers the second objective. The cost minimization objective was not
considered for three main reasons:
- The available maintenance cost data is unreliable and hard to associate to a specific maintenance check;
- Maintenance checks are mandatory, and the total maintenance costs of an airline
can only be reduced if the number of aircraft checks over time is also reduced;
- One day of an aircraft out of operations is more costly than the daily cost of a maintenance check.
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Therefore, minimizing the unused FH, and consequently, in the long term, reducing the
number of aircraft checks and days on the ground, is considered to be the best objective
for the AMCS problem. For an aircraft i , the value of unused FH in a day t is equal to the
summation of the FH loss due to a maintenance check scheduled for that day:
´
X k ³ i
χi ,t I k-FH − FHki,t
(2.27)
k∈K

The contribution function of FH loss on day t is calculated by:
C t (s t , x t ) =

N h
X X
k∈K i =1

i
´ ³
´
³
i
− FHki,t + 1 − χki,t P a θik,t + P d ηki,t
χki,t I k-FH

(2.28)

where the first term on the right-hand side reflects the unused FH of aircraft i , the second
term is a penalty for aircraft i using an interval tolerance, and the third term is a penalty
for having an aircraft on the ground without doing maintenance.
The penalty P a is introduced due to the fact that the use of tolerance needs to be
communicated and approved by the local civil aviation authorities. Therefore, tolerance
should not be considered at a scheduling stage or, if inevitable, it should be used as little as possible. The second penalty is introduced to reflect the cost of having an aircraft
on the ground and waiting for a maintenance slot since this results in very high costs.
It should always be avoided unless it proves to be unfeasible otherwise. For that reason, the value of P d should always be of a very large magnitude. Our objective is then
to minimize the sum of the total contributions for all states visited during the time horizon, discounted by a factor γ. That is, it searches for the optimal AMCS policy (π) that
minimizes the contribution of our scheduling decisions over the time horizon T − t 0 :
(
)
T
X
¡
¢
t −t 0
π
min E
γ
C t s t , X (s t )
(2.29)
π

t =t 0

where X π (s t ) is the optimal scheduling policy function.

2.4.7. O PTIMIZATION M ODEL
After the introduction of state transition, constraints, and objective function, the optimization problem can be described by the following:
(
)
T
X
¡
¢
t −t 0
π
min E
γ
C t s t , X (s t )
(2.30)
π

t =t 0

subject to:
Constraints (2.11) − (2.26)
The optimal scheduling policy over the time horizon T can be found by recursively
computing the Bellman’s equation:
(
)
X ¡
¯
¢
¯
p s t +1 s t , x t Vt +1 (s t +1 )
(2.31)
Vt (s t ) = min C t (s t , x t ) + γ
xt

s t +1

2
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xt0,1= {{0,0},{0,0}}

st0+1,1

xt0,2= {{1,0},{0,0}}

st0+1,2

xt0,3= {{0,1},{0,0}}

st0+1,3

xt0,4= {{0,0},{1,0}}

st0+1,4

xt0,5= {{0,0},{0,1}}

st0+1,5

xt0,6= {{1,0},{1,0}}

st0+1,6

xt0,7= {{1,1},{1,0}}

st0+1,7

xt0,8= {{0,1},{0,1}}

st0+1,8

xt0,9= {{1,1},{0,1}}

st0+1,9

2

st 0

Stage t0

Actions on t0

Stage t0 +1

Figure 2.2: An example of state transition
AMCS.
In this example,
© from
ª stage t 0 to stage t 0 + 1 in deterministic
©
ª
only two check types are considered. x t0 ,i is the set of possible actions and s t0 +1,i is the set of resulting
states. In deterministic case, the transition probability is 1, thus there is only one resulting state per action.
Similarly from stage t 0 + 1 on-wards, each s t0 +1,i has the same number of actions as s t0 .

¯ ¢
¡
where s t +1 = S X (s t , x t ) = S X (s t , X π (s t )) and p s t +1 ¯s t is the probability of transitioning from state s t to state s t +1 . The Bellman’s equation expresses the value of being at
each state S t .

2.5. M ETHODOLOGY
The AMCS problem has a structure that follows the Markov Decision Process (MDP). Like
any other MDP, it can be solved using dynamic programming (DP). The AMCS problem
can be divided into stages, each stage referring to one calendar day (indexed by t ). For
each stage, all possible actions x t from a state s t need to be evaluated, and the optimal
one x t∗ can be eventually identified. For illustration purpose, this chapter uses Figure 2.2
to depict an example of state transition from stage t 0 to stage t 0 + 1 (deterministic). In
this case, s t0 is the initial state. There are two aircraft, 1 A-check slot and 1 C-check slot
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on stage t 0 . The action vector x t has the following structure:

xt =







{0, 0} , {0, 0}
 | {z } | {z } 

(2.32)

A-Check C-Check

2

For each aircraft in (2.32), the first number indicates the action of A-check, and the second number is for C-check. If an A-/C-check starts, the corresponding number is 1, and
0 otherwise, and this gives nine possible actions on stage t 0 :
1. no A-check or C-check: x t0 ,1 = {{0, 0}, {0, 0}}
2. A-check on aircraft 1 but no C-check: x t0 ,2 = {{1, 0}, {0, 0}}
3. A-check on aircraft 2 but no C-check: x t0 ,3 = {{0, 1}, {0, 0}}
4. no A-check but C-check on aircraft 1: x t0 ,4 = {{0, 0}, {1, 0}}
5. no A-check but C-check on aircraft 2: x t0 ,5 = {{0, 0}, {0, 1}}
6. merge A- into C-check for aircraft 1 but no A-check on aircraft 2: x t0 ,6 = {{1, 0}, {1, 0}}
7. merge A- into C-check for aircraft 1 and A-check on aircraft 2: x t0 ,7 = {{1, 1}, {1, 0}}
8. no A-check on aircraft 1 but merge A- into C-check for aircraft 2: x t0 ,8 = {{0, 1}, {0, 1}}
9. A-check on aircraft 1 and merge A- into C-check for aircraft 2: x t0 ,9 = {{1, 1}, {1, 0}}
It can be observed that nine possible actions lead to 9 states on stage t 0 + 1, even for an
example of 1 A-check slot and 1 C-check slot (here it assumed that an A-check could be
merged into a C-check, in the deterministic case, there is only one resulting state per
action). This process repeats as the state transition proceeds, i.e., each state s t0 +1,i has
nine different actions, and therefore, will have nine outcome states. As the stage moves
forward in time, the number of states within a stage will grow exponentially.
The value associated with each action can be computed using Bellman’s optimality
equations (2.31). However, solving these for all possible actions is not trivial due to three
challenges: the size of the multi-dimensional action vector x t , the length of the multidimensional state vector s t , and the very large outcome space. These challenges are well
known as the “curse of dimensionality” [31]. It is easy to understand these challenges
when analyzing the AMCS problem, as the state vector s t is a tuple that contains the
states of N aircraft, and each aircraft has 28 attributes for one type of maintenance check.
If one wants to use discretization for each attribute, e.g., to l levels, the total number of
levels to access will be l 28 × N , just for one stage, requiring a large amount of computer
memory and also makes it difficult to trace decisions backward. In terms of actions, for
each time stage t and capacities M tk , there are:
k

Y M
Xt

N!
−
m
(N
k )! × m k !
k∈K m k =0

(2.33)
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possible actions and, if no optimal final state is given, there will be:
k

T Y M
Y
Xt

2

N!
t =t 0 k∈K m k =0 (N − m k )! × m k !

(2.34)

possible outcomes for the last stage. It means that even for a small case with ten aircraft
and one daily slot available for only two check types, there would be 121 possible actions
on the first day and more than 1.7 million possible actions just after three days.
In classic DP, computing Vt +1 (s t +1 ) requires Vt +2 (s t +2 ), and to obtain Vt +2 (s t +2 ), the
Vt +3 (s t +3 ) has to be computed and so forth, until t reaching the final stage T . The aforementioned solution process is called backward induction that, if the final state is not
known, easily becomes intractable even for the small example of 10 aircraft. Hence, this
thesis treat the AMCS problem in a different way, adopting a forward induction approach
which moves from the initial planning stage towards the future.
This section proposes a forward induction DP based methodology to solve the AMCS
problem. It begins with a brief introduction to the forward induction concept in Subsection 2.5.1. After that, it describes a priority solution that is proposed in dealing with the
multi-dimensional action vector (Subsection 2.5.2). Subsection 2.5.3 presents a Thrifty
Algorithm for AMCS, which estimates the implications of an action at the current stage
on the remaining planning horizon. Subsection 2.5.4 presents the discretization and aggregation approach adapted to implement the algorithm. The last subsection includes
an algorithm complexity analysis.

2.5.1. F ORWARD I NDUCTION
Forward induction is the process of reasoning forward in time, determining a sequence
of optimal actions from an initial state until the end of the time horizon. It comes from
the observation that the shortest path from an initial node s t0 to an end node s T +1 is
equal to the shortest path from the end node to the initial node [32]. That is, determining
the optimal solution for the forward shortest path problem is the same as finding the
optimal solution for the backward shortest path problem, as computed by the backward
induction approach. The idea from the forward induction approach is to move forward
in time, continuously searching for the shortest path between the initial node s t0 and the
current node being tested s t . This process is repeated until one has determined the best
action for every stage in the time horizon.
Although the forward induction approach would solve the problem of not knowing
the final state of our problem, due to too many intermediate states between the initial
stage and the final stage of the planning horizon, this approach is still inefficient for
AMCS in terms of computation time and storage. For this reason, this thesis incorporates
forward induction with three additional components:
• A maintenance check priorities definition solution
• A thrifty algorithm for AMCS
• A discretization and state aggregation strategy.
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Figure 2.3: Work flow of the DP based methodology. Three main components are incorporated, labeled as
blocks A, B and C. The term ground days refers to the days when an aircraft is grounded and waiting for a
maintenance slot.

These components are labeled as blocks A, B and C respectively, in the work flow diagram of forward induction (Figure 2.3). The first component is used to deal with the
multi-dimensional action vector; the second component is used to estimate the consequences of an action on future time steps; the third components is designed to reduce
the outcome space to a manageable size. These three components are explained in the
following subsections.

2.5.2. D EFINING M AINTENANCE C HECK P RIORITY
Given a state s t , an action based on s t is generated:
x t = X π (s t )

(2.35)

Note that x t means performing m k type k check (m k depends on the hangar capacity),
which leads to the following combination of aircraft selection for one check action:
Y
k∈K

N!
m k !(N − m k )!

(2.36)

The number associated outcome states is the same as (2.36).
The number of states can quickly explode due to such a multi-dimensional action
vector (an action on multiple items). One solution to this challenge is to assign priorities to each aircraft. In this chapter, it defines maintenance check priorities (Block A in
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Figure 2.3) according to the rule of “earliest deadline first”. However, to know the deadline for a maintenance check, it needs to compute the remaining utilization beforehand.
Since there are three usage parameters for each check type in the AMCS problem, this
gives three different remaining utilization for DY, FH, and FC. A type k check should be
scheduled before any of the remaining utilization goes to 0. In this way, the aircraft remaining utilization is defined by the fewest days to the next maintenance check:
o
n
k-FH
k-FC
(2.37)
R ik,t = min R ik-DY
,
R
,
R
,t
i ,t
i ,t
refer to the remaining operation days with respect to each
The R ik-DY
, R ik-FH
and R ik-FC
,t
,t
,t
usage parameter and associated interval specified by the MPD:
n
o
i
k-DY
k
R ik-DY
=
argmax
r
≤
I
−
²
−
DY
(2.38)
,t
i ,t
i ,t
k-DY
r ∈N

R ik-FH
= argmax
,t

½t +r
X

r ∈N

R ik-FC
= argmax
,t
r ∈N

τ=t

½t +r
X
τ=t

i
fhi ,τ ≤ I k-FH
− ²k-FH
− FHki,t
i ,t

k
i
− ²k-FC
fci ,τ ≤ I k-FC
i ,t − FCi ,t

¾
(2.39)

¾
(2.40)

where N is the set of natural numbers for k ∈ K . At any given time t , the remaining
utilizations are sorted in ascending order:
n
oN
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
(2.41)
∈
R
,
R̃
≤
R̃
, R̃ 2,t
, R̃ 3,t
, . . . , R̃ N
R̃
R̃ 1,t
,t
i ,t
i ,t
i +1,t
i ,t
i =1

The aircraft are sent to maintenance check according to this sorted list, while aircraft
with a lower remaining utilization is given a higher check priority. Since the C-/D-check
is more restrictive and demanding in terms of resources, it has a higher priority than an
A-/B-check. In addition to the available slots and maintenance elapsed time of the check
type, the following rules are set for making maintenance check decisions:
(i)

No type k check should be scheduled if there is no available hangar for type k check
on day t .

(ii) An aircraft i is allocated a type k check only if its remaining utilization is lower than
the threshold (R ik,t ≤ R k ) and there are available slots for type k check.
(iii) If the number of type k check slots is sufficient, the aircraft that has lowest remainn
o
k
ing utilization R̃ 1,t
= min R ik,t has highest priority of type k check.
³
´
(iv) If aircraft i has a higher type k check priority than aircraft j R̃ ik,t < R̃ kj,t but the
slots of type k check are only sufficient to accommodate a type k check for aircraft
j rather than i , swap the priorities of type k check between aircraft i and j .
After assigning the maintenance check priorities to each aircraft, the combination of
aircraft selection for maintenance for one maintenance check action and the number of
outcome states is reduced from (2.36) to 1.
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2.5.3. T HRIFTY A LGORITHM FOR M AINTENANCE C HECK S CHEDULING
Even after reducing the size of outcome space to one action per state, the number of final
T +1
states n act
is tremendous for a large T . It is also necessary to further trim the outcome
space, so that forward induction is tractable.
After an action is performed, the DP arrives at s t +1 , where s t +1 = S X (s t , x t ). Many
s t +1 states may have the status that some aircraft will have to be grounded to wait for a
maintenance check slot in a future stage τ (τ > t + 1). Apparently this is what airlines to
avoid (unless they have no better option), due to the very high cost of parking aircraft
on the ground. Therefore, this thesis proposes to only consider the actions that lead to a
workable state. It describes workability of s t +1 by using the following function:
g (s t +1 ) =

N X
T
X X
k∈K i =1 τ=t +1

ηki,τ

(2.42)

A state s t +1 , resulting from being at state s t and taking action x t , is said to be workable
if there exists a sequence of actions x t +1 , ..., x T such that no aircraft has to wait on the
ground for an A- or C-check between t + 1 and T . That is:
g (s t +1 ) = 0

(2.43)

The DP-based methodology uses a Thrifty Algorithm to check the workability of future
states (Block B in Figure 2.3). That is, for each possible action x t and resulting state s t +1 ,
it uses an algorithm to check if a sequence of actions exist that guarantee (2.43). If that
is the case, s t +1 is considered to be workable.
The term thrifty means allocating maintenance checks to aircraft whenever there is
a maintenance opportunity. The Thrifty Algorithm serves the purpose of checking the
workability of a state s t . For convenience, the rest of the chapter refers to running the
Thrifty Algorithm to check if (2.43) holds when mentioning “checking workability”.

2.5.4. D ISCRETIZATION AND S TATE A GGREGATION
After moving one stage ahead in time for a set of workable states s t , several workable s t +1
states are produced from a combination of s t and x t . Define S t +1 to be:
¯
©
ª
S t +1 = s t +1 ¯s t +1 workable

(2.44)

Although the Thrifty Algorithm can help reduce the outcome space by only keeping the
workable s t +1 , the number of workable s t +1 is still not bounded, meaning that the number of workable states still grows exponentially. This increases the difficulty of saving all
workable s t +1 and tracing the actions backwards, especially After the forward induction
move several stages ahead. To prevent the explosion of workable states, it needs to restrain the number of workable s t +1 , from the first stage t 0 to final stage T . That is, giving
an upper bound to the number of workable s t +1 so that it will not increase exponentially
along t . For such purpose this thesis resorts to discretization and state aggregation.
Discretization is the process of transferring continuous models or variables into discrete counterparts. State aggregation refers to clustering the states that have the same
properties into a group. Here it uses “properties” to differentiate state attributes, which
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are the features that at a fleet level, such as mean utilization of fleet or standard deviation of fleet utilization. This thesis divides the outcome space (a set of workable s t +1 )
into several disjunct space regions, where each space region is characterized by a unique
tuple of values of some state properties. For the states clustered in the same space region (having the same tuple of state properties), only one single state will be selected to
represent such a space region and considered in forward induction for the next stage.
Such discretization and state aggregation provides an upper bound to the outcome
space, since the number of workable s t +1 is determined by the number of space regions.
One way of collecting workable states is to discretize the AMCS problem according to the
mean utilization of the fleet for each check type, and then categorize the workable states
according to the values of the features:
u kt+1 =

N
1 X
uk
N i =1 i ,t +1

(2.45)

where u ik,t +1 is the utilization of aircraft i with respect to type k check. This chapter de-

fines individual utilization u ik,t as the maximum of the ratios between the current value
of the usage parameters and their respective maximum values, according to the MPD:
(
u ik,t +1

= max

DYki,t +1

FHki,t +1

FCki,t +1

)

, i
, i
i
I k-DY
− ²k-DY
I k-FH − ²k-FH
I k-FC − ²k-FC
i ,t +1
i ,t +1
i ,t +1

(2.46)

k
for k ∈ K . For each check type k, this thesis also gives upper bound Umax
and lower
k
bound Umin to restrict the outcome space region to be discretized, and this significantly
improves algorithm efficiency and reduces required computer memory when optimizing AMCS for a large fleet. For instance, given a fleet 1000 aircraft, performing a maintenance check on an aircraft will only impact the overall fleet utilization slightly. In such
k
k
and Umin
can be chosen close to ū tk0 .
case, Umax
Since tolerance is not allowed in planning unless no feasible schedule can be found,
k
k
the mean utilization of a fleet ranges typically between 0 and 1 (Umax
= 1 and Umin
= 0), a
4
discretization increment ∆u = 0.1 yields 11 space regions in 1 stage, while an increment
of ∆u = 0.01 increases the number of space regions in 1 stage increase to 1014 .
Using u kt+1 to categorize the set of workable
s t +1 enables us ´to cover the state prop³

D
erties of all check types, with each tuple u At +1 , u Bt +1 , u C
t +1 , u t +1 corresponding to one
outcome space region. For each workable state s t +1 , the algorithm compute the mean
fleet utilization ū tk+1 for each check type, from (2.45) and (2.46). These features will be
further rounded according to the number of decimal points chosen from ∆u. For example, if ∆u = 0.1, ū tA+1 = 0.345, then ū tA+1 can be rounded to 0.3. After that, it continues to
compute the cumulative contribution from state s t0 to a specific workable state s t +1 :

(
J t +1,ū A

C
B
D (s t +1 ) =
t +1 ,ū t +1 ,ū t +1 ,ū t +1

J t ,ū A ,ū B ,ū C ,ū D (s t ) +C t (s t , x t )
¡t t t ¢t
C t0 s t0 , x t0

t > t0
t = t0

(2.47)

where s t +1 = S X (s t , x t ), C τ (s τ , x τ ) refers to (2.28). If a given space region has no state
within it, a cumulative contribution value of infinity ∞ is assumed for that space region.
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During forward induction, there will be several workable states grouped into the
same outcome space region because of identical ū tA+1 , ū tB+1 , ū tC+1 and ū tD+1 after rounding. Then, an aggregation procedure is followed: the state with the lowest cumulative
contribution is selected as the representative of its outcome space region, while all others are discarded:
n

s∗

t +1,ū tA+1 ,ū tB+1 ,ū tC+1 ,ū tD+1

= argmin J t +1,ū A

C
B
D
t +1 ,ū t +1 ,ū t +1 ,ū t +1

s

(s)

o

(2.48)

In the worst case, no s t has a subsequent workable s t +1 , that is, g (s t +1 ) > 0 for all s t
and x t = X π (s t ), then the DP-based methodology selects only one ŝ t +1 according to:
ŝ t +1 =

argmin
s,ū tA ,ū tB ,ū tC ,ū tD

n

J t ,ū A ,ū B ,ū C ,ū D (s)
t

t

t

o

t

S t +1 = {ŝ t +1 }

(2.49)

(2.50)

where the
means choosing the state s among all outcome space
³ right hand side of (2.49)
´
D
regions u At +1 , u Bt +1 , u C
t +1 , u t +1 . The forward induction then continues from ŝ t +1 .

The procedure from (2.47) to (2.48) repeats until it loops all possible pairs of {s t , x t }
(s t workable). Thus far, it completes the discretization and state aggregation, and then
the forward induction moves one stage ahead from t to t + 1. The pseudo code of DP
based methodology is presented in Algorithm 1.

2.5.5. A LGORITHM C OMPLEXITY
From the perspective of algorithm complexity, the total number of states in our DP based
methodology is equivalent to the total number of outcomes, given by (2.34):
k

T Y M
Y
Xt

N!
m
!
− m k )!
(N
k
t =t 0 k∈K m k =0

(2.51)

where N is the fleet size, and M tk is the maintenance capacity of type k check. For two
maintenance check types (A- and C-checks), given a state s t at time stage t , following an
action x t , the algorithm has to call the state transition function (2.6) at most T − t 0 − t +1
times to check whether (2.43) holds (from t to T ). In each stage t , the number of states
depends on the discretization resolution ∆u:
¶
µ
1 2
n state = 1 +
∆u

(2.52)

Since each state can have at most n act actions, this implies the following relation
between the stage t and the number of state transition:
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2

Algorithm 1 A dynamic programming based methodology for AMCS optimization.
© ª
Step 1: Initialize ∆u (0 < ∆u < 1), t ← t 0 , S t ← s t0 , S t +1 ← ;
Step 2: Discretize the interval [0, 1] with ∆u: 0, ∆u, 2∆u, · · · , 1;
Step 3: For each workable s t ∈ S t :
Step 3.1: compute and sort the remaining utilization:
n
o
k , . . . , R̃ k
R̃ 1,t
R̃ ik,t ≤ R̃ ik+1,t R̃ ik,t ∈ R ik,t
N ,t

Step 3.2: For each action x t of s t ∈ S t :
Step 3.2.1: Compute C t (s t , x t );
Step 3.2.2: Compute s t +1 using s t +1 = S X (s t , x t );
Step 3.2.3: Check whether s t +1 is a workable state;
Step 3.2.4: Aggregate s t +1 according to
n
o
J min A
(s) = min©ū A ,ū B ,ū C ,ū D ª J t +1,ū A ,ū B ,ū C ,ū D (s t +1 )
t +1,ū t +1 ,ū tB+1 ,ū tC+1 ,ū tD+1
t +1 t +1 t +1 t +1
t +1 t +1 t +1 t +1
n
o
s∗
C
A
B
D = argmin{s,ū A ,ū B ,ū C ,ū D } J t +1,ū A ,ū B ,ū C ,ū D (s)
t +1,ū t +1 ,ū t +1 ,ū t +1 ,ū t +1

t +1

½

t +1

t +1

t +1

t +1

t +1

t +1

¾

S t +1 = S t +1 ∪ s ∗

t +1,ū tA+1 ,ū tB+1 ,ū tC+1 ,ū tD+1

Step 4: t ← t + 1;
Step 5: If t ≤ T , go to Step 3;
Else s ∗

T +1,ū TA +1 ,ū TB +1 ,ū TC +1 ,ū TD+1

n
o
= argmins J T +1,ū A ,ū B ,ū C ,ū D (s) ;
T +1 T +1 T +1 T +1

½
x T∗ (s T ) = argxT s ∗

T +1,ū TA +1 ,ū TB +1 ,ū TC +1 ,ū TD+1

Step 6: Recover x T∗ −1 , x T∗ −2 , ..., x t∗ +1 , x t∗0
0

¾
= S X (s T , x T ) ;

t +1
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Day t 0 :
Day t 0 + 1:
Day t 0 + 2:
···
Day T − 2:
Day T − 1:
Day T :

n act (1 + T − t 0 )
n state n act (1 + T − 1 − t 0 )
n state n act (1 + T − 2 − t 0 )
···
n state n act (1 + T − T + 1)
n state n act (1 + T − T )
n state n act (1 + T − T − 1)

2

After summing up of all state transitions from t 0 to T , it obtains
n act (1 + T − t 0 ) + n state n act

TX
−t 0
τ=0

¸
µ
¶
·
1 2
1
τ = n act (1 + T − t 0 ) 1 + 1 +
(T − t 0 )
2
∆u

(2.53)

Computing (2.53) gives the maximum number of state transitions in forward induction.
Since each of the state transitions generates a new state, this means that the total number of states to be visited is equal to the total number of state transitions in forward
induction. Moreover, (2.53) also indicates that the total number of states visited during forward induction depends on the maintenance check capacity (n act is determined
by capacity of type k check, M tk ), and the increment of discretization ∆u and planning
horizon T − t 0 . Since (2.53) increases quadratically with T , this means that (2.53) can be
much smaller than (2.51) for a large T :
k
µ
¶
¸
·
T Y M
Y
Xt
1 2
N!
1
n act (1 + T − t 0 ) 1 + 1 +
(T − t 0 ) ¿
2
∆u
t =t 0 k∈K m k =0 m k ! (N − m k )!

(2.54)

2.6. C ASE S TUDY
In this section, the proposed DP based methodology is evaluated using the aircraft maintenance data from a European airline. The airline distributes the tasks within B-check
into successive A-checks (no B-check), and merged the D-checks in C-checks and label
them as heavy C-checks. Hence, there are only A- and C-checks in the evaluation. Two
case studies are presented in this evaluation. The first case uses data from the historical
period from 2013 to 2016. This chapter compares the results obtained by the DP-based
methodology with the A- and C-check schedule executed by the airline. However, this
comparison is somewhat unfair since the airline in the executed schedule had to take
aircraft routing into account and potentially deal with unscheduled maintenance events.
Therefore, the second case focuses on the period of 2018-2021 and compares the results
from the DP based methodology with the maintenance schedule planned by the airline.
This case is also used to support a sensitivity analysis on some of the model parameters.
The data set supporting the case study is available on Ref. [33].

2.6.1. T EST C ASES
The test fleet is the Airbus A320 family (A319, A320 and A321) operated by the airline,
consisting of 45 aircraft. These three aircraft types happen to share the same A- and
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C-check intervals and tolerances, in terms of same flight hours, flight cycles and calendar days (Table 2.2). The planning horizon is 4 years in both cases. For 2013-2016, this
starts from January 1st of 2013 to December 31st of 2016, while 2018-2021 the planning
horizon goes from September 25th of 2017 to December 31st of 2021. For both cases the
initial data contains the information for aircraft average monthly utilization; initial fleet
status, in terms of DY, FH and FC, and utilization of tolerance in previous inspections;
maintenance slots available per day; and average elapsed time of the multiple A- and
C-checks labels. The average daily utilization of the aircraft is computed per month and
per aircraft type, according to the historic flight data from the airline. On average, it is
estimated that the A320 family fleet has a daily utilization of 10.5 FH and 4.7 FC per day.
Table 2.2: A- and C-check intervals and tolerance for the Airbus A319, A320 and A321 [30].
Check Type

Calendar Days

Flight Hours

Flight Cycles

Inspection intervals

A-Check
C-Check

120
730

750
7500

750
5000

Tolerance

A-Check
C-Check

12
60

75
500

75
250

2.6.2. M AINTENANCE C ONSTRAINTS AND K EY P ERFORMANCE I NDICATORS
The maintenance schedule needs to follow a set of operational and capacity constraints,
namely, for the A-check:
- there is 1 A-check slot per day from Monday to Thursday during IATA winter (from
the last Sunday of October to the last Sunday of March);
- during IATA Summer (from the last Sunday of March to last Sunday of October),
there is an extra A-check slot on Tuesdays (2 slots on Tuesday);
- from 2018 onwards, there are 2 A-check slots on Tuesdays (all year) and 2 A-check
slot on Wednesdays during IATA Summer;
- there are no A-checks on Fridays, weekends, or public holidays;
- an A-check lasts 1 day and can be merged into a C-check without increasing the
C-check elapsed time or affecting the existing available A-check slots.
For the C-check:
- there can be a maximum of 3 C-checks ongoing in parallel;
- there are a minimum of 3 days between the start dates of two C-checks, for resource availability reasons (i.e., d C = 3);
- C-check works are interrupted during weekends and public holidays;
- no C-check can be scheduled during the commercial peak seasons (except some
extraordinary occasions in which the airline is forced to have additional slots to
avoid aircraft waiting on the ground for a C-check).
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Since there are at least three days between two start dates of two successive C-checks,
there could be at most 1 C-check starting on a day. The maximum of 2 A-checks on a
Tuesday and considering the possibility of merging A-checks into C-check, leads to the
combination of daily A- and C-check capacities with 12 possible actions.
The commercial peak seasons of the airline are defined to be between June 1st and
September 30th , two weeks before the New Year’s and one week after, and the weeks
before and after Easter. The days of the year are converted into calender days where,
e.g., the New Year’s Day is set as day 1 and Christmas is day 359 of the year (or day 360 if
it is a leap year).
To discuss the results, this chapter uses a set of key performance indicators (KPIs) for
each type of maintenance check. These are the average FH of the fleet, the total number
of checks, the total amount DY/FH/FC used as tolerance, and computation time during
the
horizon. For deterministic problems, the transition probability is made
¯ ¢
¡ planning
p s t +1 ¯s t = 1 in (2.31). R A and R C are set to 21 and 365, meaning that an aircraft can
only be scheduled an A-/C-check if the corresponding remaining operation days is lower
than 21/365 days. Since no information is given for discount factor γ, this chapter sets
γ = 1 and the penalty of using tolerance P a and P d in (2.28) are given to be 108 , and this
avoids using tolerance in forward induction and grounding the aircraft in the situation
of no A- or C-check slot.
The airline schedules the aircraft A- and C-checks separately. The aircraft C-checks
are scheduled first with a time horizon of 4-years, followed by planning the A-checks for
the next year. In both cases, the airline follows a greedy approach to schedule the checks
as close as possible to the end of their intervals. The common conflicts resulting from
this approach are then manually solved by the maintenance planner, which anticipates
the dates of the checks until a feasible plan is obtained. This manual process is a puzzle,
hard to solve for the AMCS close to the peak seasons during which no C-checks can be
scheduled, and this results in a sub-optimal schedule that takes a couple of days of work
to be fully developed from scratch.
Besides, if an aircraft uses tolerance before undergoing a maintenance check, the
extra DY/FH/FC used intolerance must be subtracted from the next maintenance check
interval. Namely, the interval to its next A-/C-check becomes shorter. For instance, the
A320 family has an A-check interval of 750 FH (see Table 2.2), if an aircraft has to fly 770
FH before undergoing an A-check, then the amount of tolerance used is 770 − 750 = 20
FH, and the next A-check interval will be 750 − 20 = 730 FH (this rule has already been
considered in the problem formulation (2.22)—(2.23)).

2.6.3. O PTIMIZATION R ESULTS FOR 2013-2016
The proposed algorithm is first evaluated for the planning horizon of 2013-2016. Table
2.3 shows a comparison of KPIs between the airline schedule and the DP schedule. It is
observed that the average FH increases for both A- and C-checks. For the A-check, there
is a growth of 10.4 FH on average per aircraft, which equates to approximately an extra
day in commercial operation per aircraft per A-check cycle. This increase has an impact
on the number of checks needed for four years. There is a reduction of more than 7% for
both A- and C-checks, equivalent to 60 fewer A-checks and seven fewer C-checks. From
the perspective of the maintenance cost, assuming that airlines spend on average $70K—
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$350K [2] on a C-check and $10K—$15K on an A-check, the results from the proposed
DP-based methodology can result in maintenance costs saving of approximate $1.1M—
$3.4M for the fleet of A320 family.

2

Table 2.3: Descriptive statistics of KPIs for 2013-2016 (∆u = 0.1 in the DP-based method). For the term “Tolerance Events”, if an aircraft uses tolerance (DY/FH/FC) in planning, it is counted as 1 tolerance event.
Type

C-Check

A-Check

KPI 2013-2016

Airline

DP-based Method.

Average FH

6795.9

6798.7

Difference
0.04%

Total FH Tolerance

2230

349.2

-84.3%

Tolerance Events

17

1

-94%

Extra C-Check Slot

73

0

-100%
-7.9%

Total C-Check

89

82

Average FH

690.8

701.2

1.5%

Total FH Tolerance

1277

457.4

-64.2%

Tolerance Events

72

34

-52.8%

Extra A-Check Slots

101

0

-100%

Total A-Check

818

758

-7.3%

Since it takes 10-30 days to complete a C-check and one day for an A-check, seven
reduced C-checks and 60 reduced A-checks are equivalent to approximately 130—270
more days of aircraft availability for revenue generation. One day of operation generates
$75K—$120K of revenue and 130—270 more days available for commercial use means
an additional $9.8M—$32.4M of revenue for an airline.
The optimized schedule uses tolerances of 349.2 FH and 457.4 for the A- and C-check
scheduling, respectively. These are 84% and 64% less than the FH tolerances used by
the airline. More importantly, the optimized schedule reduces the frequency of using
tolerance (if an aircraft uses tolerance, it is counted as one tolerance events), from 17 to
1 for C-check, and from 72 to 34 for A-check. Recall that using interval tolerance needs
to be approved by the national aviation authority, and it is a troublesome process that
should not be used recurrently.
It can be observed from Figure 2.4 and 2.5 that the optimized schedule generated
by the DP-based methodology concentrates the aircraft FH of A- and C-check close to
its corresponding inspection interval. For the A-check, 17% of the checks are scheduled
with 95% of the interval used, while for the airline, this value was double, up to 34%. A
similar result is obtained for the C-check, where these values are 23% and 43% for the
optimized schedule and the airline schedule, respectively. As a result of the greedy approach followed by the airline, the airline has a large number of A- and C-checks scheduled very closed to their interval limit. However, the airline achieved this by using tolerance in 9% of the A-checks and 19% of the C-checks; by scheduling other checks with a
quite low interval utilization; and by creating A- and C-check slots, not considered in the
optimized schedule, to solve occasional critical situations with several aircraft with high
utilization. Note that the optimized results only used tolerance in the checks at the beginning of the time horizon. It was not possible to schedule these checks without using
interval tolerance, given the initial state of the fleet and the maintenance slots available.
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2

(a) Airline Schedule

(b) Optimized Schedule

Figure 2.4: Comparison of aircraft FH with respect to A-check between schedule of airline and the optimized
schedule.

(a) Airline Schedule

(b) Optimized Schedule

Figure 2.5: Comparison of aircraft FH with respect to C-check between schedule of airline and the optimized
schedule.
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Table 2.4: Results of A- and C-check scheduling optimization from different discretization resolution, compared with the C-check schedule from Airline.

2

KPI (2018-2021)

Airline

∆u = 1

∆u = 0.1

∆u = 0.01

Objective Value [FH]

—

1.2140 × 105

1.1524 × 105

1.1371 × 105

C-Check Avg. FH
Total C-Checks
C-Check Tol. DY
C-Check Tol. FH
C-Check Tol. FC
Tolerance Events

< 6600
96
> 48
> 490
0
6

6558.1
86
18
135.3
0
4

6615.2
88
18
135.3
0
4

6634.7
85
18
135.3
0
4

A-Check Avg. FH
Total A-Checks
Tolerance Events

—
895-920*
—

714.3
881
0

717.6
877
0

714.5
881
0

Merged A- and C-Check

—

19

18

19

Computation Time [s]

≥ 3 Days

504.9

510.3

20243.5

*Airline Estimation

2.6.4. O PTIMIZATION R ESULTS FOR 2018-2021
Although the proposed DP based methodology appears to outperform the planning approach of the airline, based on the KPIs showed in Table 2.3, this comparison is unfair
since the airline has to take aircraft routing into account and deal with all kinds of unscheduled maintenance events. To verify and validate the proposed DP based methodology together with the maintenance planners from the airline, this chapter uses it to
subsequently generate an optimized A- and C-check schedule for future 2018-2021, and
then compare this schedule with the one made by the maintenance planners.
In this test case, both the maintenance planners of the airline and the DP-based
methodology plan the 4-year maintenance check schedule using the same input, average aircraft daily utilization, operational constraints, and excluding unscheduled maintenance events and aircraft routing. This subsection compares the KPIs for C-check
from both schedules and the optimization results of different discretization resolutions
(∆u = 1, 0.1, and 0.01). Given that the airline only plans the A-check for the coming year,
no A-check metrics were compared. The optimized schedules of different discretization
resolutions (both A- and C-checks use the same ∆u in discretization) are obtained using
parallel computing function on a quad-core workstation.
Again it can be seen that the proposed DP based methodology outperforms the planning approach of the airline in terms of KPIs. The optimized schedules reduce the number of C-checks, varying from 8.3% (for ∆u = 0.1) to 11.4% (for ∆u = 0.01), while the
same amount of tolerance is used in all three optimized schedules. The tolerance and
the number of tolerance events from the optimized schedule are significantly less than
what the airline planned. The use of this tolerance is inevitable for aircraft that, at the
starting date of the optimization, are already closed to the C-check interval. The number of A-checks vary from 877 (for ∆u = 0.1) and 881 (for ∆u = 1 and ∆u = 0.01), when
the airline estimates around 895 to 920 A-checks for these four years. The number of Amerged in the C-checks has little variance among three discretization resolutions.
Besides, an overall trend is found where the level of discretization impacts the so-
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5

12

1.75
10

Computation Time [h]

Objective Value [FH]

1.7
1.65
1.6
1.55
1.5

2

8

6

4

1.45
2
1.4
1.35

0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Discretization Resolution

(a)

0.8

1

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Discretization Resolution

(b)

Figure 2.6: (a) correlation between discretization level (resolution) and objective value; (b) correlation between
discretization level (resolution) and algorithm computation time.

lution quality and algorithm computation time, as illustrated in Figure 2.6a and Figure
2.6b. In terms of optimality, as expected, the smaller ∆u is, the better the results are.
However, the KPI’s presented in Table 2.4 are no significantly different between the three
∆u values tested, indicating that good results can be obtained even with low discretization resolution, and this happens because most workable states are in a limited range of
the outcome space. A few of the space regions from our discretization do have a workable
state after aggregation. Nevertheless, there is a trade-off between optimality and computation efficiency. The objective function consistently reduces when the discretization
resolution is increased. However, the computational times sharply increase when the
discretization resolution is below ∆u = 0.1.
Furthermore, decreasing ∆u results in longer computation times. This happens because the number of outcome space region increases with decreasing ∆u, e.g., there are
121 outcome space regions when ∆u = 0.1, and 10201 regions for ∆u = 0.01. As a result,
the number of representative states of the outcome space region in each stage also increases. In this case study, it is observed that each state transition requires about 0.023s.
For the case ∆u = 0.1, it takes 510.3s to obtain an optimized schedule using parallel computing on a quad-core workstation, meaning that the actual computation time should
be about 2141.2s. In particular, during 2141.2s, there are about 2141.2/0.023 = 9.31×104
state transitions for 1461 stages (from Jan 1st 2018 to Dec 31st 2021). The actual computation efforts are still much less than the worst case calculated from (2.53):
·
µ
¶
¸
1 2
1
comp. time = 0.023 × n act (1 + T − t 0 ) 1 + 1 +
(T − t 0 )
2
∆u
·
¸
1
= 0.023 × 7 × 1461 × 1 + × 112 × 1460 ≈ 2.08 × 107 (s) (2.55)
2
The shorter actual computation time than the worst case is due to the checking of workability and state aggregation, where it only keeps some workable states in each stage,
which in the end are sufficient to generate an optimized schedule.
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Table 2.5: Sensitivity analysis for having different A- and C-check slots in 2018-2021, the discretization resolution is set to ∆u = 0.1. No A-check tolerance was used in the scenarios tested.

2

KPI (2018-2021)

Scenario 0

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Objective Value [FH]

1.1524 × 105

0.8934 × 105

1.0623 × 105

0.7719 × 105

C-Check Avg. FH
Total C-Checks
C-Check Tol. DY
C-Check Tol. FH
C-Check Tol. FC

6615.2
88
18
135.3
0

6635.0
85
18
135.3
0

6699.3
85
0
23.6
0

6790.5
86
0
23.6
0

A-Check Avg. FH
Total A-Checks

717.6
877

738.5
856

716.5
890

739.8
863

Merge A- and C-check
Computation Time [s]

18
510.3

7
1780.2

22
743.0

10
2625.5

2.6.5. S ENSITIVITY A NALYSIS FOR 2018-2021
This subsection investigates the impact of some airline capacity constraints on the results of the AMCS problem, relative to the following four scenarios:
- Scenario 0: the baseline scenario, as pre-computed in the previous subsection;
- Scenario 1: conditions from Scenario 0 and one additional A-check slot on Friday,
weekends, and bank holidays (i.e., one A-check slot every day of the week, plus an
extra slot on Tuesdays and Wednesdays during IATA Summer);
- Scenario 2: conditions from Scenario 0 and three additional C-checks on weekends
and bank holidays (i.e., three C-check slots every day of the week during off-peak
seasons, reducing the elapsed time of the C-checks);
- Scenario 3: conditions from Scenario 0, Scenario 1, and Scenario 2 combined.
The results, shown in Table 2.5, indicate a natural improvement of the average aircraft utilization and total maintenance checks when increasing either the A-check or the
C-check slots. By increasing the number of maintenance slots, it also increases the maintenance check opportunities, given more flexibility in planning the maintenance check
closer to their due date. For example, compared with Scenario 0, the objective value
in Scenario 3 is reduced by 33%, and the average FH of aircraft is increased by 2.7% and
3.1% for C-check and A-checks, respectively. Consequently, there are two fewer C-checks
and 14 fewer A-checks scheduled for Scenario 3 when compared with Scenario 0. For the
scenarios involving more C-check slots, it is observed that the results are improved by
the fact that more maintenance opportunities exist to merge A-checks and C-checks. In
fact, Scenarios 2 and 3 have around 500 to 600 fewer days on the ground than Scenarios 1
and 2 respectively. These are days when the aircraft can be used in operation to generate
revenue. Furthermore, it is interesting to notice the interdependence between A- and
C-checks when analyzing the results from Scenario 1. Although only additional A-check
slots are added, the results for the C-checks also improve since more A-check slots create
more A-check maintenance opportunities. Adding A-check slots gives more flexibility to
schedule some of the C-checks that in Scenario 0 were anticipated to enable the merge
with an A-check.
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The consideration of extra aircraft maintenance capacity has to be analyzed by the
airline by comparing the additional costs of these extra slots and the benefits of having
fewer maintenance checks and higher aircraft availability. This analysis is outside the
scope of this thesis, but these results are crucial to the airline in assessing such capacity
increases (or reductions) scenarios.

2.7. C ONCLUSION
A practical dynamic programming (DP) based methodology for the long-term aircraft
maintenance check scheduling (AMCS) problem is presented. It integrates all check
types, including the operational constraints and maintenance capacity for specific days.
The goal was to minimize the total wasted FH interval between checks, hereby increasing
aircraft availability in the long run.
The proposed methodology followed a forward induction approach, incorporating a
maintenance priority solution to deal with the multi-dimensional action vector, as well
as a discretization and state aggregation strategy to reduce outcome space at each time
stage. Besides, a Thrifty Algorithm was used to estimate the consequence of an action
at the current stage on the remaining planning horizon. All these adaptations in the DP
framework are novel compared with the classic dynamic programming. The proposed
methodology is capable of optimizing AMCS in a matter of minutes for multiple years
horizon and heterogeneous aircraft fleets. It is suitable for practical implementation. It
can be used not only for scheduling but also, for example, to predict if an airline has
sufficient maintenance capacity in the future; or to assess if it is beneficial to expand
maintenance capacity with additional hangar slots.
The proposed DP based methodology is evaluated using the case-study of an A320
family fleet from a European airline. Comparing the optimized A- and C-check schedules with the schedule of the airline, it can be inferred that the proposed methodology reduces the total number of A- and C-check, potentially resulting in the long run in maintenance cost savings of about $1.1M-$3.4M for a fleet of about 40 aircraft. Besides, the
reduction of A- and C-checks implies extra days of aircraft availability for revenue generation. An estimation of $9.8M-$32.4M can be generated when the proposed methodology is applied to historical data.
This study is the first to address the AMCS optimization problem despite its relevance
for practice, despite its relevance for practice. It opens the door for future research on the
topic. For instance, future research can consider the uncertainty associated with both
the maintenance check elapsed time and aircraft utilization. These uncertainties will
affect not only the schedule robustness but also the computational time needed to find
such optimal schedules. One such improvement can be achieved by using approximate
dynamic programming, extending the DP-based methodology adopted in this chapter.
Another research opportunity is the consideration of the task allocation problem (i.e.,
the problem of defining the tasks to be performed on each aircraft check) as part of the
AMCS problem. Although this would significantly increase the complexity of the problem, it would extend the AMCS problem to good benefits, producing an optimal integrated check and task schedule.
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3
O PTIMAL TASK A LLOCATION FOR
A IRCRAFT M AINTENANCE C HECK
S CHEDULE
In this chapter, the aircraft maintenance planning optimization continues, shifting the
focus from long-term deterministic AMCS to task allocation. The task allocation in the
aircraft maintenance domain refers to optimally allocating tasks in predefined maintenance checks. It determines the optimal start dates of aircraft maintenance tasks to perform all preventive tasks as close to their due dates as possible, given an optimal letter
check schedule. This dissertation is the first to propose a fast constructive heuristic algorithm to optimize the long-term aircraft maintenance task allocation. A case study of a
European airline shows that the heuristic algorithm is capable of generating a 4-year task
execution plan for a fleet of 45 aircraft in less than 15 minutes, while the optimality gap is
within 5% from the solution obtained by a commercial solver.

This chapter is based on the master thesis of M. Witteman [1], supervised by the Q. Deng. The content of this
chapter leads to the following paper:
Witteman, M., Deng, Q., and Santos, B. F. (2021). A Bin Packing Approach to Solve the Aircraft Maintenance
Task Allocation Problem. European Journal of Operational Research. To cite this article, please use the DOI
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.2021.01.027.
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3.1. I NTRODUCTION

3

Modern airliners have thousands of parts, systems, and components that need to be recurrently maintained after undergoing certain flight hours (FH), flight cycles (FC), calendar days (DY), or months (MO). The FH, FC, DY, and MO are known as usage parameters,
and their maximums allowed in operation are defined as inspection intervals. The optimal allocation of the maintenance tasks to the best maintenance opportunities is a challenging problem solved daily by maintenance planners. The most common approach
followed is to group tasks into maintenance checks (e.g., A-, B-1 , C- and D-check) to
ensure a consistent maintenance program in which all tasks are performed before their
associated due dates. A typical A-check includes inspection of the interior or exterior
of the airplane with selected areas opened, e.g., checking and servicing the oil, filter replacement, and lubrication [2]. C-check requires thorough inspections of individual systems and components for serviceability and function. D-check2 uncovers the airframe,
supporting structure, and wings for inspection of most structurally significant items.
To determine the optimal start date of the tasks, it is common in practice to adopt
a sequential process: first, schedule the A-, C- and D-checks and then allocate maintenance tasks to each check. Although some tasks can quickly be packaged into these
letter checks, a large number of other tasks (more than 70% for an Airbus A320 aircraft)
are dephased from the intervals of these checks. It means that they either have to be allocated to a more frequent letter check or manually allocated by maintenance operators
to different maintenance events based on the suitability of the task to that check and the
urgency of performing the task in due time. In practice, both approaches are conducted
according to the experience of maintenance planners, leading to inefficiencies.
The task allocation problem (TAP) in aircraft maintenance refers to the process of
optimally allocating tasks in predefined maintenance checks. It determines the optimal
start dates of aircraft maintenance tasks so that all preventive tasks are performed as
close to their due dates as possible. TAP is complicated because of its combinatorial nature, and it has to be solved for the entire fleet at the same time. In real-life applications,
multiple aircraft checks can be scheduled in parallel, and tasks allocated to these checks
will share the maintenance resources. For example, Figure 3.1 illustrates a case for five
C-checks overlapping in time. Maintenance resources include material, equipment, and
a set of labor hours from different skills. Furthermore, the allocation process is intricate because the maintenance tasks involved in these checks are usually associated with
different intervals and elapsed time.
This chapter proposes a novel approach to efficiently address the TAP, which can
quickly solve the problem without compromising the solution quality. Maintenance
plans are frequently being affected by flight schedule disruptions or the need for unscheduled maintenance tasks, and they constantly need to be revised or even re-planed
[3]. Inspired by the bin packing problem (BPP), this chapter considers pre-scheduled aircraft maintenance checks to be bins of different (time) dimensions and sharing a multidimensional capacity, referring to the multiple types of labor skills involved in the execution of the tasks. The items are the tasks that need to be packed in the bins, and they are
1 B-checks are rarely mentioned in practice. The tasks that could be included in B-checks are commonly incor-

porated into successive A-checks.
2 Many airlines merge D-check into C-check and label it as a heavy C-check or structural check.
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Figure 3.1: Snapshot of maintenance overlap situation between aircraft.

also subject to time constraints that limit the bin options. This chapter formulates the
problem as an extension of the variable size bin packing problem (VS-BPP) [4] in which
items are repeated within time intervals, and bins have a variable time dimension. This
extension of the VS-BPP is named time-constrained VS-BPP (TC-VS-BPP). This formulation is more complicated than the classic BPP and is classified as strongly NP-hard [5].
Therefore, we present a constructive algorithm to solve this problem efficiently. We test
this heuristic in a case study using data from a major European airline and compare the
results with those obtained using an exact method. The main contribution of this research can be summarized in the following:
• This work is the first to formulate the TAP as a bin packing problem and solve it
with an efficient constructive algorithm.
• For the first time, the classic VS-BPP formulation is extended to consider time intervals for allocating repeated items and variable time dimensions for the bins.
• This research adapts the worst-fit decreasing algorithm for the classic BPP to efficiently solve the TC-VS-BPP. The resulting constructive algorithm is validated with
a real case study and benchmarked against the solution obtained using a commercial linear programming solver.
The outline of this chapter is as follows: Section 3.2 gives an overview of the relevant
literature on maintenance related TAPs and bin packing problems (BPPs). The formulation of the TC-VS-BPP for aircraft maintenance is described in Section 3.3. Section 3.4
presents a task allocation framework and an associated heuristic algorithm. Section 3.5
shows a case study from a European airline and the algorithm performance analysis. The
last section summarizes the research with concluding remarks and gives an outlook on
future work.

3.2. R ELATED W ORK
This section briefly discusses previous works. It divides the literature overview into two
subsections. The first subsection reviews the research works dealing with the TAP for
aircraft maintenance, with different perspectives and methodologies. The second subsection discusses the literature on the bin packing problem.

3
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3.2.1. M AINTENANCE TASK A LLOCATION

3

In one of the initial studies on TAP of aircraft maintenance, Ref. [6] combined the aircraft maintenance task allocation with aircraft operation to one single problem. The
authors presented a two-stage system that supports maintenance chiefs in planning
both aircraft operations and maintenance activities. The first stage assigns the planes to
flight operations using a custom-built, multi-level greedy search algorithm. The second
stage schedules all maintenance activities according to a constraint satisfaction problem. The authors tested the system with 17 jets, and results indicate that the system can
schedule 3750 maintenance activities for a 3-month planning horizon within 20 minutes. The authors also state that the goal was to plan the activities given various constraints: calendar-based actions have to be done within a specific time window; usagebased actions have to be done when the usage clock on a part or subsystem reaches
a particular value; personnel has to be available to do the job (mechanics can only do
jobs that they are qualified for), and maintenance jobs have to be inspected by a quality/safety inspector and so forth. However, this initial work does not optimize the maintenance schedule given that support for the flight operation was the top priority.
In contrast to Ref. [6], Ref. [3] presented a heuristic for aircraft maintenance planning, aiming at minimizing the overall number of maintenance actions and uniformly
distributing the capacity and flying hours over a given time horizon. The main idea was
to split the whole process into sub-processes that could be handled computationally fast
at the same time. Determining the optimal position of the maintenance actions was the
least difficult one, whereas the balancing step was the most challenging one. Even under
various settings and constraints, the proposed algorithms have shown to work reliably,
fast, and with good optimization results. According to the case study for a 5-year time
horizon, the number of tasks scheduled per fleet was around 50–500. The time to compute a new maintenance plan was about 15 minutes.
In practice, many airlines adopt the top-down approach by appropriately grouping
maintenance tasks into large packages and fitting them into letter checks. Ref. [7] followed this approach and developed a maintenance item allocation model (MIAM) to
cluster aircraft maintenance tasks into packages. The MIAM first simulates the aircraft
utilization, calculates when a maintenance item turns due, and then fits each maintenance item into a package. The authors use the concept of de-escalation to assess the
quality of their MIAM, which can be interpreted as the loss associated with maintenance
items being performed more frequently than necessary. The authors proposed a translation of the de-escalation into additional labor costs essential in the long-term to perform
extra maintenance activities. According to a case study of a Boeing 737-NG aircraft, the
authors claimed that introducing an initial de-escalation, i.e., performing the first base
maintenance before its due date, leads to a lower de-escalation labor cost over time. The
authors obtained the best result for an initial de-escalation of 30 days, leading to a savings of 248 labor hours (or e13,902) for a single aircraft. The importance of Ref. [7] is
that it provides an alternative of assessing maintenance costs using the causal relationship between expense and labor hours.
Maintenance operation costs, in more detail, include the costs of maintenance tools,
labor hours, and aircraft spare parts. Each maintenance task associates a cost. Since
there are 1000-3000 tasks involved in aircraft maintenance, and many tasks can be per-
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formed in parallel, one of the biggest challenges is to execute the right maintenance task
at the right time. Assigning priorities to maintenance tasks, such as the rule of “the most
urgent task first”, can significantly reduce problem complexity. Ref. [8] considered this
aspect and presented an optimization method for aircraft maintenance task allocation
integrating simulations of aircraft life-cycles. In a real-life application, the authors obtained the best results when sorting the tasks by cost (labor hours) in descending order.
In this way, the optimizer allocated the most expensive tasks to maintenance opportunities closer to the end of the lives of the components.
From an efficiency perspective, finding the best maintenance opportunities and allocating maintenance tasks one after another is exceptionally time-consuming. Since
each task has some basic properties to indicate similarities, such as ATA code, maintenance interval, zone, and check type, it is convenient to combine several similar tasks
into a package and reduce the total number of tasks. Ref. [9] followed this idea and gave
different weights on properties to indicate task similarities. Based on engineering experience, weighting factors 0.05, 0.8, 0.05, and 0.1 are assigned to ATA code, maintenance
interval, zone, and check, respectively. The authors solved the TAP of an airline using
a fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm. Although convergence and improvements were
both achieved, the authors stated there are still some pitfalls that need to be investigated,
such as the influence of model parameters on solution quality and convergence rate.
In general, the literature on TAP, especially for a long term planning horizon, is very
limited. Some of them address TAP on aircraft level [7, 9], while others on fleet level
[3, 6, 8]. Even in the research work of TAP in fleet level, the authors tackled task allocation of each aircraft independently, and eventually looped over the entire fleet. Furthermore, none of those related works has assessed the optimality of the proposed models
or heuristics. There is no comparison of how close the solution from proposed models
or heuristics to the local/global optimum.

3.2.2. T HE B IN PACKING P ROBLEM
Despite the various task allocation models and methods discussed before, the TAP of
aircraft maintenance is very analogous with the bin packing problem (BPP), where for
TAP, the maintenance opportunities are equivalent to bins, and maintenance tasks are
considered as items. The keys to solving BPP are bin selection and item allocation. For
bin selection strategies, Ref. [10] lists four fundamental and widely used algorithms,
next-fit (NF), first-fit (FF), best-fit (BF), and worst-fit (WF):
• Next-Fit (NF): If the item fits in the same bin as the previous item, put it there.
Otherwise, open a new bin and put it in there.
• First-Fit (FF): Put each item as you come to it into the oldest (earliest opened) bin
into which it fits. Only open a new bin if an item does not fit into any previous bin.
• Best-Fit (BF): Put items in bins in a way that it maximizes the utilization of the bins
that already have been opened.
• Worst-Fit (WF): Put each item into the emptiest bin among those with something
in them. Only start a new bin if the item does not fit into any bin that has already
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been started. If there are two or more bins already started which are tied for emptiest, use the bin opened earliest from among those tied.
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If all items are the same size, there is no difference in the four algorithms. Since
items are very likely to have different sizes, the allocation of items to bins becomes intricate and time-consuming. And this may involve shifting bin contents continuously
until the item list is empty. Thus, some researchers proposed prioritizing the items before putting them in bins. Ref. [11] has suggested some alternatives to the FF and BF. The
author states that if the items are sorted in descending order (i.e., the largest item goes
first), the worst-case behavior of bin packing problems can be significantly improved.
Therefore, it is now a common step to prioritize items before allocation when solving
the BPP. The resulting algorithms are the equivalent first-fit decreasing (FFD) and bestfit decreasing (BFD) algorithms. Similarly, there are also next-fit decreasing (NFD) and
worst fit decreasing (WFD) algorithms.
In practice, not only items can have various sizes, but also bins can have different
capacities, and this leads to variable-sized BPP (VS-BPP). VS-BPP is an extension of the
classic BPP, in which bins no longer have the same size, and the cost of a bin is proportional to its size [4]. VS-BPP is more challenging since putting items in bins affects the
selections of opening new bins later on and item allocations and vice versa. VS-BPP is
NP-hard [12]. Researchers tend to solve it using approximation algorithms instead of
finding the exact global optimum. [4] listed some algorithms for VS-BPP, such as nextfit using largest bins only (NFL), and first fit decreasing using largest bins and at the end
repack to smallest possible bins (FFDLR). The authors also showed that allowing repacking small bins and shifting bin contents improves algorithm efficiency. And the FFDLR
has better worst-case performance than NFL because there is no repacking in the NFL.
Ref. [4] further developed a new algorithm first fit decreasing using the largest bins, but
shifting as necessary (FFDLS) to dynamically shifting bin contents during the construction of packing. Case studies prove that with dynamically shifting bin contents, FFDLS
outperforms both NFL and FFDLR in the worst cases.
While Ref. [4] is one of the first works in VS-BPP, research in this topic continues
and flourishes in many other studies [12–15]. The main focus of these studies is on the
development of algorithms, yet there is no deadline for putting each item in bins. VSBPP in scheduling, especially maintenance planning, is very distinct from other fields
due to time constraints. For example, each maintenance task associates a due date. In
VS-BPP, it is equivalent to imposing a deadline for each item (each item has to be put in
a bin before a specific time). Besides, and some tasks have to be performed repeatedly.
Once the task is executed, we can anticipate the next arrival time of the same task.
The arrival times of items and item allocation deadlines make the aircraft maintenance scheduling related VS-BPP unique and more complex. Some researchers categorize the VS-BPP, in which each item has an associated arrival time and allocation deadline, as time-constrained VS-BPP (TC-VS-BPP). In one of the very few available references, Ref. [16] presents a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) heuristic to address the
TC-VS-BPP in a working paper. The main difference between TC-VS-BPP and VS-BPP is
that in TC-VS-BPP, the arrival times of the items have specific patterns, e.g., a probability
distribution in Ref. [16], and each item has to be allocated before a particular deadline. The MCMC heuristic is a combination of local search and Monte Carlo sampling.
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It starts with a simple greedy approach to obtain an initial feasible solution. In this step,
the authors create two non-ordered lists for bins and items, respectively, and apply the
FF algorithm to put items in bins. After that, the authors use MCMC to improve the initial feasible solutions iteratively. One interesting finding from Ref. [16] is that when time
constraints are introduced, smaller and faster bins are preferred to meet the deadlines.
But in the classical VS-BPP, items are often concentrated in few high capacitated bins.
Two main features in TC-VS-BPP, arrival times of the items and deadlines of the items
[16], are also common in maintenance scheduling. Since most of the maintenance tasks
have deadlines and follow periodic patterns, once a task is performed, we can already
anticipate its next execution.
The review of the literature on TAP, BPP, VS-BPP, TC-VS-BPP, and corresponding solution techniques indicates that an aircraft maintenance TAP is similar to TC-VS-BPP
in the model formulation in terms of maintenance capacity constraints, availability of
each maintenance hangar, the different costs in task execution, workloads of performing tasks, task execution intervals, and deadlines of the maintenance tasks, meaning that
the solution strategies, such as NFD/FFD/BFD/WFD, to BPP/VS-BPP/TC-VS-BPP, can be
used to address TAP. We propose a constructive heuristic based on the WFD algorithm
to solve the long-term aircraft maintenance TAP. The main reason is that more than 55%
of the tasks belong to heavy maintenance, and we want to let the available workforce
address as many heavy maintenance tasks as possible in aircraft C-/D-checks. In our
problem, we are not trying to reduce the number of bins being used — these were already predefined in the maintenance schedule and as a consequence of the overlapping
of multiple checks in time. Furthermore, we want to spread the tasks over the multiple
bins in such a way that we avoid resource limitations at any point. So the idea is always to
allocate the item to the bin with the minimum load (or higher resources available). Since
our work focuses on practical application, instead of worst-case performance analysis,
we compare the results from the heuristic to a solution from exact methods.

3.3. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this section we define the TC-VS-BPP for aircraft maintenance task allcoation. We
start the section with specifying the problem and its scope (subsection 3.3.1), followed
by a description of the assumptions followed (subsection 3.3.2). In subsection 3.3.3 we
introduce some model considerations, including the concept of time segment and the
generation of the task items in our TC-VS-BPP. Finally, in subsection 3.3.4 we present the
optimization model formulation.

3.3.1. B ASIC C ONCEPT AND S COPE
TASK C LASSES
In the aircraft maintenance context, maintenance tasks can represent regular maintenance jobs needed for the continuous airworthiness of the aircraft or repairing works
that need to be performed to correct malfunctions or damage. Accordingly, the tasks
can be divided into two main classes [17]:
• Routine Tasks: these are the regular tasks outlined in a Maintenance Planning
Document (MPD) provided by the aircraft manufacture or defined by the airline
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in their Operator Approved Maintenance Program (OAMP). These tasks have to be
scheduled within certain fixed intervals, specified in terms of usage parameters
such as FH, FC, and calendar days. A routine task has to be performed before one
of the usage parameters reaches the specified interval.
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• Non-Routine Tasks: these are non-scheduled tasks that can result from defaults
or damage identified when executing a routine task, pilot reports, or abnormal
events such as hard landings or ground damages. They can also represent abnormal maintenance interventions suggested by, e.g., the aircraft manufacturer (service bulletins) or the regulatory body (airworthiness directives). When generated,
these tasks are also associated with a time window for their execution. And this
time window can vary from having to perform the task before the next flight to a
couple of weeks after they were generated.
TASK I NTERVALS
The aircraft maintenance tasks, regardless of being routine or non-routine, have to be
allocated to a maintenance event. These events include line maintenance inspections
(i.e., performed at the ramp or remote stands during the turn-around time of the aircraft)
and hangar inspections. In this article, we only consider the latter and ignore the small
tasks usually performed during line maintenance inspections.
W ORKFORCE
The available workforce constrains the task allocation to maintenance check; each maintenance task is associated with the workforce requirements to perform the task. The
maintenance workforce is divided per skill types (e.g., engines and flight control systems, avionics, aircraft metallic structure, and painting technicians). It is limited per day
or shift, according to the daily workforce schedule. In this study, the availability of the
workforce per skill is an input to the model. The number of hours needed per skill type
is a characteristic of the task, which can only be allocated to a maintenance opportunity
if there is enough workforce for all skill types involved in task execution.
T IME H ORIZON
Given that routine tasks have to be scheduled based on intervals and that these intervals
are re-started every time the tasks are performed, the TAP should consider a time horizon that is large enough to cover at least two following task executions. The reason being
that, otherwise, a possible action could be to delay the first task as much a possible, disregarding the possibility of executing the tasks the next time. And this can result in a
poor or unfeasible solution in the long-term. For this reason, given that some tasks having very large intervals (i.e., some are not performed every year), a multi-year planning
horizon is adopted.
S EQUENTIAL A PPROACH
To plan hangar inspection tasks, we follow a sequential approach, consistent with the
practice of most airlines, that is, we assume that the aircraft maintenance check scheduling (AMCS) was solved beforehand and that an optimal letter check schedule is provided.
According to this schedule, each check is considered as a maintenance opportunity to
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perform a maintenance task. Consequently, the goal of the TAP is to allocate the maintenance tasks to the opportunities that are as close as possible to their due dates.

3.3.2. A SSUMPTIONS
This research is subject to the following assumptions:
A.1 There are sufficient aircraft spare parts and available maintenance tools, without
constraining the optimal allocation of tasks.
A.2 The optimal allocation of tasks is constrained by the workforce available. The optimal distribution of tasks per shift or worker is not considered in the TAP.
A.3 A-check tasks can be performed in a C-check, but not the other way around.
A.4 Non-routine tasks generated while executing other tasks can also be performed
during the same check, this is considered by augmenting the task duration and
workforce needed according to “non-routine rates” estimated from historical data.
The first two assumptions are reasonable, considering that the TAP is a long-term
problem and spare parts, maintenance tools and equipment, and workforce are planned
following the maintenance schedule. Assumptions A.3 and A.4 are common in practice.
The first, because the resources, skills, and time needed to perform most heavy maintenance (C-/D-check) tasks are not compatible with the planning of light maintenance
checks (A-/B-check). The second, because the differing tasks from a hangar check can
result in pressure to perform these tasks another day, eventually causing disruptions in
operations. Therefore, airlines usually prefer to pre-allocate a time and workforce buffer
in each maintenance check to execute these non-routine tasks.

3.3.3. M ODEL C ONSIDERATIONS
T IME S EGMENTS
In practice, maintenance operators are typically confronted with situations of overlapped
maintenance checks, in which several aircraft undergo the same type of maintenance
check at the time and therefore competing for the limited maintenance resources. Figure 3.2 depicts an example of such a schedule, and five aircraft are scheduled to perform
C-checks maintenance between Apr 21st and May 30th . During these overlap periods,
resources have to be shared, constraining the optimal allocation of tasks.
We divide the planning horizon depicted in Figure 3.2 into time segments. A time
segment is created every time the overlap conditions change. In Figure 3.2, the overlap
of checks change on Apr 24th and 30th , May 12th , 15th , 18th , 21st and 30th . Therefore, we
create seven time segments: Apr 21st –24th , Apr 24th –30th , Apr 30th –May 12th , May 12th –
15th , May 15th –18th , May 18th –21st and May 21st –30th . Each time segment of an aircraft
is considered to be a bin, with a given duration (in days) and constrained by the labor
available on these days for each given skill type. For example, AC-1 has four bins, T4–T8;
AC-5 has only one bin, T3; AC-16 has four bins, T1–T4; AC-17 has five bins, T2–T6; AC-21
has two bins, T6 and T7. It is worth mentioning that all the bins and their associated sizes
are defined based on the maintenance check schedule and kept open. Unlike the classic
BPP, we do not need to open a bin when we allocate items (tasks). For the rest of the
chapter, when we refer to TC-VS-BPP, we also imply that all the bins are predetermined.
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Figure 3.2: Overlapped maintenance checks are divided into several time segments.

TASK I TEMS AND M AINTENANCE O PPORTUNITIES
Most routine tasks have to be scheduled more than once for the same aircraft over the
time horizon considered. For example, a task that has to be performed in every A-check
(about every 7-8 weeks), may have to be executed 38 times in a 5-year horizon. In our approach, we consider each occurrence of these tasks to be an item in our TC-VS-BPP. That
is, a routine task that has to be executed at most N times in the planning horizon will be
translated into N tasks items in our optimization model. To do so, we have to estimate
the maximum number of repetitions in the planning horizon. Table 3.1 illustrates our
approach for a given task of a specific aircraft. In this example, the maintenance task has
to be performed every ten weeks, while the aircraft A-checks are performed every seven
weeks. There are five maintenance events during the time horizon for the execution of
the task (four aircraft A-checks and one aircraft C-check, presented in chronological order). This task can be executed from at two times (only in A2 and A3) to five times (in
every maintenance check), which can be translated as five task items in the task allocation. The procedure for creating task items and defining the respective maintenance
opportunities can be summarized as follows:
- Step 1: The maintenance opportunities for the first execution of the task are determined, according to the state of the task at the start of the planning horizon and
its inspection interval.
- Step 2: If the earliest maintenance opportunity for the previous task item is the last
maintenance event in the planning horizon, we stop. Otherwise, we create a new
task item (next execution).
- Step 3: For the new task item (new execution),
◦ Step 3.1: the first maintenance opportunity is the maintenance event right
after the earliest maintenance opportunity from the previous task item;
◦ Step 3.2: the last maintenance opportunity is the last maintenance event,
within the planning horizon, that can be considered before the end of its
fixed interval.
◦ Step 3.3: all maintenance events between the first and last maintenance opportunities are considered in the set of maintenance opportunities.
- Step 4: Go back to Step 2.
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Table 3.1: Illustration of the maintenance opportunities for repeated items of one maintenance task with an
inspection interval of 10 weeks (Task 11 –15 represent the 1st –5th execution of the same task). The value of
“1” indicates that the associated maintenance check (column) is a possible maintenance opportunity for the
execution (row).
Task

A1

A2

C1

A3

A4

Fictitious

Execution

week 1

week 8

week 12

week 15

week 22

opportunity

Task 11

1

1

0

0

0

0

Task 12

0

1

1

1

0

0

Task 13

0

0

1

1

1

1

Task 14

0

0

0

1

1

1

Task 15

0

0

0

0

1

1
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For the task items which can potentially be allocated to a maintenance check after
the end of the planning horizon, we create a fictitious maintenance opportunity (bin).
The fictitious bin is needed because, eventually, not all task items have to be allocated
within the planning horizon to keep the aircraft airworthy. The fictitious bin is added on
the day right after the end of the planning horizon, associated with infinite resources and
no costs, and it is considered as a bin for all task items that can be scheduled after the end
of the planning horizon. This step-wise approach, repeated to all maintenance tasks,
will result in a list of task items Nk per aircraft k and the respective set of maintenance
opportunities R i ,k associated with each task i in the list.
There are several task execution plans for the example presented in Table 3.1. Each
plan is associated with a de-escalation cost, depending on the letter checks that the task
is executed. We can choose a high-cost plan in which the task is executed in every maintenance check (i.e., five times in the planning horizon) or a low-cost plan in which the
task is executed only twice, during the A1 and the A3 checks. Even for two plans with the
same number of total executions of a task, the de-escalation is different. For instance,
performing the task in A2, C1 and A3 results in a de-escalation cost of:
(10 − 8) + [10 − (12 − 8)] + [10 − (15 − 12)] = 15 weeks

(3.1)

Executing the task in A2, A3 and A4 results in a de-escalation cost of:
(10 − 8) + [10 − (15 − 8)] + [10 − (22 − 15)] = 8 weeks

(3.2)

It can be seen from (3.1) and (3.2) that the latter execution plan has a lower de-escalation
cost, and the goal of task allocation is to find the task execution plan with the lowest cost,
given the resources available and the urgency of other tasks “competing” for the same
maintenance opportunities.

3.3.4. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
N OMENCLATURE
Sets
i : task indicator
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K : set of aircraft
Nk : set of task items for aircraft k (k ∈ K )
Tk : set of time segments for aircraft k (k ∈ K )
R i ,k : set of time segments for task item i (i ∈ Nk ) of aircraft k (k ∈ K )
J : set of skills

3

O i ,k unit set with the task item that follows task item i (i ∈ Nk ) of aircraft k (k ∈ K )
Parameters
c it,k : cost of allocating task item i (i ∈ Nk ) from aircraft k (k ∈ K ) to maintenance
opportunity belonging to time segment t (t ∈ Tk )
j

GR t : amount of available labor hours of skill type j ( j ∈ J ) at time segment t
j

GR i ,k : amount of labor hours of skill type j prescribed to perform task item i of
aircraft k
σ j ,l : “non-routine rate” indicating the amount of labor hours needed from skill
type l for every labor-hour prescribed from skill type j (note: σ j , j ≥ 1.0 ∀ j ∈ J )
d i ,k : maximum number of days between rescheduling task item i (t ∈ Tk ) for aircraft k (k ∈ K )
d t : number of days from the start of the planning horizon till maintenance opportunity belonging to time segment t
f h i ,k : maximum number of flight-hours between rescheduling task item i for aircraft k
f h t : number of accumulated flight-hours from the start of the planning horizon
till maintenance opportunity belonging to time segment t
f c i ,k : maximum number of flight-cycles between rescheduling task item i for aircraft k
f c t : number of accumulated flight-cycles from the start of the planning horizon
till maintenance opportunity belonging to time segment t
O_d a y i : total days of aircraft operations from the start of the planning horizon
to the due date of performing task item i, following the task fix interval and if no
resource constraints are considered
i nt er v al i : average fix interval for task item i measured in days
l abor _r at e j : labor rate, per hour, of skill type j ( j ∈ J )
ot her _cost s i ,k : non-labor costs associated with task item i (i ∈ Nk ) of aircraft k
(k ∈ K ), such as costs of spare parts and tooling
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Decision variables
x it,k : 1 if task item i is assigned to maintenance opportunity belonging to time segment t for aircraft k, and 0 otherwise
M IXED I NTEGER L INEAR P ROGRAMMING (MILP) F ORMULATION
Given a long-term aircraft maintenance check schedule, this chapter formulates the TAP
as a 0-1 MILP model.
X X X t
min
c i ,k × x it,k
(3.3)
k∈K i ∈Nk t ∈R i ,k

Subject to:
X
t ∈R i ,k

X X X
k∈K i ∈Nk j ∈J

X
m∈R p,k

X
m∈R p,k

X
m∈R p,k

m
d m × x p,k
−

m
f h m × x p,k
−

m
−
f c m × x p,k

x it,k = 1

∀i ∈ Nk

∀k ∈ K

l

j

GR i ,k × x it,k × σ j ,l ≤ GR t

X
t ∈R i ,k

X
t ∈R i ,k

X
t ∈R i ,k

d t × x it,k ≤ d i ,k

(3.4)

∀t ∈ Tk

∀i ∈ Nk

∀l ∈ J

∀p ∈ O i ,k

(3.5)

∀k ∈ K

(3.6)

f h t × x it,k ≤ f h i ,k

∀i ∈ Nk

∀p ∈ O i ,k

∀k ∈ K

(3.7)

f c t × x it,k ≤ f c i ,k

∀i ∈ Nk

∀p ∈ O i ,k

∀k ∈ K

(3.8)

x it,k ∈ {0, 1}

∀k ∈ K

∀i ∈ Nk

∀t ∈ Tk

(3.9)

The objective function (3.3) aims at minimizing the total maintenance costs, which
reflect the de-escalation costs associated with scheduling the task earlier than its due
date and, consequently, having to perform the task more frequently in the future. To
compute these costs, we estimate the due date to allocate the task item beforehand. For
example, if a maintenance task is to replace an aircraft component, based on its previous execution date and the associated maintenance interval, we simulate the utilization
of the component using the average aircraft’s daily utilization. In this way, we can estimate the next due date of replacing this component and its ideal maximum utilization
O_d a y i . The de-escalation costs can then be calculated by comparing how earlier the
task item is allocated when compared with its desired day [8]:

c it,k

" Ã
!
#
X X
O_d a y i − d t
l
l,j
=
×
GR i ,k × σ
× l abor _r at e j + ot her _cost s i
i nt er v al i
j ∈J l ∈J

(3.10)
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The de-escalation costs indicated by (3.10) is a reference cost used as a proxy of the goal
of scheduling the tasks as later as possible, or as less frequent as possible. In (3.10), the
cost of allocating task item i of aircraft k to maintenance opportunity t is a function
of the wasted interval of the task (first term), the labor hours required to perform the
task (second term), the labor hours cost per labor skill (third term) and additional costs
associated with maintenance task i such as the cost for materials or expensive tooling
(last term). And this formulation aims at allocating tasks to the maintenance opportunity closer to its due date while giving a higher priority to labor-intensive tasks and tasks
involving many labor skills or high additional costs.
Constraints (3.4) guarantee that each task item is allocated exactly once, either to a
maintenance event or to the fictitious maintenance event after the planning horizon.
Constraints (3.5) make sure that the available labor hours for each skill type is not exceeded in each of the maintenance time segments. The left-hand side of these constraints sums the labor hours needed to perform each task item, including the workforce needed to perform the task and, eventually, associated “non-routine” tasks. These
two sets of constraints are the ones that define the classic VS-BPP. The other three set
of constraints (3.6)–(3.8) are the features of TC-VS-BPP and also ones that represent the
maintenance time-intervals. They imply the arrivals and deadline of tasks. Constraints
(3.6) guarantee that a subsequent task item is scheduled within the number of days defined in the fix interval for the respective task, while constraints (3.7) and (3.8) reflect the
fix interval in terms of flight-hours and flight-cycles, respectively.

3.4. TASK A LLOCATION F RAMEWORK
The same as BPP, TC-VS-BPP is also NP-hard [18]. Optimal solutions to small TC-VSBPPs can be obtained using exact methods. Still, unfortunately, when the size of the
problem grows, the running times of these exact methods become prohibitive, especially
for practical implementations. For this reason, we propose a constructive heuristic to
solve the TAP efficiently. The proposed approach is an iterative process based on the
WFD algorithm. To the TAP for aircraft maintenance, we start by sorting the tasks from
the multiple aircraft into decreasing order of priority and then allocate those tasks one
after another to the suitable bin that has a lower load. In this section, we provide details
on the proposed constructive heuristic, explaining the general framework, including the
input data (Subsection 3.4.1), the necessary pre-computation (Subsection 3.4.2) and the
algorithm itself (Subsection 3.4.3).

3.4.1. I NPUT D ATA
Four sets of input data are needed to formulate and solve the TAP. The first set consists of maintenance task information present in the OAMP for the considered aircraft
fleet. This information is not necessarily limited to maintenance tasks described in the
MPD. It could include additional maintenance tasks as required by the airline, service
bulletins, airworthiness directives, deferred defects, or modifications [17]. Furthermore,
information about the last executed date of the routine tasks is used to calculate the first
due-date of the maintenance task. The second set includes the estimated daily aircraft
utilization, in DY, FH, and FC, of each aircraft for the entire time horizon. For the short
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term, these values could be obtained using aircraft routes or flight schedules, while in
the long run, the most common approach is to use average aircraft utilization per day of
the week, per month, or season. It is convenient, however, to use the same input values
used to produce the maintenance check schedule. The third set of input is the available
workforce per skill type, per day, for the entire time horizon. Again, detailed daily schedules could be provided for the short term, while the average workforce per day can be
used for the longer term. The last set of data used is the A- and C-check schedule, defining the starting dates and duration of all checks in the planning horizon for each aircraft
in the fleet.

3.4.2. P RE -C OMPUTATION
A set of pre-computation steps are necessary before initiating the constructive task allocation algorithm. These steps can be divided into task items and bins related precomputations. Starting with the task items related steps, maintenance tasks from the
same aircraft that have identical intervals, in terms of FH, FC, and DY, are clustered together to reduce the number of tasks to be considered. For the resulting tasks, a set of
task items are created, following the procedure explained in Subsection 3.3.3. The following step is to compute the due-dates for the first item of the maintenance tasks. And
this is done by considering the initial state of each task (i.e., number of FH, FC, and DY
since its previous execution), the task intervals as defined by the OEM or airline, and the
simulation of the aircraft utilization over time. Some tasks, such as deferred defects or
modifications, can be input already with fixed due dates instead of task intervals.
For the bin related steps, the checks schedule is used to divide the maintenance opportunities into bins, as explained in Subsection 3.3.3. The bins are variable in size and
discrete, composed by a set of days. After that, we continue to convert the labor power
obtained per day into labor power available per bin.

3.4.3. C ONSTRUCTIVE H EURISTIC
A constructive heuristic based on WFD is proposed for task allocation. The pseudo-code
of the heuristic is presented in Algorithm 2, while the main procedures of the heuristic
are explained next.
S ORT TASK L IST
After uploading the input data, the first procedure is to sort the task items list according
to the priorities of the items included in the list. The prioritization is done according to
a prioritization function p(i ) that classifies each task item i . This prioritization function
divides task items into three classes:
• High Priority – these are items from maintenance tasks that have an interval equal
to the interval of the aircraft checks. The allocation process for these items is trivial
since those tasks have to be allocated to all equivalent checks in the schedule. This
strategy of starting the allocation process with these tasks follows the scheduling
practice observed in practice, assigning the workforce necessary to these tasks before starting the allocation of maintenance tasks with more flexibility.
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• Medium Priority – these are the maintenance tasks dephased from the aircraft
checks intervals. Each of these tasks has an interval length larger than the A-check
interval (e.g., the task in Table 3.1) and hence they will not necessarily be allocated
to every maintenance check.

3

• Low Priority – these are the maintenance tasks with a low frequency of occurrence.
They are dephased from the aircraft checks by, at least, being able to skip at least
one A-check from any day within the planning horizon. These tasks have some
flexibility, and they can be allocated at last.
The tasks within each of these classes are sorted by the maintenance costs, as expressed in the second and third terms in (3.10).
TASK I TEMS L OOP
Task item loop (TIL) is the main procedure of the algorithm. The goal is to choose
the best maintenance opportunity that minimizes the maintenance costs, as defined in
(3.10), and to select from the bins the one that less compromises the best allocation of
subsequent task items. After sorting all the task items according to their costs, the first
task item has the highest priority; the second task item has the second-highest priority,
and so forth. We define a list of bins that would allow a feasible allocation of task item i
before the associate task interval is expired according to the maintenance check schedule. A fictitious bin (t 0 ) is added to this list of bins in case none of the available bins has
enough resources to allocate the task item. Other than that, we will not create any new
bin during the task allocation.
After that, we sort the available bins for task item i according to the maintenance
resources within bins in descending order. Namely, the bin with the most resources is
always the first to assign the task in it. After that, the allocation of each task item following a “worst bin” selection process in the fourth step. Therefore, the TIL procedure gives
a higher preference to the bins closer to the due date of the task item and, among these
bins, to the ones that have more available maintenance resources.
A LLOCATION OF TASKS TO B INS
The next procedure is to allocate the task items to a bin, following the sorted list of bins.
If the bin under consideration has enough available labor hours for the necessary skills
to perform the respective maintenance task, we allocate an item to the bin. In this case,
we subtract the labor hours consumed to execute the task from the total available labor
hours from that bin. The next step is to check the need to remove the task that has been
allocated. For a routine task, we simulate the evolution of usage parameters after allocation and estimate its new date according to aircraft daily utilization. If the next due date
is beyond the end of the time horizon, we just remove the task from the task item list.
For a non-routine task, since they are not recurrently performed, we generate a new due
date after the end of the planning horizon. For the case of running out of bins to which
the task can be allocated, we generate an alert and put the task into fictitious bin t 0 . This
fictitious bin includes all the tasks that have not been allocated to any available bin, and
we will inform the maintenance controller and let them address those tasks.
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Algorithm 2 Task Allocation Algorithm
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1: N ← set of task items from all aircraft, N = ∪Nk
j
2: GR t ← available labor hours from skill j in bin t
j

3: GRi ,k ← amount of labor hours of skill j prescribed to perform task item i of aircraft k
4: σ j ,m ← “non-routine rate” from skill m from every hour of skill j
5: procedure S ORT TASK I TEMS L IST
6:
Sort and reindex N so that p(i 1 ) ≥ p(i 2 ) ≥ ... ≥ p(i n )
7: end procedure

. Prioritization of task items

8: procedure TASK I TEMS L OOP
9:
while N 6= ; do
10:
Select i from N
11:
R i ← R i ,k ∪ t 0
12:

. Select the first task in the list
. Add t 0 as a fictitious opportunity

Sort and reindex R i so that

X
j ∈J

13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

j
≥
i ,1

GR t

procedure A LLOCATE TO B IN
n←0
while n < |R i | do
n ← n + 1X
j
j
GR × σ j ,m
if GR t ≥
i ,k

X
j ∈J

j
≥ ... ≥
i ,2

GR t

X
j ∈J

j
i ,n

GR t

∀m ∈ J then

j ∈J

18:
19:

Allocate i to t i ,n
j
j
Set GR t
= GR t
i ,n

i ,n

−

X
j ∈J

GR

j
× σ j ,m
i ,k

∀m ∈ J

20:
Compute next due-date for task item i
21:
if Next due-date not within time horizon then
22:
N ← N \ {i }
23:
else
24:
Sort Task Items List
25:
end if
26:
break
27:
end if
28:
if n = |R i | then
29:
Allocate i to t 0
30:
Report Alert
31:
end if
32:
end while
33:
end procedure
34:
end while
35: end procedure

. Remove the maintenance task

. In case of no allocation possible
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3.5. C ASE S TUDY
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In this section, we present a case study on a major European airline and illustrate the
applicability of the TAP approach. The input data includes aircraft utilization, a 4-year
maintenance schedule generated by the dynamic programming based methodology described in the paper of Ref. [19], task information from a heterogeneous fleet of 45 aircraft, and an associated estimation of available workforce per day. Our airline partner
currently follows a manual process to allocate the aircraft maintenance tasks to checks,
supported by a digital solution that keeps track of the open tasks and suggests a prioritization of maintenance activities. There are two maintenance planners in the airline
doing this job for the entire fleet.
We consider eight skill types and that the productivity factor of each worker is equivalent to 4.8 productive labor hours per day, following the airline practice. The remaining
hours of the labor shift are dedicated to transitioning meetings between work shifts, collection of materials or equipment, obtaining information about the maintenance task,
reporting, and ancillary activities.
The results from this case study are discussed in subsection 3.5.1, followed by an
analysis of the current airline practice of not performing any aircraft C-check tasks in an
A-check (subsection 3.5.2). In Subsection 3.5.3, we validate the results obtained using
the proposed task allocation heuristic. We suggest assessing the algorithm performance
by comparing it with the solution obtained when using an exact method for solving
the MILP presented in Section 3.3.4. Furthermore, all results obtained by the proposed
heuristic were validated by the maintenance planners of the airline partner.

3.5.1. O PTIMIZATION R ESULTS
We apply the proposed task allocation algorithm to the case study, following the airline
current policy of not allowing to allocate C-check tasks to A-check maintenance opportunities. The problem was solved in less than 14 minutes by the algorithm. The outcome
is a 4-year, fleet-wide task allocation plan that satisfies labor-hour constraints and tasks
fix intervals. The plan includes around 85 thousand task items, from which 24% of them
are C-check tasks, and 76% are A-check tasks. Despite this, the C-check tasks consume
about 65.5% of the labor hours allocated to perform the tasks. The algorithm achieves
an average de-escalation of 205 days for C-check tasks and 19.3 days for A-check tasks.
Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of labor hours per skill for the maintenance of all
aircraft in the fleet for the full planning horizon. There is significant diversity in the required labor hours among the aircraft, and the difference in aircraft age, the number of
C-check events in the maintenance schedule, and the differences in terms of aircraft utilization cause this diversity. For instance, aircraft AC-41 is phased-out a few days after
the start of the planning horizon, while AC-24 is phased out one and half years after the
beginning of the planning horizon, following a minor C-check and 10 A-checks. Similarly, it is possible to identify the aircraft that perform a C-check early in the planning
horizon and hence have to undergo three C-check before the end of the planning horizon. And this applies to aircraft AC-25, AC-26, and AC-29.
To analyze the maintenance plan in more detail, we decided to focus on the overlap situation presented in Figure 3.2. The allocation of labor hours per time segment is
depicted in Figure 3.4. In this figure, there are eight bars per time-segment, represent-
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ing the eight different skill types. We observe that the first six time-segments consume
all the available labor hours of the Group 2 skill type. And this restricts the allocation of
tasks requiring labor hours from Group 2 skill for AC-5, AC-16, and AC-17 since these aircraft will have a fully constrained overlap situation. And this forces some of the A-check
tasks from these aircraft to be allocated to a previous A-check. Similarly, there are also
C-check tasks being anticipated at an earlier C-check. In the latter case, it means that
some components are inspected or replaced about two years earlier than intended.

3

Figure 3.3: Labor hours distribution per aircraft and skill type.

3.5.2. F LEXIBLE TASK A LLOCATION P OLICY
In this subsection, we question the current airline policy of not allocating any C-check
task to A-check maintenance opportunities, even though we observe that there is a surplus of labor hours in the A-checks scheduled. Several small C-check tasks would fit in
an A-check, in terms of time and resources needed. For this reason, we performed a
simulation in which these C-check tasks are allowed to be allocated to A-check opportunities. We carry out the analysis considering different thresholds for the size of these
tasks. After discussing with maintenance planners from the airline, we agree on using
the labor hours needed for the task as the reference metric for task size, and to consider
a threshold varying from zero to 2.5 labor hours.
The simulation results (presented in Figure 3.5) indicate that the de-escalation of
C-check tasks can be reduced from 205 days to 132 days when allowing C-check tasks
within 2.5 labor hours to be executed on A-check opportunities. From the results, it
can also be concluded that the marginal gain of extending the threshold reduces as the
threshold increases in value. In fact, it can be inferred from Figure 3.5 that, for this air-
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Figure 3.4: The amount of labor hours used for each skill type during the time segments within the overlap
situation. Each time segment has eight different bars and each bar represent a particular skill type (Group 1,
Group 2,..., Group 8).

Figure 3.5: Average wasted RUL in days for increased C-check task labor hours thresholds.

line, after a labor hours threshold of 2.0 or 2.5, there are barely any benefits of extending
this threshold. The reason being that very few C-check tasks consume more than 2.5 labor hours and can still be allocated in an A-check without compromising the allocation
of the A-check tasks to their best A-check opportunities.

3.5.3. A LGORITHM P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
To analyze the performance of the task allocation algorithm, we compare it with the performance of an approach using an exact method to solve the TAP formulated in subsection 3.3.4. To provide a more detailed comparison, we decided to vary the productivity
factor of the workforce, from the initial considered 4.8 labor hours per day to a restricted
case of 3.2 labor hours per day.
To compute solutions with the exact method in a reasonable time for the more re-
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Table 3.2: Simulation results of performance analysis.

Productivity

Computational time (s)

Solution Gap

Labor hours

MILP solver

Heuristic

Heuristic vs. Solver

4.80

1,135

773

0.03%

4.72

1,148

775

0.03%

4.64

1,154

776

0.03%

4.56

1,159

778

0.04%

4.48

1,168

779

0.05%

4.40

1,172

787

0.11%

4.32

1,181

792

0.23%

4.24

1,186

798

0.36%

4.16

1,187

803

0.54%

4.08

1,195

811

0.81%

4.00

1,639

818

1.17%

3.92

1,821

822

1.44%

3.84

1,903

828

1.61%

3.76

2,570

835

1.43%

3.68

3,097

839

1.90%

3.60

3,857

846

2.45%

3.52

4,702

851

2.88%

3.44

5,679

861

3.38%

3.36

8,243

866

3.89%

3.28

13,828

871

4.47%

3.20

17,636

879

4.95%

stricted cases, we follow an iterative process for the creation of task items and maintenance opportunities for each maintenance task (Subsection 3.3.3). That is, we initially
run the MILP, then add new items and maintenance opportunities for those task items
that had the constraints violated and rerun the MILP until the problem becomes feasible. For the 4.8 labor hours case, the MILP formulation resulted in 1.15 million decision
variables and 373 thousand constraints. The task allocation algorithm is coded in Python
3.7, while the exact method is addressed using the commercial solver Gurobi. The results
from both approaches are computed on an Intel Core i7 2.6 GHz laptop with 8GB ram.
We summarize the results in Table 3.2. Each line of Table 3.2 compares the computation times and presents the optimality gap for a given productivity factor between two
different approaches, where the results obtained from the solver is used as a reference.
While the computation time of the exact method (MILP solver) explodes with the decrease of the productivity factor, the same does not happen to the proposed heuristic
algorithm. The proposed heuristic is 30% faster than the exact method for the default
productivity factor of 4.8 labor hours, and the optimality gap is only 0.03%. Even though
the productivity labor hours decrease to 3.2, the optimality gap is still within 5%.
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It is worth mentioning that for the most constrained test case, the exact method requires about 4.9 hours to compute the optimal solution, while the proposed heuristic
needs less than 15 minutes. In summary, from a perspective of solution quality, the solution gap between the heuristic algorithm and the optimal solution is within 5% for all
test cases. For cases where the productivity factor was higher than 4.0 labor hours, the
solution gap is below 1%. And this confirms that the heuristic is capable of producing
good solutions in minutes for a realistic TAP with a fleet of 45 aircraft.

3

3.6. C ONCLUSION
The task allocation problem (TAP) of aircraft maintenance is defined as assigning tasks to
their optimal maintenance opportunities. In this research, we formulate TAP as a timeconstrained variable-size bin packing problem (TC-VS-BPP), in which we treat maintenance opportunities as bins and the tasks as items, and there are time constraints
on both bins and items. TC-VS-BPP is NP-hard and, therefore, challenging to solve for
large case instances. For this reason, we proposed a constructive heuristic to solve the
TAP (TC-VS-BPP). The proposed approach is an efficient iterative process based on the
worst-fit decreasing (WFD) algorithm. According to a real-life case study on a heterogeneous fleet of 45 aircraft, the heuristic is more than 30% faster than an exact method,
while the solution gap is smaller than 0.1%. For the most restricted test case, the solution
from the heuristic is only 5% worse than the solution obtained from the exact method,
while being much faster. The computation time of TAP is essential in the aircraft maintenance domain since changes to the priority/urgency of existing tasks or new (nonroutine) tasks can require running the proposed constructive heuristic many times per
day. Therefore, an algorithm that runs in a reasonable and stable computational time,
regardless of how restrictive is the problem, is something very useful.
During the case study, We are told that some airline technicians work just part-time
at the hangar, and we overestimated the maintenance capacity if we set the productivity
labor hours to 8 (all technicians are working full time, 8 hours a day). The maintenance
capacity constraint (3.5) is not the main restriction during the task allocation process.
Since there is no other data to support sensitivity analysis, we change the productivity
labor hours to test the proposed heuristic in a more constrained context.
The research presented in this chapter is also one of the requirements from the airline, continuing the work of aircraft maintenance check scheduling optimization described in [19]. The methodology in [19] first determines the optimal start dates of all
maintenance checks for the entire fleet, and the optimal maintenance check schedule
indicates in which checks a maintenance task can be allocated. Otherwise, it is very
time-consuming to know when, which aircraft, and what maintenance tasks should be
performed without a maintenance check schedule. The maintenance task allocation results are the task execution plans for all maintenance checks, which help the technicians
execute the right task, on the right aircraft, at the right time.
We structure the task allocation problem of aircraft maintenance as a bin packing
problem (BPP) so that it can be solved quickly using the worst-fit decreasing algorithm.
Whenever unscheduled aircraft maintenance tasks occur, we can use the methodology
presented in [19] to obtain a new maintenance check schedule, and then apply the task
allocation framework to update the tasks accordingly. The task allocation framework
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is suitable for real-life applications. It can provide near-optimal solutions to the TAP,
significantly reducing the workload currently required in practice for the creation of
maintenance plans. Besides, given that it runs in minutes, it can potentially be used
to dynamically adjust the task allocation plans given flight schedule disruptions during
operations or emergency of unscheduled tasks during the execution of maintenance inspections. Furthermore, the task allocation framework can be used to test or analyze
different maintenance concepts or policies, as demonstrated in Subsection 3.5.2.
Future research on this work may consider the stochasticity associated with the TAP
problem, or explore the uncertainty related to, e.g., the emerge of “non-routine tasks” or
the aircraft utilization over the planning horizon. And this could enhance the robustness
of the outcoming task execution plan. Furthermore, a stochastic approach could extend
the current work to consider health prognostics and diagnostics, investigating the possibility of incorporating condition-based maintenance in the proposed framework. An
alternative interesting future research direction is to integrate the maintenance check
schedule optimizer with the task allocation framework proposed. And this could improve the overall quality of the maintenance plan, including checks schedule and task
allocation per check.
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4
S TOCHASTIC A IRCRAFT
M AINTENANCE C HECK
S CHEDULING O PTIMIZATION
This chapter presents a stochastic model for aircraft maintenance check scheduling. Instead of knowing all aircraft daily utilization and maintenance check elapsed time during
the entire planning horizon in the deterministic model, this information is only revealed
the day after a current stage or after a maintenance check starts. To address the stochastic
aircraft maintenance check scheduling, this chapter presents a lookahead approximate
dynamic programming methodology, which infers the impact of a maintenance check decision using both future deterministic and stochastic demands. A real-life case study of a
European airline shows that the proposed methodology can reduce the frequency of creating extra aircraft maintenance capacity while improving aircraft utilization compared
with the estimation from the airline’s planning approach.

The content of this chapter is based on the following research article:
Deng, Q. and Santos, B. F. (2021). Lookahead Approximate Dynamic Programming for Stochastic Aircraft Maintenance Check Scheduling Optimization. submitted to European Journal of Operational Research.
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4.1. I NTRODUCTION
Stochastic aircraft maintenance check scheduling (AMCS) is one of the next steps of the
deterministic AMCS. Different from maintenance task allocation presented in Chapter 3,
the stochastic AMCS still focuses on optimizing the aircraft maintenance check schedule. In addition to the detailed operation constraints in deterministic AMCS, the stochastic AMCS also considers the uncertainties. The uncertainties in AMCS mainly come from
two sources: aircraft utilization and maintenance check elapsed time.

4

• Aircraft utilization is affected by weather conditions or flight disruption. In practice, bad weather conditions can shorten the life of some aircraft components or
systems, and this further limits the time for commercial operations and force an
aircraft to undergo maintenance earlier than planned. Flight disruptions, such as
flight delays or flight cancellations, can also impact daily aircraft utilization, causing the deviation from the original aircraft maintenance plan.
• Despite flight disruptions, the maintenance schedule is affected by the elapsed
time of maintenance checks. The maintenance planners allocate aircraft to maintenance slots on specific days for letter checks. One maintenance slot is one day
of availability of a hangar for performing aircraft maintenance. The maintenance
slots needed for a letter check are estimated based on the mean maintenance
check elapsed time. For a specific maintenance check, the elapsed is usually uncertain in practice. It can be a few days longer than the estimation because of the
non-routine maintenance tasks. These non-routine tasks include, e.g., replacement of major components (aircraft engines or landing gears), airworthiness directives [1], engineering orders [2], deferred tasks, non-scheduled maintenance
tasks that result from faults, and additional maintenance need found when executing the routine task. The non-routines can be up to 50% of the workload performed during a maintenance check [3, 4]. Most non-routine tasks are only known
a few weeks or days before a maintenance check starts and some during the aircraft maintenance check execution.
Although Chapter 2 proposed a solution to the long-term deterministic AMCS, however, one of the limitations is that the optimization model described in Chapter 2 assumes complete information and does not include future uncertainty. The stochastic
AMCS has not been tackled so far, not even adequately studied. Since it is impossible
for airlines to follow a long-term aircraft maintenance schedule without adjustment in
general, maintenance planners have to update the maintenance schedules from time to
time due to flight disruptions or changes in maintenance tasks execution.
This chapter proposes a fast, short-term decision-making solution to cope with uncertainties and respond to changes in aircraft maintenance activities promptly, without
comprising the long-term benefit. The research work described in this chapter is the
continuation of our previous MPO solution extending the AMCS to a stochastic framework that considers uncertainty associated with aircraft daily utilization and maintenance check elapsed time. This chapter presents a lookahead approximate dynamic
programming (ADP) methodology and uses it, for the first time, to address the stochastic
AMCS. The contributions include:
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• Methodology: The hybrid policy of the lookahead ADP methodology is original and
novel. It uses deterministic forecasts to estimate the number of extra maintenance
slots in the future for heavy maintenance and stochastic forecasts to estimate additional maintenance slots for frequent light maintenance.
• Application: The proposed methodology is more robust than the previous deterministic approach present in the literature, in terms of fewer additional maintenance slots.
• Practicality: It takes only seconds to determine the optimal maintenance check
for the next day, significantly reducing the time needed for updating the letter
check schedule. The proposed lookahead ADP methodology can help maintenance planners develop and adapt the short-term aircraft letter check schedules
within seconds without compromising the long-term efficiency of the solution.

4.2. S TATE OF THE A RT
Several publications address the aircraft maintenance related problems considering the
stochastic elements. The earliest one can be traced back to 1966, Ref. [5] provided a
unified view of maintenance from the theoretical perspective and its application on aircraft equipment. This technical report mainly focuses on the aircraft component level,
and the primary source of uncertainty is the failure rate of aircraft equipment. The optimization model and associated solution techniques described are dedicated to individual aircraft systems or components. It is worth mentioning that the fleet size of airlines
was much smaller back then since traveling by plane was expensive and dangerous in
the 1960s [6], and the maintenance programs were process-orientated [7].
Other than finding optimal maintenance policies for aircraft systems or components,
some research works focus on minimizing the total time needed for aircraft maintenance
activities considering uncertainties. Ref. [8] applied tabu search on the coordination of
aircraft maintenance activities to reduce the duration of all project activities, which was
shown efficient for both deterministic and stochastic problems. The main idea behind
the tabu search is to apply local search to improve an initial sequence of maintenance
activities. But different from the classic tabu search, the authors introduced multiple
tabu lists and randomized short-term memory to prevent solutions from being revisited,
which significantly improved algorithm efficiency. Besides, multiple starting schedules
were used to diversify local search to improve the optimality. To evaluate the performance of the tabu search, the authors compared the results from the tabu search and
simulated annealing. The outcomes showed that tabu search outperformed simulated
annealing in terms of a better maintenance schedule and shorter computation time.
Ref. [9] was aware that airline planning models did not explicitly consider stochastic
elements in operations, which often led to discrepancies between initial schedule and
actual performance. To better capture the impact of uncertainty on daily airline operations (e.g., flight planning, crew paring, and maintenance scheduling), SimAir was developed to simulate and evaluate plans and recovery policies. SimAir consists of three modules: a random event generator to give random disruption, such as late arrival, ground
time delay, or unscheduled maintenance delay; a recovery module to propose a recovery
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policy (revised schedule); a controller module to determines if a flight should be canceled due to disruption and whether or not a recovery policy should be accepted. The
recovery module adopts a relatively trivial push-back strategy. For instance, if an unscheduled maintenance event causes a flight delay, the departure time of the flight will
be deferred until the unscheduled maintenance tasks are finished. Although there were
not many optimization techniques involved in this study, Ref. [9] still provides some
insights on how random disruptions affect the daily operation of airlines and how airlines recover from disruptions. And this also prompts us to develop a dynamic optimal
decision-making model for AMCS.

4

As mentioned in Ref. [9], stochastic simulation is a way of capturing uncertainty,
particularly essential in aircraft maintenance operations. The reason is straightforward:
aircraft system or component failure appears to be random, and the maintenance activities are tightly coupled with each other in a sequence. Any delay in executing a task
can have snowball effects on the following maintenance activities, which may eventually lead to a maintenance delay. Ref. [10] applied stochastic modeling and simulation
on aircraft line maintenance (maintenance near the gate or terminal between aircraft
arrival and departure) to investigate the potential of improving maintenance management. And this research aimed at minimizing the total number of technicians working
overtime under the uncertainty of maintenance activities. The authors applied a genetic
algorithm to address the problem. The results from stochastic optimization indicated
that the workload was likely to be better spread across shifts.
Aircraft maintenance operations are often plagued by planning difficulties because
of maintenance activities and flight arrival. Aircraft maintenance delay or bad weather
often results in late departure and, in the end, late arrival of a flight. Some airlines have
been trying to plan a robust aircraft maintenance schedule or maintenance personnel
rosters in the past few years. For example, Ref. [11] proposed a model enhancement
(ME) algorithm for planning robust aircraft maintenance personnel rosters cope with
stochastic flight arrival. The optimal aircraft maintenance personnel rosters minimize
the total labor costs while achieving a certain service level. The main idea was to use
stochastic simulation to simulate the flight arrivals and allocation of maintenance capacity to flights for several weeks. And this helps airlines to identify the flights that often
cannot be maintained in time. Based on the simulation results, the algorithm adjusted
workforce configuration by adding workforce to reduce the average number of flights
that cannot be maintained; after that, a mixed-integer programming model was formulated and addressed by commercial solver CPLEX. The proposed algorithm was tested
using the data from Sabena Technics (an aircraft maintenance company located at Brussels Airport) and shown to provide robust and promising solutions. Following the path
of Ref. [11], this chapter uses simulation to simulate aircraft utilization and maintenance
elapsed time, which gives an estimation of when an aircraft needs to be maintained and
how long a maintenance check lasts.
Several other studies about operational aircraft maintenance can be found in Refs.
[12–15], yet none of them deal with AMCS. Based on our findings during the literature
review, we draw the following conclusions. First of all, many papers propose robust
short-term operational aircraft maintenance plans, recovery policies, or maintenance
personnel rosters to cope with uncertainty. However, to our best knowledge, there is
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no literature found about AMCS optimization except for Ref. [16]. Secondly, stochastic simulation is a useful method to predict incidents (e.g., system failure, unscheduled
maintenance, or flight delay). The simulation outcomes can provide insights about uncertainty and help maintenance planners make better aircraft maintenance check decisions. Lastly, even if one manages to find the optimal letter check schedule, it will most
likely fail during real-life operations because of the rapid changing of aircraft utilization and maintenance environments, which requires lots of time or effort to recreate a
new schedule. Since maintenance planners may need to update the letter check daily, it
would be desirable to have a stochastic AMCS model to provide the optimal letter check
decision every 24 hours according to the actual fleet utilization.

4.3. N OMENCLATURE
AMCS Model Parameters:
dk
Minimum interval between the start dates of two type k checks.
fci ,t
Average daily FC usage for aircraft i at day t
fhi ,t
Average daily FH usage for aircraft i at day t
i
I k-DY
Interval of type k check of aircraft i in terms of DY
i
I kFH
Interval of type k check of aircraft i in terms of FH
i
I k-FC
Interval of type k check of aircraft i in terms of FC
K
Collection of letter check type, K = {A-check, B-check, C-check, D-check}
N
Total number of aircraft
n act
The number of actions on day t
n sample
The number of sample paths generated by Monte Carlo sampling
k
R lb
Lower-bound of expected remaining utilization for type k check
tl
A time period for approximation of future cost for A-/B-check
th
A time period for approximation of future cost for C-/D-check
T
Final day in planning horizon
t0
First day in planning horizon
W
The set of all sample paths
ωt
New information that arrives on day t
λ
Daily penalty for having an additional slot for type k check
π
Scheduling policy
ξ
A large number to prevent the waste of an available maintenance slot
γ
Discount factor

Other Parameters:
h
Hangar indicator
i
Aircraft indicator
k
Indicator for maintenance check type
t
Indicator of calendar day
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Main Decision Variables:
χki,t
Binary variable to indicate if aircraft i starts type k check on t
nn
oo
k
xt
Available action with respect to type k check on day t , x tk = χki,t
nn
oo
xt
Available action on day t , x t = χki,t
x t∗
Xt
X π (s tk )

4

k∈K

The optimal action among {x t }
©
ª
The set of possible actions of day t , X t = X π (s t )
©
¡
¢ª
Scheduling policy function, X π (s tk ) = Xkπ s tk k∈K

State Related Decision Variables:
The attributes of aircraft i in the beginning of day t for type k check
a ik,t
a i ,t
The attributes of aircraft i in the beginning of day t
At
A t = {a i ,t | i = 1, 2, . . . , N }
C t (s t , x t )
Contribution of choosing action x t on s t
C tk (s t , x t )
Contribution of choosing action x t on s t with respect to type k check
DYki,t
Total DY of aircraft i in the beginning of day t for type k check
k
FCi ,t
Cumulative FC of aircraft i at t since last type k check
FHki,t
Cumulative FH of aircraft i at t for type k check
³
´
k
L i y i ,t
Mean estimated elapsed time of next check with label y ik,t of aircraft i
k
M h,t

M tk
s tk
st
ŝ t
R ik,t
y ik,t
z ik,t
δki,t
ηki,t
Ψ
ψ

S X (s t , x t )
S W (s t , ωt )
Vt (s t )

Binary variable to indicate if type k check can be performed in hangar
h on day t
P
k
Hangar capacity of type k check, M tk = h M h,t
State variable with respect to type k check
© ª
Pre-decision state variable, s t = s tk k∈K
Post-decision state variable before new information arrives
Remaining utilization of aircraft i before the next type k check
Next maintenance label for of type k check of aircraft i on day t
The end date of type k check of aircraft i
Binary variable to indicate if aircraft i is undergoing type k check on
day t
Binary variable to indicate if aircraft i needs an extra slot of type k
check on day t
Ψ ∈ {FH, FC}
Ψ ∈ {fh, fc}
Transition function from s t to ŝ t +1 , ŝ t +1 = S X (s t , x t ) before arrival of
new information
Transition function from ŝ t to s t , s t = S W (ŝ t , ωt ) when the new information is known
The value of being in a state s t
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4.4. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
The AMCS problem has already been presented in Chapter 2. This chapter adopts the
same definition of maintenance interval and assumptions. The nomenclature and corresponding description can be found in 4.3.

4.4.1. S TATE T RANSITION IN S TOCHASTIC AMCS
The state vector s t is a set of attributes that influence our decisions, and this set also
includes available maintenance slots of each check type:
st =

nn o ¯
o
s tk ¯k ∈ K ,

K ∈ {A-check, B-check, C-check, D-check} ,

s tk =

½n

a ik,t

oN ¾
i =1

(4.1)

where, each a ik,t contains the information of aircraft i on day t of check type k:

4

½

a ik,t = M tk , z ik,t (ωt ), δki,t , ηki,t , DYki,t , FHki,t , FCki,t , y ik,t ,
|
{z
}|
{z
}
Type 1

³

´

(4.2)

Type 2

³

´

k
ω
ω
L i y ik,t , fhi ,t , fci ,t , ∆L ω
i y i ,t , ∆fhi ,t +1 , ∆fci ,t +1
{z
}
|

¾
(4.3)

Type 3

Table 4.1: Different types of attribute within a state s t .
(1),k

Attributes at time t that impact the action x t and are modified when there is new
information or after a maintenance check starts

Type 2 a i ,t

(2),k

Attributes at time t that are updated every time based on their value at time t − 1

Type 3 a i ,t

(3),k

Attributes at time t that depend on exogenous information and can be estimated
according to historical aircraft utilization and maintenance data

Type 1 a i ,t

These attributes can be divided into three types, as showed in Table 4.1, and the uncertainties come from the attributes of Type 3, the aircraft utilization, and maintenance
check elapsed time. For aircraft utilization, maintenance planners of airlines only obtain the exact aircraft FH and FC at the end of the day. For the actual maintenance check
elapsed time, it is only known when a letter check starts. Even so, in the model formulation, we use the average value based on the historical daily utilization of fleet and
elapsed time of letter checks. To serve our purpose for the stochastic AMCS, we adapt
the post-decision state vector ŝ t +1 before the arrival of new information:
ŝ t = S X (s t , x t )

(4.4)

where S X denote the state transition function without knowing any new information. In
+1
stochastic AMCS, this chapter assumes that the new information {ωt }Tt =t
is revealed
0 +1
when a letter check starts or an aircraft ends its daily operation, then it updates ŝ t :
s t +1 = S W (ŝ t , ωt +1 )

(4.5)
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t −1

t

t +1

n
o
(1),k
(2),k
(3),k
s tk−1 = a i ,t −1 , a i ,t −1 , a i ,t −1

of ωt

Arrival

−−−−−→

x t −1

(P-2)

−−−→

n
o
(1),k
(2),k
(3),k
ŝ tk−1 = â i ,t −1 , â i ,t −1 , â i ,t −1

ωt

−−−→
(P-1)

n
o
(1),k (2),k (3),k
s tk = a i ,t , a i ,t , a i ,t

Arrival

of ωt +1

4

−−−−−→

xt

(P-2)

−−−→

n
o
(1),k (2),k (3),k
ŝ tk = â i ,t , â i ,t , â i ,t

ωt +1

−−−−−→
(P-1)

n
o
(1),k
(2),k
(3),k
s tk+1 = a i ,t +1 , a i ,t +1 , a i ,t +1

Figure 4.1: A two-phase attribute update mechanism: Phase 1 (P-1) updates the set of pre-decision attributes
ŝ tk to s tk before defining any action; after performing an action x t , Phase 2 (P-2) updates s tk to ŝ tk+1 .

where S W is the transition function to update ŝ t +1 according to the actual elapsed time
of daily FH. A history of such a process, including the sequence of actions and evolution
of states, can be represented as:
¡

ŝ t0 −1 , ωt0 , s t0 , x t0 , ŝ t0 , ωt0 +1 , ..., s t −1 , x t −1 , ŝ t −1 , ωt , s t , ..., s T , x T , ŝ T , ωT +1 , s T +1 , ...

¢

(4.6)

The reason of including the post-decision state ŝ t0 −1 as the initial state and initial
information ωt0 in (4.6) is that some aircraft might be undergoing maintenance checks
in the initial state, ωt0 is equivalent to knowing when those initial ongoing maintenance
checks will be completed on the day t 0 . The state transition from t to t + 1 can be summarized in the following equations:

s t = S W (ŝ t −1 , ωt )



x t = X π (s t )



ŝ t = S X (s t , x t )

for t = t 0 , t 0 + 1, ..., T

(4.7)

As shown in Figure 4.1, the state transition updates the attributes over the time horizon in two phases: pre-decision (Phase 1) and post-decision (Phase 2). The new information, ωt , arrives at the beginning of day t . The pre-decision phase (before making any
new decision) renews the hangar capacity, aircraft availability, and utilization for time t .
It updates either the elapsed time or updates the aircraft utilization based on actual FH
and FC (according to the new information ωt ). This indicates, e.g., how many hangars
can be used to perform maintenance checks on the day t , which aircraft is available
for operation, and when an ongoing maintenance check will be finished. In the postdecision phase, we update the aircraft usage parameters of each check type according to
its actual daily utilization, and we also update the hangar occupation according to actual
maintenance check elapsed time. Since we divide attributes of a state into three types,
the transition of each type is presented separately in the following sub-sections.
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U PDATE OF T YPE 1 ATTRIBUTES
In Phase 1 (pre-decision phase in Figure 4.1), we first check if t is the end day for an
ongoing aircraft check before any action, or give the actual end date of a type k check if
it starts at t − 1 (we assume the actual elapsed time is only known when the check starts,
namely, the new information arrives at t ), for all aircraft:


0



ẑ ik,t −1 + ∆L ω
(y ik,t −1 )
z ik,t (ωt ) =
i


 k
ẑ i ,t −1

if ẑ ik,t −1 = t − 1
if χki,t −1 = 1

(4.8)

otherwise

³
´
k
where ∆L ω
y
follows a certain distribution and its value depends on the realization
i
i ,t −1
ωt . If the end date of a type k check for an aircraft i is larger than the current calendar
day t , it means the check is still ongoing. Therefore we update δ̂ki,t −1 to δki,t :
(
δki,t

=

0

if z ik,t = 0

δ̂ki,t −1

otherwise

(4.9)

The hangar capacity (available maintenance slots) also needs to be updated for time t
accordingly:
M tk =

X
h

k
M h,t
−

N
X
i =1

δki,t

(4.10)

k
where M h,t
is the maintenance capacity per hangar h at time t . The the number of addik
tional slots of type k check, ηki,t , is updated according to the current capacity M h,t
:

n
o
ηki,t = − min 0, M tk

(4.11)

In Phase 2 (post-decision phase in Figure 4.1), the action x t is taken into account to
update Type 1 attributes. For all aircraft that start type k check on day t (χki,t = 1), the
values of z ik,t and δki,t need to be updated. The z ik,t is updated according to:
(
ẑ ik,t =

³
´
t + L i y ik,t

if χki,t = 1

z i ,t

otherwise

(4.12)

Note that L i (y ik,t ) is the mean elapsed time according to historical maintenance check
data. Following this update, the values of δki,t can also be renewed:
(
δ̂ki,t

=

1
δki,t

if χki,t = 1
otherwise

(4.13)
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U PDATE OF T YPE 2 ATTRIBUTES
Once the action of the day t is known, the update of Type 2 attributes is trivial. The
aircraft usage parameters are updated according to the following equations:
³
´³
´
DYki,t +1 = 1 − δki,t DYki,t + 1
(4.14)
And the aircraft FH and FC are renewed according to new information ωt :
´
³
´³
³
¤´
0 £
Ψki,t +1 = 1 − δki,t Ψki,t + 1 − δki ,t ψi ,t + ∆ψi ,t +1 (ωt +1 ) , Ψ ∈ {FH, FC} , ψ ∈ {fh, fc}(4.15)

4

where k 0 refers to the check type that is different from k, if k = A-check, k 0 can be any
other check type (B-/C-/D-check) except for A-check. The usage parameters are reset to
0 if a maintenance check of type k was scheduled in the previous time step (i.e., δki,t = 1).
Otherwise, the parameters are either increased by the average daily aging of the aircraft
0
or remain the same, if a maintenance of the type other than k is scheduled (i.e., δki ,t = 1).
∆ψi ,t (ωt ) follows a certain distribution and ψi ,t is the mean daily utilization of aircraft i
according to airline estimation.
After an action is determined, the maintenance labels for both type k checks are updated consequently. The maintenance labels of an aircraft i are updated to the next label
using the following equation:
(
y ik,t + 1 if χki,t = 1
k
(4.16)
y i ,t +1 =
otherwise
y ik,t
U PDATE OF T YPE 3 ATTRIBUTES
The Type 3 attributes are exogenous variables that are updated according to lookup tables, or provided by an airline, or estimated according to historical data of airline. They
refer to:
³
´
• L i y ik,t is the mean elapsed time from historical maintenance data.
• fhi ,t and fci ,t are estimated according to historical aircraft FH and FC.
³
´
ω
k
• ∆L ω
y
, ∆fhω
i ,t +1 and ∆fci ,t +1 follow certain distributions respectively, and their
i
i ,t
values all depend on the realization of ωt +1 . We assume that the new information
ωt +1 arrives on day t + 1.

4.4.2. C ONSTRAINTS F ORMULATION
There are two types of constraints in the AMCS optimization: maintenance check intervals and operational constraints. The maintenance checks are usually scheduled before
the corresponding usage parameters reach maximums. This can be described as follows,
for each check k, aircraft i , and time t :
i
DYki,t + 1 ≤ I k-DY

(4.17)

i
Ψki,t + ψi ,t ≤ I k-Ψ

(4.18)
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where Ψ ∈ {FH, FC} and ψ ∈ {fh, fc}. This assessment is made on day t based on the mean
daily FH and FC, before any new information arrives. If an aircraft reaches its maximum
utilization but there is no maintenance slot available, an additional slot will be created
to cope with extra maintenance demand.
Before instigating an action, we need to verify whether or not there are sufficient
maintenance slots for a³type´ k check in one of the hangars during the entire mean maintenance elapse time L i y ik,t :
Pt +L i
χki,t ≤

τ=t

³

y ik,t

³

´

L i y ik,t

k
M h,τ
©
ª
´
, k ∈ K , t ∈ [t 0 , T ] , h ∈ the set of hangars for type k check (4.19)

³
´
L i y ik,t is estimated according to historical data. Note that the actual maintenance
³
´
elapsed time of a type k check can be larger than L i y ik,t , if additional slots are needed
for an ongoing check, they will be created and updated according to (4.11).
Some airlines require a minimum number of days (d k ) between the start dates of two
type k checks to prepare the maintenance resources, such as tools, workforce, aircraft
spare parts and to avoid parallel peaks of workloads at the hangar, meaning that:
• If d k > 0, there can be at most one aircraft starting a type k check at time t .
• If d k > 0 and there is a type k check starting at t , no type k check is allowed to start
in [t , t + d k )
The requirement for the start date can be translated in the following equations:

N
X


N
X
1
if d k > 0 and
χki,τ = 0, ∀τ ∈ [t − d k , t )
k
χi ,t ≤
t ∈ [t 0 , T ]
i
=1


i =1
k
M t otherwise

(4.20)

It is worth mentioning that we use a generic indicator h to represent a hangar in this
chapter. If one wants to consider multiple locations of performing the aircraft maintenance check, each hangar h would have to be associated with a location l h and the
l ,k
decision variable δki,t will be replaced by δi h,t .

4.4.3. O BJECTIVE F UNCTION
We use the same objective function as described in [16], minimizing the unused FH [17,
18], instead of the total maintenance cost, due to the following reasons:
- The available maintenance cost data is unreliable and hard to associate to a specific maintenance check;
- Maintenance checks are mandatory, and the total maintenance costs of an airline
can only be reduced if the number of aircraft checks over time is also reduced;
- One day of an aircraft out of operations is more costly than the daily cost of a maintenance check.

4
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For an aircraft i and information ωt , the value of unused FH in a day t is equal to the
summation of the FH loss due to an A-/B-/C-/D-check scheduled for that day:
´
³
´
³
i
C tk s tk , x tk = χki,t I k-FH
− FHki,t , k ∈ K
(4.21)
The contribution function of FH loss on day t is calculated by:
C t (s t , x t ) =

³
´
i
N h
X X
C tk s tk , x tk + ληki,t

(4.22)

k∈K i =1

4

where the first term on the right-hand side reflects the unused FH of aircraft i , the second term is a penalty for creating an additional slot of type k check on the day t . The
penalty λ is introduced because creating one extra slot is equivalent to hiring a group of
technicians to perform a maintenance check on extra work-hours on the day t or subcontracting the maintenance check to a third party MRO. This action is very costly, and it
should only be an option if it avoids an aircraft on the ground, waiting
¡ for a¢maintenance
slot. For that reason, the value of λt should be much larger than C tk s tk , x tk .
Our objective is then to minimize the sum of the total contributions for all states visited during the time horizon, discounted by a factor γ. That is, we search for the optimal
AMCS policy (π) that minimizes the contribution of our scheduling decisions over the
time horizon T − t 0 :
(
)
T
X
¡
¢ ¯¯
t −t 0
π
min E
γ
C t s t , X (s t ) ¯s t0
(4.23)
π

t =t 0

where π is the scheduling policy that generates actions based on s t , s t0 denotes the initial
state. X π (s t ) is the set of actions associated with s t if the policy π is adopted.

4.4.4. O PTIMIZATION M ODEL
After the introduction of state transition, constraints, and objective function, the optimization problem is to minimize (4.23), subject to constraints (4.8)–(4.20).
The optimal maintenance check scheduling policy over the time horizon [t 0 , T ] can
be found by recursively computing the Bellman’s equation:
(
)
X ¡
¯
¢
¯
Vt (s t ) = min C t (s t , x t ) + γ
p s t +1 s t , x t Vt +1 (s t +1 )
(4.24)
xt

s t +1

¯ ¢
¡
¢
¡
where s t +1 = S W (ŝ t , ωt +1 ) = S W S X (s t , X π (s t )) , ωt +1 , and p s t +1 ¯s t is the probability
of transitioning from state s t to state s t +1 . The Bellman’s equation expresses the value of
being at each state s t , by considering the immediate contribution of an action x t and the
future value.

4.5. M ETHODOLOGY
The stochastic AMCS is a typical Markov Decision Process
(MDP) consisting
of four ele©
ª
ments: a set of states {s t }, a set of associated actions x t |x t = X π (s t ) , the immediate reward of doing an action C t (s t , x t ) and the probability p (s t +1 |s t ) of transition from a state
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s t to another new state s t +1 . Here we use Figure 4.2 to illustrate MDP and
ª transition
© state
from stage t 0 to stage t 0 + 1. In this example, s t0 is the initial state and x t0 , j is the set of
corresponding actions s t0 . After making a decision x t0 , j , we move from s t0 to ŝ t0 , j but the
new information ωt0 +1 has not arrived yet at this moment. The new information ωt0 +1
is a stochastic variable, each realization ωlt0 +1 is associated with a transition probability
p t0 +1,l , meaning that ωt0 +1 has a probability p t0 +1,l of becoming ωlt0 +1 . However, ωlt0 +1
is only revealed after an action is made. In order to know the final optimal state we have
to keep making decisions until we reach the end of planning horizon.
There are three main hindrances that prevent us from planning the optimal schedule:
H.1 Multi-dimensional state vector s t (each aircraft has many attributes)
H.2 Multi-dimensional action vector x t (selecting different combinations of aircraft for
maintenance check)
H.3 Very large outcome space (the optimal final state is unknown)
In particular, H.2 and H.3 are closely correlated. For example, if the maintenance capacity of the day t is M tk for type k check, we would have the following number of possible
actions:
k

Xt
Y M

N!
−
m
(N
k )! m k !
k∈K m k =0

(4.25)

where N −mN ! ! m ! represents the possible selections of aircraft for type k check. The
(
k)
k
number of outcome states for type k check is the same as (4.25). As a result, the number
of possible actions on the day T is:
k

T Y M
Xt
Y

N!
−
m
(N
k )! m k !
t =t 0 k∈K m k =0

(4.26)

Even if for an example of two check types, A-check and C-check, a small fleet with ten
aircraft, and one daily slot available for each check type, we would have 121 possible actions and associated outcome states on the first day, and more than 1.7 million possible
sequences of actions just after three days.
A potential solution to address the problem formulated as MDP is dynamic programming (DP). However, a classic implementation DP requires solving (4.24) recursively,
from T to t 0 . This process is not possible for AMCS since the final state is unknown.
Thus, forward induction becomes the only option, meaning that we have to determine
optimal actions from an initial state until the end of the planning horizon while estimating the impacts of current actions on future stages.
Chapter 2 addresses the deterministic AMCS optimization using a DP-based methodology by defining maintenance check priority, applying a thrifty algorithm to estimate
if the remaining slots will be sufficient, discretization, and state aggregation under DP
framework [16]. However, the DP-based methodology is not suitable for stochastic AMCS
since it relies on having deterministic information on aircraft daily utilization and maintenance elapsed time. The DP-based methodology keeps a set of workable states for
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Figure 4.2: An example of state transition from stage t 0 to stage t 0 + 1 in stochastic AMCS. x t0 , j is the set of
n
o
possible actions associated with s t0 and ŝ t0 , j is the set of resulting post-decision states. The pre-decision
j

j

state s t +1,1 is only known when new information ωt +1 arrives and p t0 +1, j is the probability of transitioning
0
0
j
the state ŝ t0 ,1 to s t +1,1 .
0
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each day t using discretization and aggregation, from which it computes the workable
states for t + 1. But in stochastic AMCS, once we make a maintenance decision on t ,
there is only one state on t + 1 after the new information is revealed. Working with a set
of workable states and exploring the optimal sequence of actions is no longer possible.
Therefore, we propose an approximate dynamic programming (ADP) methodology in
which we approximate the future costs of performing a maintenance check action under the DP framework, using Monte Carlo simulation to capture the uncertainties in our
decision framework.
This section presents the detail of the lookahead ADP methodology for stochastic
AMCS. We begin with a brief introduction to the ADP concept in Subsection 4.5.1. Subsection 4.5.2 presents how we use Monte Carlo sampling to simulate uncertainty. Subsection 4.5.3 defines maintenance check priority for each aircraft and Subsection 4.5.4
defines basic rules for AMCS. After that, we describe two reference AMCS policies in Subsection 4.5.5 as benchmarks. In Subsection 4.5.6, we present the detail of the lookahead
ADP methodology. The last subsection (Subsection 4.5.7) shows an analysis of algorithm
complexity.

4.5.1. A PPROXIMATE DYNAMIC P ROGRAMMING
Approximate Dynamic Programming (ADP) is a modeling framework, based on an MDP
model, that offers several strategies for tackling the curses of dimensionality in large,
multi-period, stochastic optimization problems [19]. ADP has been a research area of
great interest for the last 30 years and is known under various names (e.g., reinforcement
learning, neuro-dynamic programming). The main idea is to make decisions by optimizing instant reward/cost (myopic policy); or look ahead to future reward/cost (lookahead
policy) to make decisions; or use approximation techniques, such as computer simulation and machine learning to approximate either the optimal policy (policy iteration) or
the value function (value iteration), instead of solving (4.24). Policy iteration [20, 21] or
value iteration [22–25] usually requires a model, either parametric or non-parametric, to
capture the features of a state. One common approach is to formulate the policy/value
function as a linear combination of the values from each feature. However, neither policy
iteration nor value iteration is deemed suitable for stochastic AMCS due to the following
limitations:
1) Objective Setting: Since our objective is to minimize the total unused FH between
successive maintenance checks, there is no direct link between policy/objective
function and the features of a state that can impact the maintenance check decision. Moreover, the total unused FH is the summation of unused FH of each letter
check for the entire planning horizon; however, the number of letter checks for
each aircraft is a part of the solution.
2) Changing of Fleet Size: The fleet size varies during the planning horizon, e.g., new
aircraft may phase-in, and old aircraft can phase-out/retire, which changes the
environment conditions and compromises the training of policy function or value
function.
On the other hand, using the lookahead approach for ADP instead of policy iteration or value iteration can skip the steps of feature selection and training of policy/value
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function. The key to lookahead approach is a lookahead policy that estimates the cost
of performing a maintenance check action from a future period. Besides, a lookahead
policy can easily adapt itself to the new fleet status and environment, e.g., the change of
fleet size or maintenance slots. Therefore, this chapter resorts to implementing a lookahead policy under the ADP, which combines Monte Carlo sampling and simulation for
the stochastic AMCS. It uses the estimation of the cost of performing a maintenance
check action to approximate the value Vt +1 (s t +1 ) in (4.24). Based on the estimation of
future cost and immediate contribution, it makes the best maintenance check decision.

4

4.5.2. M ODELING OF U NCERTAINTY
Inspired by [9] and [10], we use stochastic simulation to capture uncertainty (generate
information). Monte Carlo sampling is a computational technique based on constructing a random process and carrying out a numerical experiment by N -fold sampling from
a random sequence
© of
ª numbers with a prescribed probability distribution [26]. The sets
of sample paths w n , or so-called new information, are generated
by Monte Carloosamn
pling. Each sample path is a sequence of information w n = ωnt0 +1 , ωnt0 +2 , . . . , ωnT +1 . We
apply the classic Monte Carlo sampling on the sampling of aircraft daily FH and FC from
historical data. For the aircraft daily FH, we first compute the mean (µi ) and variance
(σi ) from historical aircraft daily utilization, then sample ∆fhω
i ,t from normal distribu¡
¢
ω
2
tion N µi , σi , and ∆fci ,t also follows the same process.
On the other hand, for the maintenance elapsed time, we opt to generate integers to
be consistent with the daily maintenance slots and flight schedule. We have adapted the
Monte Carlo sampling to serve our purpose. Given a set of historical maintenance check
elapsed time from an airline:
Step 1: Count the number of data points for a specific letter check (n count ).
Step 2: Generate a uniformly distributed integer q, that is, q ∼ U (1, n count ).
Step 3: Pick the q th data point as the additional maintenance check elapsed time
(new information).
We use an example to elaborate Monte Carlo sampling for maintenance check elapsed
time. Given a set of C-check label and extra elapsed time (in working days) of aircraft i :
C1.1:

− 1, 0, 1, −2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, −1, 0, 0, 0, 1, −1

(4.27)

where “-1” means C1.1 finishes one day earlier, “-2” means C1.1 ends two day earlier,
“1” indicates that it takes one more day than expected, and “2” indicates that C1.1 lasts
two days longer than average. We observe from (4.27) that there are 16 data points in
total (n count = 16), these 16 points represents the historical duration of C1.1. Next, we
generate a uniformly distributed integer q ∈ [1, 16], then pick the q th data point as the
actual elapsed time of C1.1, and that completes the sampling of one specific
¡ k ¢ check. For
example, if q = 5, we pick the 5th data point from (4.27) and set ∆L ω
y i .t = 2, where
i
y ik.t = C1.1. It repeats the same process for all letter check labels for the entire fleet.
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After Monte Carlo sampling, the new information ωt +1 has the form of:
ª
©
D
ωt +1 = ωAt +1 , ωBt +1 , ωC
t +1 , ωt +1
n
³
´
o
k
ω
ω
ωkt+1 = ∆L ω
y
,
∆fh
,
∆fc
i
i ,t
i ,t +1
i ,t +1

t ∈ [t 0 + 1, T ], k ∈ {A, B, C, D}

(4.28)
(4.29)

For each sample path {ωt +1 , ωt +2 , . . . ωT +1 }, we make letter check decisions from t to T
using pre-defined rules (policies), and we call this process one simulation.

4.5.3. D EFINING M AINTENANCE C HECK P RIORITY
Another major challenge in stochastic AMCS is the multi-dimensional action vector. AcP PM k Q
cording to (4.25), there are k m t =0 k N −mN ! ! m ! actions on day t . To reduce the
(
k
k)
k
number of maintenance check actions, we propose a prioritization solution in the previous work [16], i.e., defining priorities for the fleet according to the rule of earliest deadline
first for each check type. This rule does not specifically take any assumption on fleet size.
It is common in maintenance scheduling and also convenient to implement in practice.
Different from [16], we use the term expected remaining utilization in stochastic AMCS
to indicate the maintenance check deadline. The reason is that we can only estimate the
expected remaining utilization according to the mean daily FH and FC of each aircraft
and corresponding inspection interval. The expected remaining utilization unifies three
different usage parameters of each aircraft (DY/FH/FC). It is defined by the fewest days
to the next letter check:
n
o
k-FH
k-FC
R ik,t = min R ik-DY
(4.30)
,t , R i ,t , R i ,t
The R ik-DY
, R ik-FH
and R ik-FC
refer to the expected remaining utilization with respect to
,t
,t
,t
each usage parameter and associated interval specified by the MPD:
o
n
i
− DYki,t
(4.31)
= argmax r ≤ I k-DY
R ik-DY
,t
r ∈N

R ik-Ψ
,t = argmax
r ∈N

½t +r
X
τ=t

i
fhi ,τ ≤ I k-Ψ
− Ψki,t

¾
(4.32)

where Ψ ∈ {FH, FC}, ψ ∈ {fh, fc}, ψi ,τ and fci ,τ denote the average daily FH and FC of aircraft i ; N is the set of natural numbers and k indicates the check type. After the expected
n
oN
remaining utilization is calculated, we sort R ik,t
in ascending order:
i =1

k
k
k
k
R̃ 1,t
, R̃ 2,t
, R̃ 3,t
, . . . , R̃ N
,t

n
oN
R̃ ik,t ≤ R̃ ik+1,t , R̃ ik,t ∈ R ik,t

i =1

(4.33)

The fleet is scheduled maintenance check according to the sequence in (4.33): aircraft
with lower expected remaining utilization is given a higher check priority. For each letter
check type, after assigning priorities to the entire fleet, the combination of aircraft selection for maintenance and the number of outcome states of each action is reduced from
(4.25) to 1. Since heavy maintenance (e.g., C-/D-check) is more restrictive and demanding in terms of resources, it has a higher priority than other check types.
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4.5.4. B ASIC S CHEDULING RULES FOR S TOCHASTIC AMCS
This chapter defines some basic rules for making AMCS decisions before presenting the
scheduling policies. These basic rules are the prerequisites for the stochastic AMCS:
(i)

An aircraft i is allocated a type k check if its expected remaining utilization is lower
k
than a threshold (i.e., when R ik,t ≤ R lb
). This threshold is usually specified by airlines
to prevent scheduling maintenance checks too often on the same aircraft.

4

(ii) If the number of type k check slots is sufficient, the aircraft that has lowest expected
n
o
k
remaining utilization R̃ 1,t
= mini R ik,t has highest priority of type k check.
´
³
(iii) If aircraft i has a higher type k check priority than aircraft j R ik,t < R kj,t but the
remaining slots of type k check are only sufficient to accommodate a type k check
for aircraft j rather than for aircraft i , swap the priorities between aircraft i and j
in the AMCS for type k check.
(iv) If an aircraft reaches its maximum utilization of type k check on the day t and there
is no available slot, additional slots will be created until the type k check is finished.

4.5.5. R EFERENCE S CHEDULING P OLICIES
To address the stochastic AMCS, we propose to use ADP to schedule aircraft maintenance checks based on fleet status, following pre-defined policies. In this subsection,
we introduce two simple scheduling policies, the myopic policy and thrifty policy. These
two policies are the most fundamental scheduling policies, although they are not common in the AMCS application. The results from the myopic policy indicate the extreme
of being greedy. It also serves as an upper bound for the average aircraft utilization and
a lower bound for the total number of maintenance checks. On the contrary, the results
from the thrifty policy indicate the extreme of being conservative. It provides a lower
bound for the average aircraft utilization and an upper bound for the total number of
maintenance checks. In this study, we use the outcomes from myopic and thrifty policies to benchmark our hybrid lookahead policy so that we can have some insight into
how far the KPIs are from the associated lower and upper bounds.
M YOPIC P OLICY
Myopic policy is one of the most elementary policies. It requires only the state s t and
makes a maintenance check decision according to the minimum immediate contribution, without looking into the future cost. For each day t , the myopic policy enables us
to make maintenance check decision only if an aircraft reaches the inspection interval
of type k check. This is equivalent to assuming Vt +1 (s t +1 ) = 0 in (4.24):
x t∗ = argmin {C t (s t , x t )}

(4.34)

x t ∈X t

©
ª
where X t denotes the set of possible actions of day t , X t = X π (s t ) . The myopic policy
runs very fast and if it results in no additional slot in stochastic AMCS (e.g., there is sufficient aircraft maintenance capacity), then (4.34) is already the optimal policy. However,
considering the limited maintenance capacity in practice, myopic policy often leads to
poor solutions in terms of creating lots of additional maintenance slots.
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T HRIFTY P OLICY
The thrifty policy is a conservative policy that schedules maintenance check whenever
there is an available slot [16], and this can be interpreted as:
)
(
¯X
N
N
X k
X X
k
k ¯
k
∗
(4.35)
χi ,t ¯ χi ,t ≤ M h,t , χi ,t ∈ x t
x t = argmax
x t ∈X t

k∈{A,C} i =1

i =1

h

©
ª
where X t = X π (s t ) . Similar to the myopic policy, the thrifty policy only requires the
state s t to make a maintenance check decision without looking into the future cost. In
particular, it checks whether or not the available slots from t matches the mean maintenance check elapsed time (the actual elapsed time is only known at t + 1 after a maintenance check is decided). It runs even faster than the myopic policy but results in low
aircraft utilization and a relatively large number of maintenance checks.

4.5.6. L OOKAHEAD A PPROXIMATE DYNAMIC P ROGRAMMING
The lookahead approximate dynamic programming (ADP) methodology consists of two
parts, a dynamic programming framework, and a hybrid lookahead policy. The dynamic
programming framework is the same as described in [16]. The hybrid lookahead policy
combines deterministic and stochastic forecasts.
A H YBRID L OOKAHEAD P OLICY
To address the stochastic AMCS, we need to solve the following equation:
n
o
x t∗ = argmin C t (s t , x t ) + γV t (s t )

(4.36)

x t ∈X t

where V t (s t ) is an approximation of the value function Vt (s t ) in (4.24) and also the
key to solve (4.36). Since there are limited maintenance resources and capacities in the
stochastic AMCS, creating extra maintenance slots beyond the maintenance capacity of
airlines is one of the major operating costs. In this way, we first use the thrifty policy discussed in [16] to explore the future and estimate the number of additional maintenance
slots that would be needed if an action is taken:
g k (ŝ t , t + t h ) =

+t h
N tX
X
i =1 τ=t

η̂ki,τ ,

k ∈K

(4.37)

where η̂ki,τ denotes the number of additional slots created on day τ, without knowing any
information from t + 1, and t h is a positive integer. Note that computing g k (ŝ t , t + t h )
in (4.37) requires sˆt (sˆt = S X (s t , x t )), the mean aircraft daily utilization, and the mean
elapsed time for the entire fleet. Obtaining g k (ŝ t , t + t h ) is equivalent to applying (4.35)
from t + 1 to t + t h .
As C-checks happen every 18–24 months, and D-checks occur every 5–6 years, the
deviation of aircraft daily utilization from its mean value will cancel out during this long
period. It means that we can use the average daily utilization of each aircraft to simulate when the coming C-/D-checks take place. The “self-cancellation” of uncertainty
also applies to maintenance check elapsed time. For instance, one C-check may require
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several days more to complete, but the other needs fewer days to finish. If these two Cchecks are executed one after another in the same hangar, it can mitigate the impact of
uncertainty. However, (4.37) it cannot predict the future extra maintenance slots for the
other check types that happen more often e.g., A-/B-checks. The future period [t , t + t h ]
to look ahead is too large in (4.37), and A-/B-check occurs too often to anticipate using
only the mean aircraft daily utilization. Hence, to provide a more accurate prediction
on the extra maintenance slots for A-/B-check, we propose a hybrid policy combining
deterministic and stochastic forecasts:
- Step 1: Determine the optimal C- & D-check actions using deterministic forecasts
- Step 2: Determine the optimal A- & B-check actions using stochastic forecasts

4

D ETERMINE O PTIMAL C- AND D-C HECK A CTIONS U SING D ETERMINISTIC F ORECASTS
Before determining the optimal C- and D-check actions, it is worth mentioning that
wasting an available maintenance slot at present can result in a shortage of maintenance
slots in the future. From the perspective of an airline, if we skip a maintenance slot on
the day t 1 , it means that some technicians are idle (not performing maintenance works),
and the airline still needs to pay for those technicians. On the other hand, when we
create one extra slot on the day t 2 (t 2 > t 1 ), the airline has to spend more money to compensate the extra work from the technicians or to subcontract the maintenance check.
Therefore, we want to penalize both the waste of an available slot on day t and the extra
costs for creating more slots in [t + 1, t + t h ]. We give a penalty to the objective values
when all the following conditions are met:
k
C.1 There are sufficient slots for a type k check, namely, ∃i , R ik,t ≤ R lb
and constraint
(4.19) holds.

C.2 g k (ŝ t , t + t h ) > 0, i.e., there is at least one extra maintenance slot of type k check
created in [t , t + t h ].
P
C.3 There is no action of type k check, i.e., iN=1 χki,t = 0
According to this logic, we use the following approximation for Vt (s t ) in (4.24):
µ
X
(1)
λg k (ŝ t , t + t h )
Vt (s t ) ≈ V t (s t ) =
k
³
´





"
Ã
!# ¶
Pt +L i y ik,t


k

N
M h,τ
X

 τ=t
¡
¢
k
k
³
´
+ max sgn 
− χi ,t 
g k (ŝ t , t + t h ) 1 − sgn
χi ,t ξ (4.38)
 sgn

k 
{z
}
R ik,t ≤R lb


i =1
L i y ik,t
|

{z
}
|
C.2
|
{z
}
C.3
C.1

where λ is a large constant (cost per extra slot) to prevent creating unnecessary additional maintenance slots, ξ is a large constant to prevent the waste of an available slot,
and “sgn” is the sign function:

 −1 if α < 0
0
if α = 0
sgn(α) =
(4.39)

1
if α > 0
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We decide C- and D-check actions for the day t , i.e., only keep the optimal C- and Dcheck actions:
n
n
o
o
(1)
B∗
C∗
D∗
C
,
x
+
γV
x t∗,det = x tA∗
,
x
,
x
,
x
=
argmin
(4.40)
(s
)
(s
)
t
t
t
t
t
,det t ,det t ,det t ,det
x t ∈X t

x tC∗ = x tC∗
,det ,

x tD∗ = x tD∗
,det

(4.41)

In (4.40), “det” is the abbreviation of “deterministic”. For C-/D-check, we use the deterministic forecasts, namely, the mean daily utilization and maintenance elapsed time, to
assess whether the maintenance slots are sufficient in the future in the thrifty algorithm
for [t + 1, t + t h ], then determine the best C- and D-check action. In this way, we tremendously reduce ADP algorithm complexity for prediction of coming C-/D-checks. After
obtaining the optimal C-/D-check actions from (4.40) and (4.41), we fix x tC∗ and x tD∗ .
D ETERMINE O PTIMAL A- AND B-C HECK A CTIONS U SING S TOCHASTIC F ORECASTS
Since the aircraft A-/B-check occurs once every few months, the uncertainty in daily
aircraft utilization can significantly impact the dates of A-/B-checks. We can rely on the
stochastic forecasts to estimate when the A- and B-checks are likely to occur in a shorter
future period [t + 1, t + t l ] (t l ¿ t h ). We carry out Monte Carlo simulations:
n
o
w tn+1 = ωnt+1 , ωnt+2 , . . . , ωnt+tl +1 , n = 1, 2, . . . , n sample , t ∈ [t 0 , T ]
(4.42)
+t l
N tX
¡
¢
¡
¢ X
ηki,τ ωnτ+1 ,
g kω ŝ t , t + t l , w tn+1 =
i =1 τ=t

G k (ŝ t , t + t l ) =

1
n sample

n sample

X
n=1

k ∈K

(4.43)

¡
¢
g kω ŝ t , t + t l , w tn+1

(4.44)

Similar to (4.38), we use the following approximation for Vt (s t ) in (4.24):
µ
X
(2)
λG k (ŝ t , t + t l )
Vt (s t ) ≈ V t (s t ) =
k

+ max

k
R ik,t ≤R lb
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Pt +L i
τ=t
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y ik,t
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k
M h,τ
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´
L i y ik,t
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!# ¶

N
X

k 
k
− χi ,t  sgn (G k (ŝ t , t + t l )) 1 − sgn
χi ,t ξ (4.45)


i =1


After that, we determine the optimal A- and B-check actions:
n ¡ ©
o
ª¢
ª
©
(2)
+ γλV t (s t ) (4.46)
C t s t , x tA , x tB , x tC∗ , x tD∗
argmin o
x t∗ = x tA∗ , x tB∗ , x tC∗ , x tD∗ = n
,
x tA ,x tB ,x tC∗ ,x tD∗
, ∈X t

Note that we use the deterministic forecasts from [t + 1, t + t h ], and stochastic forecasts
from [t + 1, t + t l ] to make the maintenance check decision only for the day t . After that,
we move to t +1 and update the state according to new information. We repeat the same
process on t + 1 to determine the maintenance check action for the day t + 1. We call
(4.40)–(4.46) a lookahead ADP methodology. The detail of lookahead ADP methodology
is presented in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 A Lookahead ADP Methodology for Stochastic AMCS Optimization
. Initial input data

1: Initialize ŝ t0 −1
2: ŝ t −1 ← ŝ t0 −1
3: procedure A PPROXIMATE DYNAMIC P ROGRAMMING
4:
t ← t0

4

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

while t 0 < T do
oN
n
³
´
ωt ←− ∆L ω
y ik,t −1 , ∆fhω
, ∆fcω
i ,t
i ,t i =1
i
¢
¡
s t ← S W ŝ t −1 , ωt
Compute maintenance check priorities for both check types

25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:

. Pre-Decision update

procedure
MAINTENANCE CHECK ACTION
© F IND THE OPTIMAL
ª
X t ← x t |x t = X π (s t )

. Generate a set of feasible actions

procedure D ETERMINE THE BEST C- AND D- CHECK DECISIONS
P
Pt +T k
g k (ŝ t , t + T ) ← iN=1 τ=t
η̂ i ,τ , k ∈ K
(1)

V t (s t ) ← Eq. (4.38)
n
o
o
n
(1)
x tA∗
, x B∗ , x C∗ , x D∗ ← argminx ∈X C t (s t , x t ) + γV t (s t )
. ŝ t = S X (s t , x t )
,det t ,det t ,det t ,det
t
t
C∗
C∗
D∗
D∗
xt ← x
, x t ← x t ,det
. Find the optimal C- and D-check actions
t ,det

end procedure
procedure nD ETERMINE THE BEST A- oAND B- CHECK DECISIONS

£
¤
n
n
w tn+1 = ωn
n = 1, 2, . . . , n sample , t ∈ t 0 , T
t +1 , ωt +2 , . . . , ωt +t l +1
´ P
³
´
³
Pt +t
g ω ŝ t , t + t l , w tn+1 ← iN=1 τ=tl ηki,τ ωn
τ+1
k
´
³
n sample
¡
¢
P
g ω ŝ t , t + t l , w tn+1
G k ŝ t , t + t l ← n 1
n=1

. Monte Carlo sampling
. Simulation

k

sample

(2)

V t (s t ) ← Eq. (4.45)
o
n
o
n ³ n
o´
(2)
x tA∗ , x tB∗ , x tC∗ , x tD∗ ← argminn A B C∗ D∗ o
C t s t , x tA , x tB , x tC∗ , x tD∗
+ γλV t (s t )
,
x ,x ,x ,x
∈X
t

24:

. Arrival of new information

end procedure
n
o
x t∗ ← x tA∗ , x tB∗ , x tC∗ , x tD∗
¡
¢
ŝ t∗ ← S X s t , x t∗
ŝ t ← ŝ t∗
end procedure
t ← t +1
end while

31: end procedure

t

t

t,

t

. Optimal maintenance check action found
. Post-Decision update
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4.5.7. A LGORITHM C OMPLEXITY
To access the algorithm complexity of the lookahead ADP methodology, we count how
many times the state transition function (4.7) is called to find the best action x t∗ of the
day t . For an action x t , we mean a set of maintenance check decisions for all check
types. For comparison purpose, we also provide the algorithm complexity analysis for
the myopic and thrifty policies.
Since there is only one state on a day t in stochastic AMCS, each state s t has at most
n act actions (n act depends on maintenance capacity), in myopic policy, we have to check
all possible actions and find the one resulting the minimum daily contribution, without
looking into the future cost. It means that if there are n act actions on the day t , we have
to call (4.7) n act times in any case in the myopic policy. Hence, the algorithm complexity
of the myopic policy is n act .
For thrifty policy, we allocate the maintenance checks whenever there are sufficient
available maintenance slots (based on the mean elapsed time of the letter checks). Instead of evaluating all possible actions on the day t , we check the hangar capacity first
and see how many maintenance checks that the hangars can accommodate, then choose
the action that fits the most maintenance checks in the hangars. Therefore, we just need
to call (4.7) only once on the day t in the thrifty policy.
In the lookahead ADP methodology, it makes the aircraft maintenance check decisions in two steps. It first determines the optimal actions for aircraft C- and D-checks,
and then for aircraft A- and B-checks. In the first step, we apply the thrifty algorithm to
compute the number of extra maintenance slots for the period of [t + 1, t + t h ]. Since we
only need to call (4.7) once for each day in the thrifty algorithm, computing the number
of extra maintenance slots for [t + 1, t + t h ] is equivalent to calling (4.7) t h times. Multiplying t h with the number of actions n act implies the algorithm complexity of the first
step:
n act t h

(4.47)

In the second step of the lookahead ADP methodology, we fix the optimal C- and D-check
actions obtained from the previous step, then use Monte Carlo simulations to estimate
the number of extra A- and B-check slots for the future period [t + 1, t + t l ]. For each
sample path, we use the thrifty algorithm to compute the extra slots, that is, running
the thrifty algorithm on [t + 1, t + t l ]. It means that we call (4.7) t l times for each sample
path. The total number of sample paths n sample makes us call (4.7) n sample t l times for
each action. Since we already determine the optimal aircraft C- and D-check decisions
A
in the first step, the number of actions in the second step, n act
, is smaller than n act . The
algorithm complexity of the second step is:
n act n sample t l

(4.48)

Summing (4.47) and (4.48) gives the following algorithm complexity of determining the
optimal action on a day t in the lookahead ADP methodology:
¡
¢
A
(4.49)
n act t h + n act
n sample t l < n act t h + n sample t l
We can see that the lookahead ADP methodology has polynomial time complexity, which
is suitable for practical implementation in AMCS problem.
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Table 4.2: A- and C-check intervals of Airbus A319, A320 and A321 [28].

4

Aircraft Type

Check Type

Calendar Days

Flight Hours

Flight Cycles

A319

A-Check
C-Check

120
730

750
7500

750
5000

A320

A-Check
C-Check

120
730

750
7500

750
5000

A321-1

A-Check
C-Check

120
730

750
7500

750
5000

A321-2

A-Check
C-Check

120
1096

750
12000

750
8000

4.6. R ESULTS
The proposed ADP methodology is evaluated using the aircraft maintenance data, and
daily utilization from a European airline [27]. The test fleet is the Airbus A320 family
(A319, A320, A321-1, and A321-2), consisting of 40-50 aircraft. The airline distributes
the tasks within B-check into successive A-checks (no B-check), merges the D-checks
in C-checks, and labels them as heavy C-checks. Hence, there are only A- and C-check
in the evaluation and Table 4.2 presents the associated inspection interval of each aircraft type. Two case studies are presented in this evaluation: the first case uses the data
from the historical period September 25th 2017 to December 31st 2021 and has aircraft
type A319, A320, and A321-1; the second case focuses on the period of March 20th 2019
to December 31st 2023 and has all four aircraft type. For each test case, there are five
schedule/policies/methodologies tested:
M.1 Lookahead ADP methodology with deterministic and stochastic forecasts, labeled
as “ADP-DS”
M.2 The optimal deterministic AMCS schedule planned by [16], labeled as “DP-based”
M.3 Myopic policy, labeled as “Myopic”
M.4 Thrifty policy, labeled as “Thrifty”
M.5 Lookahead ADP methodology itself using only deterministic forecasts, labeled as
“ADP-D”
The ADP-D includes only (4.38)—(4.40) and make the optimal AMCS decision x t∗ =
x t∗,det . We benchmark the outcomes from M.1 against the results from M.2—M.5.

4.6.1. M AINTENANCE A CTIONS
The airline has at most two A-check slots per workday and three C-check slots per day
during the C-check period, but there are at least three days between the start dates of
two successive C-checks. The airline needs these three days to prepare the maintenance
tools. It means that there could be at most one C-check starting on a day. The maximum
of two A-checks slots on weekdays and the possibility of merging A- into C-check together lead to 12 possible combinations of total daily A- and C-check actions, as shown
in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Possible aircraft maintenance check actions on a day t .

Maintenance Check Action

Number of A-Checks

Number of C-Checks

1

0

0

2

0

1

3

1

0

4

1

1

5

2

0

6

2

1

7

3

0

8

3

1

9

4

0

10

4

1

11

5

0

12

5

1

4.6.2. K EY P ERFORMANCE I NDICATORS
To discuss the results, we use a set of key performance indicators (KPIs) for each type
of letter check. These KPIs are the average FH of the entire fleet, the total number of
maintenance checks, the total number of extra slots, and the average computation time
of making the optimal decision for a day.
To validate the proposed lookahead ADP methodology, we use 100 test runs in each
test case. Each test run corresponds to one test sample path generated using MonteCarlo sampling, from which we can see how well the lookahead ADP copes with uncertainty itself and how robust this methodology is. After one test run, we obtain a set of
associated average FH of the fleet, the total number of maintenance checks, the total
number of extra slots, and the average computation time of making the optimal decision for a day. Each of the KPIs is the mean of 100 test runs. For example, the KPI average
FH of the entire fleet is the mean of 100 average FH resulting from 100 test runs. And
this also applies to the calculation of other KPIs for all the policies/methodologies to be
tested.
To simulate the performance of the DP-based methodology over the test sample
paths, we first plan the optimal maintenance check schedule for the deterministic AMCS
model and then test the optimal schedule over the sample paths and adjust the A-/Ccheck when necessary. An additional maintenance slot is created every time the maintenance schedule becomes unfeasible.
For the other policies/methodologies, we plan the optimal maintenance check day
by day, from the first day to the last day of the planning horizon, considering the new
information provided per day, according to the sample path. The test cases are further
used to support a sensitivity analysis on some of the model parameters. All the aircraft
A- and C-check schedules are generated using the same input data and under the same
operational constraints of the airline, as described in [16].
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Table 4.4: Model parameters for Stochastic AMCS optimization

4

Parameters

Description

Value

Unit

A
R lb

A utilization threshold to prevent scheduling A-check too often [16]

21

day

C
R lb

A utilization threshold to prevent scheduling C-check too often [16]

210

day

γ

Discount factor for Stochastic AMCS model

1

—

λ

Cost of creating an additional maintenance slot

105

FH

ξ

Penalty for the waste of an available maintenance slot

1020

FH

n sample

The number of sample paths for Monte Carlo simulations

50

—

tl

A future time period for A-check to look ahead in rolling horizon

183

day

th

A future time period for C-check to look ahead in rolling horizon

1461

day

4.6.3. M ODEL PARAMETERS
We assign 105 FH to λ to avoid creating an extra maintenance slot, based on the observation of objective values from our previous research. The objective values of the
deterministic AMCS have a magnitude of 105 [16]. Setting λ = 105 can avoid creating
unnecessary additional maintenance slots. We assign 1020 FH to ξ to penalize the action
of wasting all available maintenance slots of a day when the lookahead policy predicts
an extra maintenance slot needed in the future. The reason for having ξ À λ is that, in
the situation of wasting an available slot of a day t 1 when the lookahead policy predicts
an extra maintenance slot on a day t 2 > t 1 , the airline still has to pay for technicians for
being idle on t 1 and spend a higher cost to compensate the extra work from technicians
on t 2 . Therefore, we use ξ = 1020 to prevent this circumstance. For ADP-DS, we use 50
sample paths in Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate a decision, i.e., n sample = 50 (600 in
total for 12 actions). For ADP-D, we use only the mean daily aircraft utilization and the
mean maintenance check elapsed time.
Both test cases are conducted using parallel computing on a quad-core workstation.
We look six months ahead for A-check (t l = 183), and four years ahead for C-check (t h =
1461) to estimate the cost of creating additional maintenance slots. The reason is that
if the algorithm allocates an A-/C-check to an aircraft, we anticipate the next check. A
summary of model parameters is presented in Table 4.4.

4.6.4. O UTCOMES FOR THE T EST C ASE 2017–2020
We first look at the KPIs of the test case 2017–2020. As shown in Table 4.5, the schedules from DP-based methodology and the myopic policy both result in more than 90
extra C-checks slots and 20 extra A-checks slots on average for the 100 test sample paths,
compared with the C-check schedule and A-check estimation of the airline (15 additional slots for each check type). It means that the optimal A- and C-check schedule
from the deterministic AMCS generated by the DP-based methodology is not robust to
uncertainty, and, without looking into the future cost, the myopic policy is too greedy in
A- and C-check scheduling. Although these two approaches at the moment of planning
achieve higher aircraft utilization for both check types, the airline has to face extra costs
to create additional maintenance capacity if one of the plans is executed.
Conversely, the thrifty policy does not need to create any extra maintenance slot for
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Table 4.5: Comparison of KPIs for September 25th 2017–December 31st 2020 for 100 test sample paths. The
numbers labeled with “*” are estimated or extrapolated according to the historical maintenance data of the
airline. ADP-D represents the lookahead ADP with only deterministic forecasts. ADP-DS represents the lookahead ADP with both deterministic and stochastic forecasts.
KPI 2017–2020

Airline

(1194 days)

Schedule

DP-based

Myopic

Thrifty

ADP-D

ADP-DS

Mean Average FH

6646.8

6785.4

7142.1

6200.6

6849.2

6838.4

Mean Extra Slots

15

90.4

368.4

0.0

6.5

5.7

Mean Total Checks

88

77.0

75.3

83.1

79.2

79.4

Mean Average FH

695.0∗

713.3

744.6

573.6

705.9

703.5

Mean Extra Slots

≥ 15∗

20.4

367.3

0.0

1.6

0.8

Mean Total Checks

750∗

727.0

698.4

893.6

733.6

735.9

Mean Total Extra Slots

30∗

110.8

735.7

0.0

8.1

6.5

Computation Time/day [s]

—–

0.02

0.09

0.05

0.35

2.63

C-check

A-check

Stochastic Results (100 test runs)

all 100 test sample paths. The thrifty policy is too conservative, and the associated mean
average FH for C-check is 6.7% lower than the C-check schedule of the airline. For Acheck, the associated mean average FH is 17.5% lower. There is a trade-off between
aircraft utilization and the number of extra slots. The thrifty policy is more robust to
uncertainty, yet at the cost of achieving a lower aircraft utilization.
On the other hand, the lookahead ADP methodology with only deterministic forecasts, ADP-D, leads to higher mean average aircraft utilization and fewer extra maintenance slots for both check types and 100 test sample paths, compared with the C-check
schedule and A-check estimation of the airline. It outperforms the optimal schedule
generated by the DP-based methodology, as well as the myopic and thrifty policies.
The proposed lookahead ADP methodology combining deterministic with stochastic forecasts, ADP-DS, creates the second least mean extra slots (after the myopic), 0.8
extra slots on average for A-check, and 5.7 for C-check. The associated mean average FH
for A-check/C-check is 8.5 and 191.6 higher, respectively, compared with the C-check
schedule and A-check estimation of the airline. Besides, the differences in mean average FH between ADP-D and ADP-DS is only 0.34%/0.16% for A-/C-check, meaning that
these two approaches are equivalently promising in terms of aircraft utilization. Even
so, due to the stochastic forecasts on extra A-check slots, the ADP-DS leads to 50% fewer
A-checks and 12.3% fewer C-checks than the ADP-D.
Figure 4.3 shows the distributions of total extra slots under the ADP-D and ADP-DS
for the 100 test runs. We can observe that ADP-DS creates no more than 15 additional
slots for all the test runs, and in 86% of test runs, it uses less than ten extra slots. For
ADP-D, the airline may need to create more than 20 additional slots to cope with the
uncertainty, and the chance of creating more than ten extra slots is higher than 33%.
Therefore, according to the results of 100 test sample paths, ADP-DS outperforms ADP-D
in terms of fewer additional slots for both check types and of average aircraft utilization.
Furthermore, Table 4.6 shows that a Student’s t -test rejects the null hypothesis that the
two methods have similar performance, at a 5% significance level. That is, the outcomes
from the two methods do have mean values that significantly differ from each other.
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Average FH: 705.9 (A-Check) and 6849.2 (C-Check)
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Figure 4.3: Distributions of total extra slots under two methodologies for the test case 2017–2020, under 100 test
sample paths: (a) Distribution of total extra slots under the ADP-D (lookahead ADP using only deterministic
forecasts); (b) Distribution of total extra slots under the ADP-DS (lookahead ADP using both deterministic and
stochastic forecasts).
Table 4.6: Student’s t-test on the results from ADP-D and ADP-DS for the test case 2017–2020.
t-value

p-value

Degrees of Freedom

Pooled Estimate of the Population Standard Deviation

3.0477

0.0030

99

5.0859

4.6.5. O UTCOMES FOR THE T EST C ASE 2019–2022
Table 4.7 shows that the KPIs of the second test case follows a similar trend to the first
test case. The myopic policy still results in the highest aircraft utilization, yet creating
the most extra slots for both check types. The thrifty policy leads to the lowest aircraft
utilization and the least extra slots as expected. In the second test case, the optimal
schedule from deterministic AMCS obtained from the DP-based methods becomes more
robust to uncertainty than the first test case, and it creates only 19.4/22.9 extra A-/Ccheck slots for the period of 2019–2022, compared with the 20.4/90.4 extra A-/C-check
slots used in 2017–2020. Besides, it associated mean average FH is the second-highest
for both check type, only after the myopic policy.
On the other hand, both ADP-D and ADP-DS have better performance than the estimation of the airline, in terms of higher mean average FH, fewer mean total checks, and
mean extra slots for both check types. In fact, the advantage of ADP-DS becomes more
notable in this test case. For C-check scheduling and 100 test sample paths, ADP-DS
even outperforms ADP-D in all aspects. For A-check scheduling, the extra slots created
in the ADP-DS is 75% fewer than in ADP-D. Both methods take just seconds to produce
the plan for one day and less than two minutes to produce the schedule for the next
month. However, the computation time in the ADP-DS is 7.5 times as ADP-D due to the
Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the cost of performing an A-check action. Looking
at the distribution of extra slots in Figure 4.4, we are aware of the fact that ADP-DS uses
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Table 4.7: Comparison of KPIs for March 20th 2019–December 31st 2022 for 100 test sample paths. The numbers labeled with “*” are estimated or extrapolated according to the historical maintenance data of the airline.
ADP-D represents the lookahead ADP with only deterministic forecasts. ADP-DS represents the lookahead
ADP with both deterministic and stochastic forecasts.
KPI 2019–2022

Airline

(1383 days)

Estimation

DP-based

Myopic

Thrifty

ADP-D

ADP-DS

Mean Average FH

6700.0∗

6920.9

7469.4

6361.7

6794.1

6808.6

Mean Extra Slots

≥ 20.0∗

22.9

426.8

0.0

4.0

4.0

Mean Total Checks

100∗

90.0

88

94.0

90.8

90.6

Mean Average FH

695.0∗

708.8

744.2

614.1

699.3

697.9

Mean Extra Slots

≥ 20.0∗

19.4

517.5

0.9

12.0

3.0

Mean Total Checks

1030∗

1003.0

959.6

1151.8

1017.9

1019.9

Mean Total Extra Slots

40.0∗

42.3

944.3

0.9

16.0

7.0

Computation Time/day [s]

—–

0.02

0.09

0.05

0.35

2.63

C-check

A-check

Stochastic Results (100 test runs)

fewer than 18 slots in all 100 test sample paths, and in 75% of the test runs, there are less
than ten total extra slots. But for ADP-D, the airline may need more than 30 additional
slots to cope with uncertainty, and the chance of creating more than ten extra slots is
likely to be higher than 90%. Therefore, in the second test case, the ADP-DS is still the
best option for the stochastic AMCS. Besides, a Student’s t-test also confirms that the
results from ADP-D and ADP are significantly different, as shown in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Student’s t-test on the results from ADP-D and ADP-DS for the test case 2019–2022.
t-value

p-value

Degrees of Freedom

Pooled Estimate of the Population Standard Deviation

13.1804

1.6×10−23

99

6.8283

4.6.6. P RACTICAL D ISCUSSION
In the two test cases, we see that the optimal maintenance check schedule from the
long-term deterministic AMCS model will likely fail. That is, in the long term, the airline would have to create many additional maintenance slots to cope with the uncertainties from aircraft utilization and maintenance check elapsed time. However, since it
takes only 2–3 seconds for the lookahead ADP methodology to determine the daily optimal maintenance checks, whenever there are changes in maintenance tasks or activities,
the airline can use the lookahead ADP methodology to update the maintenance check
schedule promptly. Besides, for each test case, more than 96% of the test runs have the
same schedule in the first week, meaning that it is possible for the maintenance planners
to update the maintenance check schedule on a weekly basis.
Besides, since there is no data about the cost of creating an additional A-/C-check
slot, it is impossible to evaluate to what extent reducing aircraft utilization and having
maintenance checks earlier is better than creating extra maintenance slots. In our case
study, we assumed that an additional maintenance slot is very costly, more expensive
than the cost of anticipating the maintenance check a few flight hours before the end
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Average FH: 699.3 (A-Check) and 6794.1 (C-Check)
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Figure 4.4: Distributions of total extra slots under two methodologies for the test case 2019–2022, under 100 test
sample paths: (a) Distribution of total extra slots under the ADP-D (lookahead ADP using only deterministic
forecasts); (b) Distribution of total extra slots under the ADP-DS (lookahead ADP using both deterministic and
stochastic forecasts).

of the interval. Nevertheless, regardless of the real trade-off considered by the user, the
lookahead ADP methodology using both deterministic and stochastic forecasts outperforms the myopic policy, thrifty policy, DP-based methodology described in [16] and the
lookahead ADP methodology itself using only deterministic forecasts.

4.6.7. S ENSITIVITY A NALYSIS FOR 2019–2022
This subsection investigates the impact of model parameters of the lookahead ADP on
the results of the stochastic AMCS, for the test case Mar 20th 2019–Dec 31st 2022. We are
in particular interested in the following aspects:
Q.1 Reducing the number of sample paths for Monte Carlo simulations makes the
lookahead ADP methodology faster. How will that affect the results (KPIs)?
Q.2 How much could we improve the KPIs if we increase the number of sample paths
for Monte Carlo simulations in the lookahead ADP methodology?
Q.3 If we reduce the cost of generating an extra maintenance slot in the lookahead ADP
methodology, how will that affect the solutions (KPIs)?
The baseline scenario is the ADP-DS from Table 4.7. For Q.1, if we can still achieve the
KPIs within 5% from the ones in the baseline scenario after reducing the number of sample paths for Monte Carlo simulation, e.g., to 20, it will make the lookahead ADP methodology at least twice faster. In that case, we would suggest using n sample = 20 (240 in total
for 12 actions) for the lookahead ADP methodology. For Q.2, if we increase the number
of sample paths for Monte Carlo simulation, e.g., from 50 (600 in total for 12 actions) to
80 (960 in total for 12 actions), but achieve no more than 5% improvements in the reduction of extra slots, we suggest using n sample = 50. For Q.3, we want to know how many
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Table 4.9: Sensitivity analysis for the test case March 20th 2019–December 31st 2022 using 100 random sample
paths. For each sample path, we use the lookahead ADP methodology to make AMCS decisions for the entire
planning horizon.
KPI of 100 Runs (2019-2022)

C-check

A-check

Scenario 0

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Mean Average FH

6808.6

6819.5

6798.0

6820.6

Mean Extra Slot

4.0

4.9

3.8

5.4

Mean Total Checks

90.6

90.7

90.8

90.4

Mean Average FH

697.9

697.9

697.4

704.5

Mean Extra Slot

3.0

3.2

2.9

15.4

Mean Total Checks

1019.9

1020.1

1020.6

1010.0

Mean Total Extra Slots

7.0

8.1

6.7

20.8

Mean Merged A- in C-Check

17.6

16.3

17.6

13.5

Computation Time/day [s]

2.63

1.21

4.09

2.63

more extra maintenance slots will be created if we reduce the penalty of generating one
additional maintenance slot, e.g., from λ = 105 to λ = 100. To investigate Q.1–Q.3, we set
up the following test scenarios:
- Scenario 0: the baseline scenario, as pre-computed in the previous subsection;
- Scenario 1: conditions from Scenario 0 and setting the number of random sample
paths in the Monte Carlos simulation to 20, namely, n sample = 20;
- Scenario 2: conditions from Scenario 0 and setting the number of random sample
paths in the Monte Carlos simulation to 80, namely, n sample = 80;
- Scenario 3: conditions from Scenario 0 and setting the penalty of creating one additional maintenance slot to 100 FH, namely, λ = 100;
We generate 100 test sample paths for each scenario and apply the lookahead ADP
methodology to the stochastic AMCS. For Scenario 1, we observe that reducing the number of random sample paths from 50 to 20 in the Monte Carlo simulation increases the
mean total extra slots by 1.1 (0.9 for C-check and 0.2 for A-check). At the same time, there
is only a minor improvement in aircraft utilization. It also means that the airline needs
to create extra slots more frequently than the baseline scenario. Comparing Figure 4.5a
and Figure 4.5b, we can see the total extra slots scatter between 2 to 35 in Scenario 1, one
occurrence for 24, one for 26, one for 33 and one for 35 extra slots. It indicates that there
would be a 4% chance that the airline may need more than 24 extra slots when we use
only 20 sample paths in the Monte Carlo simulation. Since the total number extra slots
increase by 15.7% compared with Scenario 0, we would not suggest reducing the number
of sample paths for the Monte Carlo simulation from n sample = 50 to n sample = 20.
In Scenario 2, increasing the number of sample paths for the Monte Carlo simulation
from n sample = 50 to n sample = 80 reduces the number of extra slots by 4.2% compared
with Scenario 0. Although Figure 4.5c shows that in 76% of the 100 test cases, n sample = 80
results in fewer than 10 extra maintenance slots, only 1% higher than Scenario 0, the
improvement is not significant since the computation time increases by more than 50%.
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(a) Sensitivity Analysis - Scenario 0

(b) Sensitivity Analysis - Scenario 1

(c) Sensitivity Analysis - Scenario 2

(d) Sensitivity Analysis - Scenario 2

Figure 4.5: Distributions of total extra slots under different parameters for the lookahead ADP methodology:
(a) Distribution of total extra slots of baseline scenario; (b) Distribution of total extra slots when n sample = 20;
(c) Distribution of total extra slots when n sample = 80; (d) Distribution of total extra slots when λ = 100.

Hence, we would not suggest increasing the number of sample paths for the Monte Carlo
simulation from n sample = 50 to n sample = 80.
The KPIs of Scenario 3 indicate that decreasing the cost of creating an extra maintenance slot from 105 FH to 100 FH increases the mean total extra slots by 197%, from 7.0 to
20.8 (details can be seen in Figure 4.5a and 4.5c). The A-check contributes to most of the
(1)

extra slots. The approximation of cost function, V t (s t ) in (4.38), requires that as long as
the lookahead ADP methodology predicts an extra C-check slot needed in [t , t + t h ] and
there are sufficient C-check slots on the day t , it will choose to perform a C-check. Since
there is at most one C-check on the day t , due to a minimum of 3 days between the start
dates of two C-checks, changing the cost of creating an extra slot λ only has a minor impact on C-check slot scheduling. On the other hand, we can perform multiple A-checks
on a day; decreasing λ will inevitably increase the number of extra A-check slots (see Figure 4.5d). Consequently, there is more flexibility in performing aircraft A-check because
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of the creation of extra A-check slots; the number of merged A- in C-checks is reduced
by 23.3%.

4.7. C ONCLUSION
This chapter proposes a lookahead approximate dynamic programming (ADP) methodology to address the stochastic aircraft maintenance check scheduling (AMCS), considering the uncertainty of aircraft daily utilization and maintenance elapsed time. The
lookahead ADP methodology consists of a dynamic programming framework and a hybrid lookahead policy with deterministic and stochastic forecasts. The lookahead ADP
methodology is capable of providing daily optimal maintenance check decisions and
minimizing the total unused FH between checks. It increases aircraft availability and
reduces the frequency of creating extra maintenance slots in the long term, and eventually leads to a significant saving in maintenance operation cost and possibly additional
revenue from commercial operation.
The lookahead ADP methodology uses deterministic forecasts first to determine the
optimal aircraft C- and D-check actions. After that, based on the optimal C- and Dchecks, it uses stochastic forecasts to find the best A- and B-check actions. The deterministic forecasts are the estimations of costs of creating extra maintenance slots using the
mean aircraft daily utilization and mean maintenance check elapsed time. The stochastic forecasts are the estimations of the costs of generating additional maintenance slots
using Monte Carlo simulations.
To evaluate the proposed lookahead ADP methodology, we present two case studies
using the historical maintenance data of an A320 family fleet from a European airline. On
the one hand, in both test cases, we see how that, in the long term, the optimal A- and
C-check schedules from the deterministic AMCS creates additional maintenance slots
to cope with the uncertainty from aircraft utilization and maintenance elapsed time. On
the other hand, comparing KPIs from the maintenance schedule/estimation of the airline and KPIs from the lookahead ADP methodology, we can infer that the lookahead
ADP methodology reduces the total number of letter checks and the number of extra
maintenance slots. The reduction of maintenance checks and additional maintenance
slots, in the long term, leads to a significant saving in aircraft maintenance costs and
generates additional revenue for the airline. The maintenance planners can use the
lookahead ADP methodology to update the maintenance check decisions immediately
whenever changes occur in the maintenance activities or tasks.
This original and novel study is the first to propose lookahead ADP to make optimal
maintenance check decisions daily for the stochastic AMCS optimization. The lookahead ADP methodology can help maintenance planners react to changes in maintenance activities or tasks and promptly update the maintenance check actions. Maintenance planners can use the proposed methodology to update short-term schedules (for
the following week) in 20 seconds once new information is obtained, keeping the letter
check schedule optimized for the short term without compromising the long-term feasibility. Besides, it also opens the door for future research on related topics. For instance,
to incorporate condition-based maintenance by considering the health prognostics and
diagnostics and define the tasks to be performed within each maintenance check. In this
case, we plan the maintenance tasks for each maintenance check according to real-time
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monitoring rather than fixed intervals. Although this would significantly increase the
model complexity, it would extend the stochastic AMCS to the task level, producing an
optimally integrated maintenance check and task execution plan.
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5
A D ECISION S UPPORT S YSTEM F OR
A IRCRAFT M AINTENANCE
P LANNING
This chapter presents a decision support system (DSS) for aircraft maintenance planning
optimization. The DSS serves as a modeling framework that incorporates aircraft maintenance check scheduling (AMCS) optimization, optimal maintenance task allocation,
and shift planning. It is capable of providing a comprehensive fleet maintenance plan
for maintenance planners of airlines, including an optimal maintenance check schedule,
task executions of each maintenance check, and the work shifts for the coming two weeks.

The content of this chapter is based on the following research article:
Deng, Q., Santos, B. F., and Verhagen, W. J. C. (2021). A Novel Decision Support System for Optimizing Aircraft
Maintenance Check Schedule and Task Allocation. Decision Support Systems. To cite this article, please use
the DOI https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dss.2021.113545.
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5.1. P ROBLEM D EFINITION
Aircraft maintenance is a sequence of activities, including overhaul, repair, inspection,
or modification of an aircraft or aircraft systems, components, and structures to ensure
an aircraft retains an airworthy condition. In the aviation industry, a commercial aircraft
must undergo regular maintenance to prevent component and system failures during
operations. Many of the aircraft maintenance activities take place after an aircraft has
been operating certain flight hours (FH), flight cycles (FC), or calendar days (DY). The
FH, FC, and DY are known as usage parameters to indicate aircraft utilization. The maximum usage parameters allowed in operation are defined as inspection intervals.
Modern aircraft have thousands of parts, systems, and components that need to be
recurrently inspected, serviced, and replaced. Many airlines adopt a top-down approach
to plan aircraft maintenance:

5

• Step 1 – Maintenance Check Scheduling
First group major maintenance tasks with the same or similar inspection intervals
into letter checks: A-, B-1 , C- and D-check, as showed in Table 5.1. Each check type
is coupled with an elapsed time (time required for the execution of tasks within
letter checks + time estimated for other tasks). Maintenance planners then create
a maintenance check schedule (3–5 years for C-/D-check and 6–12 months for Acheck) according to pre-defined elapsed time of each check type. The letter checks
are performed in the hangar.
• Step 2 – Maintenance Task Allocation
Although some tasks can quickly be packaged into these letter checks, a large number of other tasks (e.g., more than 70% for an Airbus A320 aircraft) are dephased
from the inspection intervals of these checks. It means that they either have to be
allocated to a more frequent letter check or manually allocated by maintenance
operators to different maintenance events based on the suitability of the task to
that check and the urgency of performing the task.

Table 5.1: Aircraft letter check and corresponding inspection interval [1].
Check Type

Interval

Maintenance Tasks

A-check
B-check
C-check
D-check

2-3 months
—
18-24 months
6-10 years

External visual inspection, filter replacement, etc.
Rarely mentioned in practice
Inspection of the individual systems and components
Inspection of most structurally significant items

Despite the rapid expansion of the global air travel industry and the increase of fleet
size, the advances in aircraft maintenance planning (AMP) have been struggling to keep
up with the times. In practice, AMP involves scheduling maintenance checks to each
aircraft, allocating tasks to each check, planning the workforce for each task, inventory
optimization, and coordination of maintenance tools. For small airlines, AMP is not so
1 B-checks are rarely mentioned in practice. The tasks within B-checks are commonly incorporated into suc-

cessive A-checks.
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demanding and can be done manually according to the experience of maintenance planners. For large airlines, the AMP problem becomes more complex – maintenance planners have to spend several days or weeks on scheduling maintenance activities because
of the lack of efficient tools. Since, on average, 9%—10% of the total cost of airlines goes
to aircraft maintenance, which is equivalent to about $2.5M per aircraft per year [2], the
savings derived from efficient AMP can be very substantial.
To facilitate the AMP process, many companies engage in developing AMP systems.
For example, Ref. [3] developed one of the first AMP tools to improve maintenance efficiency and reduce associated cost. After that, many companies followed and developed
various tools, e.g., Solumina MRO from iBASEt, Airline Suite from C.A.L.M Systems INC.,
WinAir from AV-Base Systems, and Maintenix from IFS, etc. To our best knowledge, all
the available tools focus on managing and tracking the status of the maintenance tasks,
providing a valuable computer-aid solution to manual planning. However, none of them
has the function of producing an optimized maintenance schedule automatically.
AMP is challenging due to the lack of optimization approaches for planning maintenance checks and associated tasks, even though there are many available computer-aid
solutions. Two distinct limitations in the current academic and industrial state of the
art can be discerned, as further discussed in Section 5.2: 1) a lack of decision support
system (DSS) to optimize the maintenance check (A-, B-, C- and D-checks) schedule; 2)
a lack of DSS for optimizing aircraft maintenance check and task execution in an integrated manner. In the literature, there is no work integrating the two problems in a single
optimization framework.
In 2015, the AIRMES project was launched by Clean Sky Joint Undertaking, a publicprivate partnership between the European Commission and the European aeronautics
industry, to optimize end-to-end maintenance activities within an airline operator’s environment [4]. We developed a DSS during the project to automate the maintenance
planning process and provide maintenance check scheduling optimization, task allocation, and shift planning in one comprehensive solution. The contribution of our research is threefold:
• The DSS integrates aircraft maintenance check scheduling, maintenance task allocation, and work shift planning in the same framework. In practice, these processes are solved using different tools, while in the literature, these are seen as
three different problems handled separately.
• We demonstrate that the DSS can improve aircraft utilization and reduce maintenance costs, compared with the current practice of airlines. It reduces the time
needed for AMP from days or hours to 20–30 minutes.
• We also present the usefulness of the DSS in helping airlines evaluate different
aircraft maintenance strategies before implementation.
This paper presents the architecture of the resulting DSS and the corresponding optimization modules for maintenance check schedule, task allocation, and shift planning.
We also discuss the applicability of the DSS by presenting the results from a case study
with a European airline and several industry partners. The case study validates the utility
of the DSS for both maintenance planning optimization and future scenario analysis.
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The outline of this paper is as follows: Section 5.2 gives an overview of the relevant
literature on the aircraft maintenance domain. The DSS architecture is presented in Section 5.3, including aircraft maintenance check scheduling optimization, task allocation,
and shift planning as well as their corresponding algorithms. Section 5.4 describes the
demonstration exercise with data from the partner airline. The last section summarizes
the research with concluding remarks and gives an outlook on future work.

5.2. R ELATED W ORK

5

The aviation industry is extremely competitive in Europe. The average net profit of airlines usually represents only up to 4%–5% of revenues and about 9%—10% of the total
cost goes to aircraft maintenance [2]. Efficient AMP is one useful way of reducing maintenance costs. The benefit of efficient AMP is two-fold: on the one hand, the increased
aircraft availability indicates that there will be more aircraft available for commercial operations, and eventually, generating more revenues; on the other hand, it decreases the
number of aircraft maintenance inspections, and therefore, reduces the maintenance
operation costs in the long term. This section reviews the previous research on AMP
from long-term planning (3–5 years) to short-term planning (several days to weeks).

5.2.1. L ONG -T ERM A IRCRAFT M AINTENANCE P LANNING
Long-term AMP aims to generate an aircraft heavy maintenance schedule (C- and Dchecks) before determining the tasks within each check, also known as aircraft maintenance check scheduling (AMCS). It is indispensable since C-check has an interval of
18–24 months, and D-check is usually scheduled once every 6 years; airlines need a Cand D-check schedule to further plan the A- and B-checks and the associated tasks for
all the (A-, B-, C-, and D-) checks. In 1977, Air Canada developed one of the first DSSs for
the long-term AMCS, called AMOS [3]. AMOS was considered a computer-aid manual
planning approach since the developers did not see the value of finding an optimal solution that could rapidly become obsolete due to uncertainty. It helped Air Canada reduce
the time for planning a 5-year C-check schedule for its fleet from 3 weeks to a few hours.
Besides, Ref. [3] defined the long-term (3–5 years) planning, and it is the only available
reference of the long-term AMP category before 2020.
Following this research direction, Ref. [5] proposed a dynamic programming (DP)
based methodology for long-term AMCS within the AIRMES project in 2020, adopting
the assumptions, problem formulation presented in [3]. It aimed to optimize the aircraft maintenance check schedule for the future 3–5 years. This work is the first step
towards building an integrated AMP framework, focusing on long-term AMP. The DPbased methodology generates an optimized 4-year schedule for both light and heavy
maintenance within 15 minutes. The optimized maintenance check schedule can be
further used to plan the maintenance tasks within each check and daily work shift.
5.2.2. S HORT-T ERM A IRCRAFT M AINTENANCE P LANNING
In contrast to the little available literature about long-term AMCS, there are many studies
on short-term AMP in the topics of maintenance routing, maintenance personnel management, and maintenance task scheduling. The reason is that by optimizing short-term
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maintenance activities, airlines can see tangible benefits in a few days or weeks.
A IRCRAFT M AINTENANCE R OUTING
Aircraft maintenance routing (AMR) is to design flight routes for every aircraft to meet
the maintenance requirements set by Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and individual airline companies. Extensive research works have contributed to AMR through flight
schedule design [6, 7], determining routes flown by each aircraft [8–10], fleet assignment
(assigning an aircraft model for each flight) [11–13], tail assignment (determining which
aircraft should fly which segment) [14–16], or even addressing the aircraft routing in conjunction with crew pairing [17–19]. These studies usually consider aircraft maintenance
as an operational requirement but did not plan the maintenance checks or tasks.
M AINTENANCE P ERSONNEL P LANNING
Maintenance personnel planning (MPP) is one of the main research directions of shortterm AMP. An effective maintenance workforce supply can reduce operations costs while
ensuring aviation safety and punctuality. It has attracted lots of attention from both industry and academia. Early in 1994, KLM Royal Dutch Airline and Erasmus University
Rotterdam developed a DSS to smooth the workload of aircraft maintenance personnel
by increasing the number of peaks of workloads and reducing the peak length [20]. It
helped KLM improved the utilization of maintenance technicians (the ratio of productivity labor-hours to total available labor-hour). After that, many researchers envisioned
the potential benefits and continued the MPP study, such as optimizing the workforce
supply [21–23], or minimizing the total labor cost [24, 25]. However, MPP usually assumes that maintenance tasks are given rather than planning the tasks.
M AINTENANCE TASK S CHEDULING
Maintenance task scheduling (MTS) refers to allocating maintenance tasks to time slots
so that the tasks can be executed before due dates. It includes task scheduling for aircraft
line maintenance (coordinating maintenance tasks to be carried out at the gate during
turnaround time and the required maintenance resources), daily hangar maintenance,
or work shift. There are some studies addressing the MTS for line maintenance, such as
spreading the workload more uniformly across shifts [26], improving aircraft availability
and reducing maintenance costs [27], or optimizing both workforce and tasks [28]. MTS
for line maintenance planning has an operational nature. It only focuses on optimizing
a limited number of maintenance tasks during aircraft turnaround time.
Task scheduling for daily aircraft hangar maintenance can be seen in [29]. According to the authors, optimizing the daily hangar maintenance tasks to be executed 24
hours beforehand also maximizes the availability of fighting jets for the missions of the
next day. The authors call attention to the fact that if we want to plan the daily maintenance task for each letter check, we have to look into a planning horizon longer than 24
hours, especially for the C-/D-check. Besides, the daily maintenance task plan bridges
the gap between AMCS and associated work shift planning. That is, we can better plan
each morning/afternoon/evening shift and prepare the tools and aircraft spare parts if
we know the daily maintenance tasks in advance. Hence, Ref. [30] proposed a bin packing approach to determine daily maintenance tasks (for each A-/B-/C-/D-check) given
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a long-term (3–5 years) maintenance check schedule for AIRMES. As a result, it gives a
long-term (3–5 years) plan of maintenance tasks for each day and a heterogeneous fleet.

5.2.3. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS FOR L ITERATURE R EVIEW
To our best knowledge, most of the studies in the AMP domain focus either on AMR or
MPP, assuming that the maintenance tasks are given. There are some studies on MTS, yet
most of them focus on line maintenance problems. The long-term and short-term AMP
was not yet considered in a single framework, nor was a DSS presented in the literature
addressing the AMP. Synthesizing the literature review gives rise to two challenges in the
AMP domain:
1. No DSS for aircraft maintenance planning optimization (AMPO) is presented in
the academic literature that can generate an optimally integrated maintenance
check and task execution plan at the fleet level.
2. Commercial DSSs addressing the fleet maintenance check level are relatively rare.
Even so, they do not optimize the maintenance check schedule.

5

In practice, maintenance planners have to spend a significant amount of time and
effort scheduling the aircraft letter checks and coordinating associated tasks execution
activities. It can happen that with the aid of current DSSs, the maintenance planners
still obtain an inefficient plan; this may, in the long-term, result in more letter checks
and higher operation costs.
The DSS presented in this paper contributes to bridging two main research streams,
long-term and short-term AMP, by integrating the AMCS problem and its methodology
presented in [5], the MTS problem and the associated algorithm presented in [30], and a
shift planning approach into the same framework.

5.3. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
To address the challenges identified in Section 5.2, we developed a DSS specifically for
AMP using the programming language Python and for Windows operating system. The
DSS is a stand-alone software prototype and has already been converted to an executable
file. It can be run on any individual PC without installation or a license. The DSS consists
of three components (layers), a database, a model, and a graphical user interface (GUI):
- Database: Store the input data, including the maintenance planning document
(MPD) for aircraft manufacturers, fleet status, operational constraints, and available workforce from airlines.
- Model: Clean and process input data, optimize the aircraft maintenance check
schedule and maintenance task execution plan.
- Graphical User Interface (GUI): Allow users to interact with the DSS and visualize
the planning results and the associated KPIs.
In this section, we present the structure of the DSS layer by layer, as illustrated in
Figure 5.1. We begin with description of database layer (Subsection 5.3.1) and input, followed by a detailed introduction of the optimization models and algorithm (Subsection
5.3.2). In subsection 5.3.3, we outline the GUI of the DSS.
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Figure 5.1: Architecture of the decision support system for AMPO.

5
5.3.1. D ATABASE AND I NPUT D ATA
The database stores the input in the format of comma-separated values (CSV) and output in Excel. We classify the input into four categories:
M AINTENANCE P LANNING D OCUMENT
The maintenance planning document (MPD) is provided by the aircraft manufacturer.
It specifies the maintenance tasks according to the aircraft structure, systems, and components, as well as corresponding inspection intervals (as described in Table 5.1). The
MPD gives strict criteria for aircraft maintenance – all letter checks and tasks have to be
performed before the corresponding usage parameters reached their maximums (intervals). Any violation of maintenance task execution will prevent the aircraft from flying
because of safety concerns.
Table 5.2: An example of fleet status with respect to aircraft C-Check on 01/07/2020.
Fleet

Tail

Before

Next

DY

FH

FC

fh/day

fc/day

Phase-In

A320

AC-1

C 12.1

-1

212

2391

963

10.3

4.2

12/01/1998

A319

AC-2

C 10.1

C 11.1

607

6439

2600

9.9

4.1

08/06/1998

A321

AC-3

—–

C 1.1

0

0

0

10.1

4.2

01/03/2021

F LEET S TATUS
We use Table 5.2 to illustrate the structure input data. The column Fleet shows the aircraft type. Tail No. indicates the aircraft tail number. Before and Next represent the
previous and next letter checks respectively. DY, FH and FC are the usage parameters
of the fleet. fh/day and fc/day are the average daily utilization of the fleet. Phase-In
indicates when an aircraft starts in commercial operation. This is relevant information
as old aircraft will phase out after a certain number of checks, and meanwhile, airlines
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have new aircraft in operation. If an aircraft will phase out, we give “-1” to its next A-/C/D-check, meaning that no more A-/C-/D-check needs to be scheduled. If the phase-in
date of an aircraft is later than the current date, this aircraft only starts flying from the
phase-in date, and before that, its usage parameters remain 0.

5

O PERATIONAL C ONSTRAINTS
The operational constraints can be divided into two categories: commercial constraints
and maintenance constraints. The operations center of airlines defines the commercial
constraints. For example, the operations center may limit the availability of the aircraft
to perform maintenance during commercial peak seasons (e.g., during the summer or
specific holidays), or it may impose an earlier time limit to the maintenance check of a
specific aircraft following the end of a leasing contract or the chartering of an aircraft to
third parties.
The maintenance constraints are defined by the maintenance department, which
specifies the maintenance capacity according to available maintenance resources, e.g.,
maintenance tools, workforce, and aircraft spare parts. This capacity is expressed as
maintenance slots per day that define how many aircraft can be at the hangar for a specific type of maintenance. Furthermore, other maintenance constraints may apply, such
as that no heavy checks can start on the same day to avoid high demanding works in parallel or that some aircraft already have maintenance predefined before computing the
schedule. The latter takes place, e.g., when part of the maintenance program is executed
by third-parties or partially depends on third-parties, not being subject to rescheduling.
A typical example of this is the replacement of landing gears or engines. Besides, maintenance task execution follows the sequence of opening the access panel, inspection,
maintenance, and closing the access panel.
W ORKLOAD OF E ACH TASK AND AVAILABLE W ORKFORCE
The workload of each task is provided by the airline. Each task associates a task code,
a set of skill types required to perform the task, labor hours for each skill type defined
by the MPD. If there are urgent unscheduled tasks, they can be added to the input with
corresponding duration, workforce, and due dates.
The available workforce is the input given by airlines and divided per skill types (e.g.,
engines and flight control systems, avionics, aircraft metallic structure, and painting,
etc.). The available workforce includes the total number of maintenance technicians per
skill type, the number of hours a technician work per day on average, and the number
of available technicians on each week in the year. The available workforce constrains
the task allocation to maintenance checks because it is limited per day, according to the
daily workforce schedule. Since aircraft maintenance work is usually ongoing 24 hours
every day, airlines divide the daily workforce into three groups of workers to perform
their duties and call those groups morning shift, afternoon shift, and night shift. In the
input data, the maintenance planners of airlines have to specify the maximum number
of technicians in one shift and also for one task.

5.3.2. O PTIMIZATION M ODEL AND A LGORITHMS
The model layer has three optimization models in total: a maintenance check scheduling
model (AMPO-1 in Figure 5.1), a maintenance task allocation model (AMPO-2), and a
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shift planning model (AMPO-3). The design of the model layer follows the top-down
approach. The DSS first generates an optimal aircraft maintenance check schedule in
AMPO-1, then allocates the maintenance tasks to each maintenance check in AMPO-2.
After that, it plans the shifts according to the maintenance tasks to be executed in each
letter check.
The reason for following the top-down approach is that it is impossible to plan the
work shifts before knowing the task execution or plan all maintenance tasks one after another for the entire fleet without knowing the maintenance check schedule. The maintenance check schedule indicates in which letter check a maintenance task could be allocated without violating the safety regulation defined by the MPD. The work shifts can
only be planned based on the maintenance check schedule and the tasks to be executed
within each check. The overall optimization process entails the following seven steps:

S TEP I: E XTRACT MAINTENANCE CHECK AND TASK INSPECTION INTERVAL
The Model component extracts the maintenance check (A-/C-/D-check) interval and inspection intervals of all tasks from the MPD stored in the database. The inspection intervals are expressed in the form of max DY/FH/FC allowed in commercial operation.
S TEP II: C OLLECT DY/FH/FC OF EACH AIRCRAFT AND REMAINING UTI LIZATION OF ALL SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS
The Model component loads the fleet status (current DY/FH/FC for each check type
since its previous execution) and average aircraft daily utilization (FH/day and FC/day)
stored in the database. This process can be seen in the second step in the model layer
of Figure 5.1. The Model component also collects the usage parameters of all aircraft
systems and components and computes the remaining utilization of each system and
component. For example, consider a component of an aircraft with max usage parameters 120 DY, 1000 FH, and 600 FC, and this aircraft has daily utilization of 10 FH/day and
5 FC/day. Given current usage parameters 500 FH and 250 FC, the remaining utilization
of this component would be 50 days.

S TEP III: I DENTIFY MAINTENANCE OPPORTUNITIES AND DETAILED OPERA TIONAL CONSTRAINTS
According to the input constraints from the operation center and maintenance department of airlines, the Model component identifies the maintenance opportunities. The
maintenance opportunities indicate the time-window when a specific check type is allowed to be performed and the corresponding check capacity. Table 5.3 presents a format of maintenance opportunities stored in the database after input processing:
For a specific maintenance check type, if a time window is not within any Start Date
and End Date in Table 5.3, it means that the associated capacity for this period is 0.

S TEP IV: G ENERATE OPTIMAL AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE CHECK SCHEDULE
(AMPO-1)
After processing and loading the input data, the user can specify the planning horizon
for aircraft maintenance check scheduling (AMCS) optimization. The default planning
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Table 5.3: An example of maintenance opportunities stored in database.

5

Fleet

Check Type

Start Date

End Date

Capacity

A320

C-/D-Check

Oct-1-2017

May-31-2018

3

A320

C-/D-Check

Jun-1-2018

Jun-14-2018

1

A320

A-Check

Every Monday

Every Friday

1

A320

A-Check

Sep-26-2017

Sep-26-2017

2

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

horizon is three years to ensure that it includes at least one C-check for each aircraft, but
the user can choose from two to six years.
The model formulation of AMPO-1 can be seen in Chapter 2. Currently, there is only
one objective function within the DSS for AMCS optimization, minimizing the unused
flight hours of the entire fleet [3] for a period specified by the user. It is possible to add
more objectives or even multi-objectives later on. The optimal letter check schedule
is generated using a dynamic programming (DP) based methodology, as presented in
[5]. The idea is to check whether the maintenance capacity in the future is sufficient or
not for each maintenance action (e.g., performing a C-check or several A-checks). This
methodology follows a forward induction approach, incorporating a maintenance priority solution to deal with the multi-dimensional action vector, as well as a discretization
and state aggregation strategy to reduce outcome space at each time stage. If the input
data does not lead to a feasible maintenance check schedule, the DSS will suggest the
best dates for adding necessary maintenance slots to make it feasible.

S TEP V: G ENERATE OPTIMAL TASK ALLOCATION FOR MAINTENANCE CHECKS
FOR EACH AIRCRAFT (AMPO-2)
Once the AMPO-1 plans the optimal letter check schedule for the entire fleet, the DSS
allocates the maintenance tasks to each letter check, assuming that there are sufficient
aircraft spare parts and maintenance tools. The task allocation aims at minimizing the
total cost in task execution, subject to the daily available workforce. It adopts an algorithm based on the worst-fit decreasing (WFD) [30]. The task allocation algorithm
treats the maintenance resources within each check as bins and the maintenance tasks
as items. It consists of:
• Bin Definition: The task allocation within AMPO-2 divides the entire aircraft letter check schedule into time segments (bins) according to the number of parallel
maintenance checks. For example, in Figure 5.2, C1.2, C12.1, C7.1, C7.2, and C9.1
are the maintenance checks. T1–T7 are the bins defined by the AMPO-2. The sizes
of the bins (time segments) are determined based on the aircraft maintenance resources, i.e., the number of maintenance technicians working during the time periods of the bins (the available workforce per day is given in the input).
• Bin Selection: The heuristic algorithm sorts the time segments according to the
associated capacity (maintenance resources), from highest to lowest. When the
algorithm selects a bin to allocate a maintenance task, it always starts with the
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Figure 5.2: Overlapping maintenance checks are divided into several time segments (bins) in AMPO-2 - i.e., T1,
T2, ..., T7.

bin with the highest remaining capacity. The availability of bin (time-segment)
depends on the aircraft hat having letter check during that time-segment. In the
example of Figure 5.2, T1 is only available for aircraft (AC) 16, T2 is available for
both AC-16 and AC-17, etc.
• Item Allocation: The algorithm allocates the items (tasks) following the rules of
“the most urgent item (task) first”. Each maintenance task must be allocated before its due date; otherwise, it generates extra capacities and notifies the DSS user.
The model formulation and the associated task allocation algorithm of AMPO-2 are
presented in Chapter 3. For the maintenance tasks that have to be executed in a strict
order, the task allocation algorithm groups those tasks into a package. A task package is
also considered one item. After that, the algorithm allocates the item (task package) to a
bin (time segment of a maintenance check). In this way, it ensures that all tasks within
the package will all be executed. For instance, the maintenance tasks presented in Table
5.4 have to be executed in the order of:
1200-A −→ 1200-B −→ 1200-C −→ 1200-D

(5.1)

Table 5.4: An example of maintenance tasks that have to be executed in the order of A → B → C → D.

Fleet

Tail No.

Date

Item

Description

A320

AC-1

Mar-19-2019

1200-A

Open the panel at aircraft component xxx

A320

AC-1

Mar-19-2019

1200-B

Inspect aircraft component xxx

A320

AC-1

Mar-19-2019

1200-C

Replace component xxx

A320

AC-1

Mar-19-2019

1200-D

Close the panel at aircraft component xxx

In this example, technicians have to execute task 1200-A (open the panel at component xxx) first. Otherwise, they cannot continue to inspect or replace the component
xxx. After the technicians complete the task 1200-C, they have to close the associated
panel (close the panel at component xxx). The task allocation algorithm groups these
four tasks into one package and label it as “Item 1200”, providing information of the sequence when presenting the results to the user.

5
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S TEP VI: I NTEGRATE THE OPTIMAL MAINTENANCE CHECK SCHEDULE AND
TASK ALLOCATION PLAN
In this step, the DSS first creates a folder for each aircraft with the name “aircraft tail
number + Time + Date”, and decouples the entire maintenance check schedule obtained
from AMPO-1 according to aircraft tail numbers. In each folder, it saves the associated
maintenance checks in the format of Excel. Next, the DSS organizes all the maintenance
tasks from AMPO-2 within the same letter check in one table in CSV format and puts this
CSV file in the folder according to the aircraft tail number of the letter check. The user
can compare or keep track of the historical optimization results according to the time
and date in the folder name.

5

S TEP VII: P LAN THE MAINTENANCE WORKFORCE AND SHIFTS (AMPO-3)
The Model component also has an algorithm (AMPO-3) to plan the maintenance work
shift (morning/afternoon/night), create job cards, and estimate the workload after the
AMPO-2 completes the task allocation for all letter checks. Due to the uncertainty associated with the workforce available per shift, the optimal maintenance check schedule
and task execution plan may quickly become obsolete. Thus, the AMPO-3 only creates
the work shifts and job cards for the initial 1–2 weeks of the planning horizon.
The shift planning algorithm allocates the maintenance tasks to each shift, respecting the workforce available per shift and the sequence of opening access panel, inspection, maintenance, and closing access panel (and this is the only task execution sequence we have to follow in both AMPO-2 and AMPO-3 according to the specification
of our airline partner). Figure 5.3 illustrates the workflow of shift planning function
(AMPO-3). AMPO-3 first assigns the tasks of opening the access panel to the morning
shift. If there is no available workforce left in the morning shift, it continues to assign
those tasks to the afternoon shift (or even night shift) until all the tasks of opening access panels are allocated. Next, the algorithm assigns the inspection works, and after
that, the maintenance tasks. The tasks of closing the access panel are allocated at last.
The shift planning process continues until it loops over the task execution plans of all
maintenance checks. When it finishes, the DSS will store the results in the database according to the aircraft tail number of the tasks.
5.3.3. G RAPHICAL U SER I NTERFACE
The GUI serves the purpose of interacting with DSS users. The DSS users can load input data, start the AMPO, visualize the optimization results and associated KPIs, change
operational constraints (planning horizon, the number of maintenance slots, or reserve
slots for specific maintenance activities), and export the output data via the GUI. Those
actions are the basic requirements for the GUI from the DSS users, identified by the
AIRMES project group.
The GUI of the DSS has a single main window, divided into five screens. The user
can see the maintenance check schedule of all aircraft for the entire planning horizon
on a daily basis or per hangar view on different screens. The GUI also displays key performance indicators (KPIs), the tasks allocated per maintenance check, the workforce
assigned per day (of the first few weeks), the identification of the maintenance interval
tolerances used, the maintenance slots generated as additional to the given capacity. The
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Task execution
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Yes
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Figure 5.3: Workflow of shift planning (AMPO-3).
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2

3

5
Figure 5.4: Main screen of the DSS.

user can also use the GUI to set the planning horizon, modify the start dates of specific
maintenance checks, and change the operational constraints, such as adding/reducing
maintenance slots or reserve maintenance slots for other maintenance activities. We use
Figure 5.4 and 5.5 to illustrate the main features of the DSS.
In Figure 5.4, the marker 1 indicates the main screen of the DSS. The main screen
displays the aircraft maintenance check schedule per day per aircraft, computation time,
and the number of extra maintenance slots created during optimization for a specific
planning horizon. The marker 2 indicates the 2nd screen of the DSS. The 2nd screen
displays the maintenance check schedule for the entire fleet in the hangar view. The
marker 3 indicates the screen of displaying the KPIs, including the mean FH, mean
FC, total maintenance checks, distribution of unused FH and FC for each check type,
and the number of merged A- in C-/D-Checks.
In the 2nd screen, the DSS user can further see the maintenance tasks of each check.
If the DSS user selects a maintenance check, a dialogue box will be popped up to display
the aircraft tail number, maintenance check label, current DY, FH, and FC. The user can
click the button “Show Tasks”, as indicated by marker 4 in Figure 5.5. The DSS will
display a list of maintenance tasks within the check and a figure that shows the workload
distribution and the work shifts. The user can also change the start date of a specific
check by clicking the button indicated by marker 5 . The DSS will re-optimize the entire
schedule according to the new specification from the user.
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5

5
Figure 5.5: The 2nd screen of the DSS.

5.4. D EMONSTRATION AND E VALUATION
The DSS was demonstrated and validated in a demonstration exercise organized as part
of the AIRMES project, on 51 aircraft, in March 2019 [31, 32]. The exercise was carried out
in collaboration with one of the major European airlines and one of the leading aircraft
manufacturers and observed by the Clean Sky 2 Joint Undertaking partners involved in
the related research effort.
This exercise aimed to validate the value of the DSS and demonstrate that it can be
implemented in practice, primarily for AMP optimization and the study of future maintenance scenarios. For this reason, two test cases were performed and discussed. In the
first test case, we aimed to validate the DSS and benchmark its performance by comparing the solution obtained with the maintenance schedule of the airline. In the second
test case, we investigated the current considerations of the airline about its future maintenance policies and fleet developments. The results were checked and validated by the
airline experts involved in analyzing such maintenance policies, providing valuable insights to the airline on future maintenance limitations and solutions.

5.4.1. S TANDARD AMCS O PTIMIZATION ON F LEET M AINTENANCE D ATA
We received the input for AMCS on March 19th 2019 and optimized the A- and C-checks
for the A320 family of our airline partner from March 20th 2019 to December 31st 2021,
under the same operational constraints as the airline. According to the requirements of
our airline partner, D-checks are merged within C-check in the following pattern:
C-1,

C-2, |{z}
C-3 ,
D-check

C-4,

C-5, |{z}
C-6 , C-7,
D-check

C-8, |{z}
C-9 , . . .
D-check

(5.2)
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We compared our results with the maintenance schedule available at the airline (Airline Schedule). According to the results illustrated in Figure 5.6 and 5.7, the AMPO-1 of
the DSS outperforms the planning approach of the airline. The AMPO-1 results in 6946.5
FH for C-check and 705.1 FH for A-check, higher than 6783.8 FH and 701.1 FH from the
maintenance schedule of the airline, but the result of AMPO-1 has one fewer C-check
and three fewer A-checks. Our airline partner also checks the maintenance check schedule obtained using the DSS and agrees that the DSS generates a better schedule than the
maintenance planners. Besides, the AMPO-1 of the DSS optimizes both the aircraft Aand C-check schedule for 2019–2021 within only 10 minutes. It means that the DSS user
can run the DSS to update its aircraft maintenance check schedule if there are changes
instead of manually shuffling the A-/C-checks to make another feasible one.

5

From a saving and revenue management perspective, since airlines spend on average $150K–$350K on a C-check [1] and $10K–$15K on an A-check, one fewer C-check
and three fewer A-checks in total can result in a potential saving of $0.1M–$0.4M for the
considered time horizon of roughly three years. Furthermore, a C-check lasts about 1–
4 weeks, and an A-check lasts 24 hours in this case study. One reduced C-checks and
three fewer A-checks are equivalent to about 10–31 days of aircraft availability for commercial operations. This may generate a considerable amount of revenue for the airline.
According to an economic evaluation performed by another Clean Sky project, the implementation of the DSS can potentially reduce the base maintenance costs by 2.7% for
point-to-point carrier airlines, 0.5% for large hub and spoke carrier airlines, and 2.4% for
small hub and spoke carrier airlines [33].
Following the demonstration of AMPO-1, we continued to test the task allocation
(AMPO-2) of the DSS. The AMPO-2 allocated the maintenance tasks using the optimal
maintenance check schedule created by the AMPO-1. It addressed the task allocation
for the maintenance check schedule of Mar 20th 2019–Dec 31st 2021 within 10 minutes.
The outcome of AMPO-2 is an optimized task allocation plan for the entire fleet and all
letter checks, including over 60,000 tasks. An example of the outcome from AMPO-2 can
be seen in Figure 5.8. To verify the AMPO-2, we compared the optimal task allocation
plan with the results from a commercial optimization solver. The comparison showed
that the AMPO-2 produces results within an optimality gap of only 0.028%. Our airline
partner also validated the optimal task allocation plan and its feasibility by benchmarking our solution with the task allocation solution they had for the following year. The
maintenance planners of the airline stated that the results from optimal task allocation
are feasible for practical implementation.
After the AMPO-2 completed the optimal task allocation for all maintenance checks,
the AMPO-3 planned the work shifts and creates job cards for technicians. Our airline
partner set the horizon of shift planning for two weeks. Table 5.5 shows an example of
the results from AMPO-3. The 1st column of the table shows the aircraft tail number. The
2nd and 3rd columns indicate the date and work shifts. The 4th column describes the item
or action, and the 5th column tells the maintenance planner where the maintenance
work is in the aircraft. The last eight columns imply the workload needed for each skill
type. The airline evaluated the work shifts after the demonstration and indicated that the
work shifts of the first 2–3 days are almost the same as they planned, yet the difference
becomes dramatic in the second week. It is worth mentioning that, for example, if a task
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Figure 5.6: The KPIs of maintenance check schedule of the airline. We used the DSS to load the maintenance
check schedule of the airline directly and visualized the results on the interface.
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5

Figure 5.7: The KPIs of maintenance check schedule from the AMPO-1 of the DSS
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Figure 5.8: Results of optimal task allocation (AMPO-2).
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Table 5.5: An example of work shifts planned by AMPO-3.
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09-20-2018

.
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09-20-2018
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Night

Night
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Afternoon

Afternoon
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Morning

Morning

Morning
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requires one labor-hour for a specific skill type, it can be one technician spending an
hour, or two technicians spend half an hour, or even four technicians spend 15 minutes
performing the task.

5.4.2. E VALUATION OF A IRCRAFT M AINTENANCE S TRATEGIES
In the second test case, we used the DSS to evaluate different maintenance strategies
before implementation. Each strategy is modeled as a test scenario, and all scenarios
are compared to the baseline scenario (Airline Schedule). Three maintenance strategies
(test scenarios) were proposed by the airline:
1. Scenario 1: increase the number of daily C-check slots from three to four but reducing the period of the year in which the C-checks can be performed from the
current October–May to November–March;
2. Scenario 2: increase the fleet size from 51 to 66 aircraft without changing the maintenance periods or number of slots available;
3. Scenario 3: increase the fleet size from 51 to 66 aircraft but now increasing the
A-check slots by one on Fridays.
Table 5.6 shows the KPIs from test scenarios. We also include the KPIs from the previous demonstration and use the airline schedule as the baseline scenarios. First of all,
without considering other costs, we see the benefit per aircraft from implementing the
DSS (DSS Schedule) compared with the baseline scenario (Airline Schedule) for a 3-year
planning horizon:
C-Check:

4.9 − |{z}
0 = 30.9K
20.6 + |{z}
|{z}

(5.3)

5.7 + |{z}
0.7 − |{z}
0 = 6.4M
|{z}

(5.4)

gain

A-Check:

gain

saving

saving

cost

cost

The KPIs of Scenario 1 indicate that shortening the C-check periods while increasing the C-check capacity, as considered by the airline, is not enough to cope with the
C-check demand from the current fleet size and leads to a loss of $75.4K in total per aircraft for two check types. Although it gains $78.0K from more days of commercial operations compared with the baseline scenario (Airline Schedule) and saves $14.7K because
of performing fewer C-checks, the airline needs to spend $66.0K per aircraft on creating extra C-check slots (non-existent daily slots are added to the schedule, representing
moments that technicians have to work extra-time or that additional workforce has to
be hired). The majority of loss comes from A-check due to grounding aircraft more often for A-checks (-$89.9K from commercial operations and -$11.5K for performing more
A-check) and creating more extra A-check slots (-$0.7K). The reason is that the optimization algorithm of AMPO-1 tries to ground the aircraft for A-check more often to defer the
need for a C-check. For example, consider an aircraft with a C-check interval of 7500
FH/730 DY and an average daily operation of 15 FH. If this aircraft has no A-check, it
will be grounded and performed a C-check after 500 days since the FH usage parameter
reaches 7500 FH before the DY usage parameter reaches 730 DY. If there is one A-check
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Table 5.6: Summary of KPIs from the airline schedule (3rd column), the AMCS optimization for the first test
case (4th column), and the different scenarios from the second test case (5th –7th column). The “Airline Schedule” serves as the baseline scenario. “Gain” represents the potential income generated per aircraft from having
more days for commercial operations (due to more/few days for A- or C-checks) compared with the baseline
scenario. “Saving” represents the reduction of maintenance costs per aircraft due to more/fewer checks. “Cost”
represents the costs per aircraft for creating extra slots.
KPIs

Airline

DSS

Scenario

Scenario

Scenario

20/03/2019–31/12/2021

Schedule

Schedule

1

2

3

Average FH

6783.8

6946.5

6959.8

6543.8

6012.3

Average FC

2896.4

2954.8

2955.4

2802.5

2570.2

Total Checks

72

71

69

73

76

Extra Slots

0

0

61

0

0

Gain [$]

—

26.0K

78.0K

-20.1K

-80.4K

Saving [$]

—

4.9K

14.7K

-3.8K

-15.2K

Cost [$]

—

0

66.0K

0

0

Average FH

701.1

705.1

665.0

690.6

664.3

Average FC

300.8

302.5

285.6

292.7

281.6

Total Checks

764

761

811

929

967

Extra Slots

3

3

4

75

9

Gain [$]

—

5.7K

-89.9K

-243.8K

-299.9K

Saving [$]

—

0.7K

-11.5K

-31.3K

-38.4K

Cost [$]

—

0

0.7K

40.9K

3.4K

—

37.3K

-75.4K

-339.8K

-437.3K

5
C-check

A-check

Total Benefit per Aircraft

According to our airline partner:
1) One day of operation generates on average $97.5K of revenue.
2) The A-check of an A320 family aircraft lasts one working day and costs on average $12.5K.
3) The C-check of an A320 family aircraft lasts on average 13.6 working days (slots).
4) One fewer A-(C-)check means the entire fleet can have 1(13.6) more days for operations.
5) The C-check of an A320 family aircraft costs on average $250K ($18.4K per working day).
6) The cost of creating one extra A-/C-check slot is three times as one normal slot.
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scheduled before the C-check (A-check lasts one day), this aircraft can have the C-check
after 501 days. Similarly, if the aircraft is scheduled two A-checks, it can have the C-check
after 502 days, and so forth. Based on the results of the Scenario 1 evaluation, we suggested that the airline should use its current maintenance strategy rather than the new
one (described in Scenario 1).
For Scenario 2, we observed that the current A-check capacity is not sufficient to handle the increased A320 fleet size according to the results shown in Table 5.6. Eventually, it
leads to a huge loss, -$339.8K, on average per aircraft. Apart from the loss from C-check
due to fewer commercial operations (-$20.1K) and performing more C-check (-$3.8K),
A-check contributes most to the loss, -$243.8K from commercial operations and -$31.3K
from performing more A-checks. Besides, it needs to spend $40.9K on average per aircraft on creating extra A-check slots.
To cope with the soaring A-check demand from increased fleet size, the airline proposes to add one A-check slot on Friday, as described in Scenario 3. According to the
DSS results, creating one additional aircraft A-check slot on Friday (Scenario 3) significantly reduces the need for extra A-check capacity from 75 to 9 compared with Scenario
2, meaning that the cost of creating extra slots is reduced (from $40.9K to $3.4K). However, it also increases the number of checks for both check types, resulting in a huge revenue loss from commercial operations. The total loss increases by 437.3 − 339.8 = 97.5K
on average per aircraft compared with Scenario 2. We found out that the optimization algorithm schedules C-check more frequently to provide more opportunities to merge the
A-checks in C-checks (since the airline primarily wanted to avoid creating extra slots).
Based on the results of Scenario 2 and Scenario 3, we suggested that adding one A-check
slot per week is not sufficient for the increase of fleet size, and the airline should consider
adding more A-check slots to cope with the increased maintenance check demand.

5.5. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a decision support system (DSS) that addresses aircraft maintenance
planning optimization in an integrated fashion, automating repetitive tasks while enabling fast, efficient, human-in-the-loop decision making for optimized planning purposes. First of all, the DSS is capable of optimizing the aircraft maintenance check schedule. Secondly, based on the optimal maintenance check schedule, the DSS allocates
maintenance tasks to each maintenance check considering the overlapping situation
(having multiple checks on going in the same period). Thirdly, the DSS plans the work
shift respecting the task sequence in practice. It can potentially help airlines improve
their maintenance planning efficiency, reduce the related maintenance operation costs,
and even assess their maintenance strategies. Therefore, the DSS makes significant contributions relevant to both scientific research and industry application.
The DSS bridges the gap between long-term AMCS and short-term shift planning.
It integrates aircraft maintenance check scheduling, maintenance task allocation and,
work shift planning in the same platform. A demonstration exercise with a European
airline shows that the DSS can generate a comprehensive optimal maintenance plan
for a planning horizon of three years within half an hour. It means airlines can use
the DSS to reduce the time needed for aircraft maintenance planning from several days
to about 30 minutes. More importantly, considering the uncertainty that might impact
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aircraft utilization or maintenance activities, we make it possible for the maintenance
planners to run the DSS in a short time to update the current plan. Whenever there are
changes in the aircraft maintenance tasks or maintenance activities, maintenance planners can quickly make new decisions using the DSS and re-organize the tools, workforce
or promptly prepare the aircraft spare parts.
Besides, the demonstration exercise results show that the DSS reduces the number
of A-/C-checks by three/one while increasing the expected average FH of A-/C-check
by 2.4%/0.6% for a planning horizon of 3 years compared with the maintenance check
schedule made using the planning approach of the airline. The reduced A- and C-checks
could lead to a significant saving in maintenance costs. The improved aircraft utilization
also indicates that there will be more aircraft available for day-to-day commercial operations to generate additional revenue for airlines. After the demonstration exercise,
the DSS was tested and classified by the Clean Sky Joint Undertaking partners to be at a
Technology Readiness Level Six (TRL 6). Nevertheless, the tool still has some limitations
that have to be addressed in the future if a higher TRL is aimed:

5

• The primary goal of AIRMES was on the development of the optimization algorithms, so future efforts should focus on improving the GUI.
• Define requirements and specifications that will facilitate direct integration of the
DSS with other information systems used by airlines, including the development
of the Application Programming Interface (API) and, potentially, a Software Development Kit (SDK).
• Include the number of aircraft spare parts in the constraints in the task allocation
(AMPO-2) model.
Another interesting direction is to incorporate condition-based maintenance (CBM)
by taking health prognostics and diagnostics into consideration when developing maintenance plans. Although including CBM in the DSS will increase model complexity and
computation time, it will prepare the tool to cope with a current trend in the aircraft
maintenance research and operational communities.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that although the DSS is tailored to aircraft maintenance planning optimization, it can also be adjusted to address similar problems, such
as train or bus maintenance planning for the coming days or weeks, or to match the
maintenance demand with operation timetables. For example, the main screen of the
DSS can be changed to display daily operation hours and maintenance duration. The
algorithm described in [5] can be adapted for similar maintenance scheduling or even
more general scheduling problems (e.g., vehicle routing or production planning) since
the idea of the algorithm is to estimate the consequence of each possible (maintenance)
action before making a decision. For such applications, the DSS framework can be maintained.
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6
C ONCLUSION
This chapter concludes the dissertation with observations and findings obtained during
the study of aircraft maintenance planning optimization. First of all, it reviews the main
objectives of this research work. Next, it describes the challenges met in aircraft maintenance planning and how they are addressed eventually, to highlight the scientific novelties
and practical contributions. Finally, this chapter discusses the limitations of the aircraft
maintenance planning models and gives recommendations for future work.
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6.1. R EVIEW OF R ESEARCH O BJECTIVE
This dissertation is dedicated to aircraft maintenance planning optimization. As stated
in Chapter 1, the main research objective is:
To develop a comprehensive maintenance planning optimization framework, including aircraft maintenance check scheduling and the associated maintenance
task allocation, that automates and optimizes the aircraft maintenance planning
process without compromising the long-term efficiency.
Since this dissertation divides the main objective two sub-objectives, in this section,
each sub-objective and the conclusions reached from the research are reviewed.
O-1 Optimize the aircraft maintenance check schedule and task execution plan.
- Optimize the long-term deterministic aircraft maintenance check schedule,
- Optimize the task execution plan for each maintenance check, and
- Optimize the aircraft maintenance check decision considering uncertainties.

6

Chapters 2–4 of this dissertation are dedicated to describing how O-1 is achieved
from three different aspects, given a specific aircraft fleet and time horizon, and each
chapter corresponds to one particular topic. Chapter 2 focuses on the long-term deterministic aircraft maintenance check scheduling (AMCS) optimization. It presents a formulation that includes all letter check types in the same model and considers detailed
real-life operational constraints. Moreover, Chapter 2 presents a dynamic programming
(DP) based methodology for the long-term deterministic AMCS. A case study with a European airline shows that, compared with current practice, the DP-based methodology
reduces the total number of letter checks, potentially resulting in a maintenance cost
saving of about $1.1M–$3.4M for a fleet of about 40 aircraft and a 4-year horizon.
Chapter 3 addresses the task allocation problem (TAP) of each maintenance check.
It formulates the TAP as a time-constrained variable-size bin packing problem (TC-VSBPP), given an optimal aircraft maintenance check schedule. Each bin is a time period
when several aircraft have the same type of letter checks ongoing in parallel and share
the maintenance resources. The bin size is the associated available workforce within this
period. A constructive heuristic based on the worst-fit decreasing (WFD) algorithm is
proposed, aiming at minimizing the total labor costs. According to a real-life case study
on 45 aircraft, the heuristic is more than 30% faster than an exact method (addressed by
a commercial optimization solver), while the solution gap is smaller than 0.1%.
Chapter 4 presents a lookahead approximate dynamic programming (ADP) methodology for the stochastic AMCS optimization, considering the uncertainty of aircraft daily
utilization and maintenance elapsed time. The lookahead ADP methodology consists of
a DP framework and a hybrid lookahead policy with deterministic and stochastic forecasts. The deterministic forecasts are the estimations of costs of creating extra maintenance slots using the mean aircraft daily utilization and mean maintenance check
elapsed time. The stochastic forecasts are the estimations of the costs of generating additional maintenance slots, given current decisions, using Monte Carlo simulations. Case
studies of an AIRBUS A320 fleet show that the lookahead ADP methodology determines
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the daily optimal maintenance check decision only in a few seconds. The lookahead
ADP methodology can be used by the maintenance operators to quickly update aircraft
maintenance check decisions whenever changes occur in maintenance tasks or activities.
Since the dissertation has provided solutions for all three aspects of O-1, meaning
that it addresses the long-term AMCS optimization and the associated optimal task allocation, and the stochastic AMCS optimization, following the top-down approach commonly used in the aviation industry. Therefore, the Sub-Objective O-1, optimizing the
aircraft maintenance check schedule and task execution plan, is successfully achieved.
O-2 Automate the aircraft maintenance planning process
Chapter 5 describes a decision support system (DSS) developed during this research
work (AIRMES project). On the one hand, the DSS serves as a model framework to facilitate aircraft maintenance planning. The DSS users (maintenance operators of airlines)
no longer need to use different tools for AMCS and task allocation separately. On the
other hand, it automates the planning process by integrating the long-term deterministic AMCS optimization and the associated optimal task allocation, and the stochastic
AMCS optimization in the same framework. Besides, the shift planning function is also
added in the last phase of DSS development. After the DSS users load the input data
via the user interface, the DSS automatically optimizes the aircraft maintenance check
schedule and the associated task execution activities and plan the work shifts. It significantly improves the aircraft maintenance planning efficiency since maintenance operators of airlines do not need to move the maintenance checks/tasks manually or worry
about the feasibility of a maintenance check schedule. After a demonstration exercise,
the DSS was tested and classified by the Clean Sky Joint Undertaking partners to be at a
Technology Readiness Level Six (TRL 6). Hence, this dissertation also reaches the SubObjective O-2, automating the aircraft maintenance planning process.

6.2. R ESEARCH N OVELTY AND P RACTICAL C ONTRIBUTION
This dissertation presents not only methodologies that can potentially innovate aircraft
maintenance planning (AMP) but also a decision support system (DSS) that can be used
to automate the AMP process. There were many difficulties during the research of the
aircraft maintenance planning (AMP) optimization, and they were addressed as follows:
• There is a lack of data about aircraft maintenance check scheduling (AMCS) and
seasonal daily aircraft utilization, and these data are crucial to formulating the
AMCS problem and developing optimization algorithms:
The first scientific contribution of this dissertation is to collect and anonymize the
AMCS related data, including fleet status, aircraft daily utilization, maintenance
check capacity and peak seasons, and share those data with the public. This dissertation provides researchers access to AMCS-related data for further study of the
AMCS or similar problems.
• During the algorithm development for the deterministic AMCS optimization, the
author found out that the action space (the combinations of selecting multiple air-
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craft for maintenance checks) and solution space are extremely large (the final optimal fleet status is unknown), making it difficult to keep track of the AMCS decisions.
Besides, there are no available cost data to model the impacts of an AMCS decision.
For the first time, this dissertation proposes to assign priorities to aircraft for maintenance checks according to aircraft utilization following the rule of “earliest deadline first”, which significantly reduces the size of the action space. It is also the first
to adopt forward induction under dynamic programming (DP) framework to optimize the AMCS decisions for multiple check types. To keep track of the AMCS
decisions, it adapts the classic discretization and state aggregation of the DP approach to make the AMCS problem tractable. Instead of using the cost data to
model the impacts of an AMCS decision, this dissertation uses a thrifty algorithm
to check whether the future maintenance capacities can cope with the demands
so that whenever there are sufficient capacities for all check types, the thrifty algorithm will suggest deferring a maintenance check action. All these innovations
make the proposed DP-based methodology described in Chapter 2 applicable to
real-life problems. A case study of a European airline shows that the DP-based
methodology optimized the maintenance check schedule for 45 aircraft and a 4year planning horizon within 15 minutes.

6

• The long-term aircraft maintenance task allocation problem (TAP) has never been
addressed before due to the lack of an optimal aircraft maintenance check schedule.
This dissertation proposes a constructive heuristic based on the worst-fit decreasing (WFD) algorithm that optimizes the maintenance task execution within each
maintenance check quickly. Given a 4-year optimized aircraft maintenance check
schedule for 45 aircraft, the constructive heuristic described in Chapter 3 determines the start date of each aircraft maintenance task in 20 minutes while the optimality gap from a solution obtained by a commercial solver is within 5%. Whenever there are changes in aircraft maintenance tasks or maintenance activities, the
proposed constructive heuristic can promptly update the maintenance task execution and the corresponding workforce.
• There are uncertainties in the aircraft maintenance check elapsed and in the aircraft
daily utilization. The optimal solution from the deterministic AMCS model may not
be robust and require to be updated frequently.
This dissertation presents a lookahead approximate dynamic programming (ADP)
for the stochastic AMCS optimization. The lookahead ADP still adopts the DP
framework. It uses a hybrid lookahead scheduling policy first to make the optimal
decision for heavy aircraft maintenance (e.g., C-/D-check) based on deterministic
forecasts, i.e., examining whether the capacity in a predefined future time-window
is sufficient for the maintenance demands using the deterministic maintenance
check elapsed time and aircraft daily utilization. After that, it fixes the decisions
for heavy maintenance and determines the light maintenance (e.g., A-/B-check)
according to stochastic forecasts, i.e., checking whether the light maintenance demands can fit in the existing available maintenance slots using Monte Carlo simulations. A case study of 45 aircraft shows that, compared with the current prac-
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tice, the lookahead ADP methodology potentially reduces the number of A-checks
by 1.9%, the number of C-checks by 9.8%, and the number of additional slots by
78.3% over four years.
• There is a lack of efficient tools for aircraft maintenance planning in the aviation
industry. Airlines have to generate the aircraft maintenance check schedule and
plan the maintenance task execution separately.
This dissertation also contributes to the state-of-the-art development of aircraft
maintenance planning software. It presents a decision support system (DSS) that
integrates the AMCS, maintenance task allocation, and shift planning in the same
optimization framework. This novel DSS automates the repetitive maintenance
planning process while enabling fast, efficient, human-in-the-loop decision making for optimized planning purposes. It can not only optimize the aircraft maintenance check schedule considering the dependence of different check types and
the associated task execution but also plan the work shift respecting the task sequence in practice. A demonstration exercise with an airline partner shows that
the DSS is capable of generating a comprehensive optimal maintenance plan for a
planning horizon of three years within half an hour, successfully reducing the time
needed for aircraft maintenance planning from several days to about 30 minutes.
The DSS was tested and classified by the Clean Sky Joint Undertake partners to be
at a Technology Readiness Level Six (TRL-6).

6.3. R ESEARCH L IMITATION AND R ECOMMENDATIONS
This dissertation has provided significant contributions to both scientific research and
industry application. Even so, there are still some impacts or challenges that have not
been considered in the research work:
• Aircraft line maintenance planning
Aircraft line maintenance refers to the activities carried out while the aircraft remains
in the operating environment and is airworthy to fly. Aircraft line maintenance is usually performed at the gate. Line maintenance tasks include replacement of any component designated as a line replaceable unit, routine in-service inspections, and day-to-day
check actions, and so on. Although the AMCS models and corresponding methodologies
proposed in this dissertation potentially reduce the number of maintenance checks and
increase average aircraft utilization, this, on the other hand, may transfer more workloads to line maintenance and increase line maintenance costs as a result. Therefore,
including aircraft line maintenance in the AMP optimization can further reduce the total maintenance operation costs for airlines. Following this direction, one can continue
AMP to line maintenance planning optimization, i.e., determine the tasks to be executed
in line maintenance or further move some tasks within aircraft letter check (A-/B-/C/D-check) to line maintenance. In this way, it reduces not only the total maintenance
operation costs but also the risk of spending more time on a maintenance check than
planned.
• Optimizing the composition and performance of teams of aircraft maintenance
technicians
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In the shift planning model, one of the goals is to assign the right number of technicians to execute a maintenance task. However, due to the lack of data, the airline partner
suggests a maximum of four technicians for the execution of one maintenance task. In
practice, the number of technicians in a specific area of an aircraft is limited. It is not
realistic to allow as many technicians as possible to work on a task at a time. In this case,
it is also necessary to collect data regarding the number of technicians performing the
same job. Including this information in the shift planning mode, one can optimize the
number of technicians per shift and even further plan the compositions of teams per
activity scheduled.
• Considering uncertainties in the task allocation model

6

This dissertation only considers the uncertainties from aircraft daily utilization and
maintenance check elapsed time in the stochastic AMCS model, at the maintenance
check level. The task allocation model does not include uncertainties at the maintenance task level. Incorporating task delays or possible system or component failures in
the task allocation model is also an exciting research direction. One potential solution
is to introduce condition-based maintenance (CBM). The CBM uses health prognostics
and diagnostics to define the tasks within each maintenance check. With the CBM approach, the task allocation model can plan the maintenance tasks for each maintenance
check according to real-time monitoring rather than fixed intervals, further extending
the lives of aircraft components and systems.
• Improving the applicability of the DSS
Regarding practical implementation, although the DSS is demonstrated to be efficient in AMP optimization, there are still some possible improvements to make the DSS
applicable. The future works for the DSS improvements are in two aspects. On the one
hand, the graphical user interface (GUI) still needs some effort to be more user-friendly
and resilient. On the other hand, direct integration of the DSS with other information systems used by airlines requires developing an Application Programming Interface
(API) and, potentially, a Software Development Kit (SDK) to facilitate this integration.
• Combining preventive maintenance and condition-based maintenance
The AMCS optimization and the associated optimal aircraft maintenance task allocation belong to preventive maintenance (PM) scheduling. In PM scheduling, one has
to first estimate when a maintenance check or task is due according to its inspection interval and daily utilization, then set a date, time, and place, and assign technicians to
perform the work. In condition-based maintenance (CBM), the maintenance tasks are
planned according to health prognostics and diagnostics. The design of the stochastic
AMCS model allows the integration of CBM and under AMCS. In this case, one can continue to develop health monitoring algorithms to further divide the letter checks into
more frequent and smaller task blocks that give more flexibility and allow quicker reactions to new information.
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